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INTRODUCTION
This 1992 Onnual Report of the Tov-jn of Gorham has been
compiled by the efforts of Joyce SnitUo, Diane Legere and
Brenda St. Onge. There efforts in this endeavor are to be
highly commended.
The 1991 finnual Report received a third place award in the
state-wide annual report contest, sponsored by the New
Hampshire Municipal fissociation. The credit for this
acknowledgement must fall to those referenced above. The
Town will continue to strive to improve upon the Onnual
Report in a cost effective manner in hopes of further
r eco gn i t i on
.
ftny questions or comments with regards to the data covered
v*jithin the 1992 Onnual Report should be directed to the
Selectmen's Office at A66-3322.
The Gorham Board of Selectmen
Donald Lamontagne, Chairman
Glen East man
Yves Z orn i o
IN MEMORIAM
The 1992 Onntial Rpport for the Town of Gorhani is hereby
dedicated to the memory of Jasper Hogan, Daniel C. Oyer
and Nicholas Legendre.
Over the very short or long period of time that each one
of these individuals shared with the community and its'
citizens they each contributed in their own special way.
Each one of us may have been blessed to have the
opportunity to be touch ever so slightly by one of these
individuals and today we carry with us a small part of
what they stood for.
IN MEMORY.
That person is a success who has lived well, laughed
often and loved much; who has gained the respect of
intelligent people and the affection of children; who
has earned the appreciation of honest critics and
endured the betrayal of false friends; wfio appreciates
beauty and finds the best in others; who leaves the
world a bit better, whether by a healthy child, a
garden patch or a redeemed social condition; who Mnows
that even one life has breathed easier because
he or she has lived. This is to have succeeded.
Ralph Ualdo Emerson
LITTLE NICK
Here's a story that should be told,
Obout a boy who was five years old.
For five short years he was a normal little boy,
Until a tragedy broke his joy.
His mother and father were really sad,
But little Nick said "its not so bad."
He visited the doctor many times,
To pay for this enpense, the town donated many dimes,
Then there was a joyful moment,
Nick had overcome his opponent.
This joyful moment did not last,
The tragedy had not passed-
Nick was sick once again,
This was the beginning of the end.
Oil his life he had wanted a Dalmatian,
So the town had a donation.
Little Nick fought like a champ.
For his parents built him a camp.
Little Nick wanted so much.
But the little pup he never got to touch.
While normal kids were playing with friends,
Little Nick's life came to an end.
He's gone from a town that gave him all their love,
Now he rests up above.
Written by: Karen Griffin, Olysia Kennard,
Mandy Parent, and Jason Perry
P. S. The Dalmatian puppy was born and brought into our
home and is being loved by Jason, "Nick's best buddy'"
CELEBRATION OF LIFE
Daniel C. Oyer
January 18, 1952 - December 17, 1992
Irish Prayer
May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always at your back
May the sunshine warm upon your face
The rains fall soft upon your fields
Ond until we meet again.
May God hold you in the palm of his hand
Photo courtesy of the Village Crier, Merrimack, NH
JASPER HOGAN - A GORHAM INSTITUTION
On March 27, 1992, an ^tb in the town of Gorham'
s
history came to an end. Jasper Hogan died. Jasper was the
last of the real old timers, and at age 90 his passing
removed from the Gorham scene a well known and most colorful
personality. Fifty years ago the town had many colorful
characters, one by one they passed on, most to be forgotten
in a few years, except perhaps by relatives. Jasper lived
to become the last to represent a now forgotten age.
To call Jasper Hogan a character is in no way
disrespectful for a good dictionary reads as follows - one
of the attributes or features that make up and distinguish
the individual. These words truly reflect Jasper and the
unique things about him.
Jasper Hogan - Picture furnished by Donald Provencher
Jasper Hogan was born in
Gorham but grew up in the
old family homestead at
the end of the Hogan Road
in Shelburne. His youth
was spent there, and his
early love of the woods
began' there. He would
later on move to Gorham
and call the town his
home, living in summer at
his camp in Hubbards
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i gh with what
Os a woodsmen and lover of the out of doors he had few
equals. He J^new what went on in Mothier Nature' s world from
first hand ^cnowledge. Os a walker he, likewise, had few
equals. To walk to Berlin and back to attend a hockey game
was no big thing in his view.
He read a lot, knew what was going on in the world, and
was a regular visitor at the Gorham Public Library,
Jasper Hogan had the remarkable ability to remember the
past. He had a brain that stored up facts, dates, and
events that happened long ago. Once when I was doing
research on a case of a lost deer hunter, he had all the
facts inside his head even though the date was many years
ago
.
When he took a walk in the woods he always wore an old
knapsack on his back and with walking stick in hand he would
set out. Os he walked his head was like an owls, looking
from side to side never missing a thing. By the time he
returned home the old knapsack would be filled with an
assortment of things - rocks, pieces of beaver cut wood,
cones, all manner of things he found of interest.
The second love in his life, next to the forest, was
sports. Baseball and hockey filled a big niche in his life.
He will be long remembered for his great love of these
5 port 5
.
There are many wonderful stories about this man, three
come to mind that ar^& typical of the man. I once asked him
about mushrooms, "Don't know much about them:, he said.
"Years ago I picked a bunch and cooked em, fed some to the
chickens, ate the rest myself. Chickens all up and died,
had a bad belly ache for a while, guess I was lucky".
finother time I was trying to learn the origin of the
name of the swing bridge across the Peabody River -
Huggermugger Bridge it was called years ago. No one seemed
to know where the name came from so I asked Jasper. "Don't
really know for sure", he said "but those (Appalachian
Mountain Club people use to use the bridge going to climb
Mount Moriah. Guess they use to hug and kiss when on the
bridge, kissing use to be called mugging you know".
My favorite Jasper story is about the time President
Carter' s wife was coming to Gorham. The First Lady was to
have lunch at Welsh's Restaurant. Jasper had a rent aboue
the restaurant and the Secret Service, who were in town
ahead of Mrs. Carter's visit, wanted to look Jasper's rent
over. He told them to go to hell.
Old age finally took its toll and the oldtimer went to
a nursing home where he didn't live long, the way he hoped
it would be, I am sure. His death ended an btb, the town of
Gorham will never see his likes again.
/-cZ^
Pau 1 T. Doh ert y
Jasper Hogan - At the Gorham Railroad Station Building





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Gorham, in the County
of CooSf in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs.
You are hereby notified that the Annual Town Meeting
and elections will be held or Tuesday, March 9th, 1993 at
nine o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
articles by written ballots (Orticle 1). Polls will be open
from 9:00 ft. M. to 7:00 P.M. for balloting.
Residents living on Lajoie Garden Center property
northward will vote at the Qascade Fire Station in said
Gorham. Those living southward will vote at the Gorham High
School Gymnasium in said Town.
The business meeting will be held at 7:30 P.M. at the
GORHfiM HIGH SCHOOL GYMNftSILfl to act upon the remaining
articles.
Article 1. To elect one Selectman for a term of three
years, one Town Clerk for a tterm of three years, one Water
and Sewer Commissioner for ter>m of three years, one Library
Trustee for a term of three years, two Planning Board Member
for terms of three years, one Trustee of Trust Funds for a
term of three years, one Trustee of Trust Funds for a term
of one year, three Budget Conjnittee Members for terms of
three years. <0n the Ballot).
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of 30,214.00 for the purpose of
funding the 1993 contract for District Nurse and Home Health
Services. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sura of $ 100,020 as Gorham' s share of the
fiVRRDD budget for fiscal yea|r 1993. This amount is the
Town's prorated share based upon solid waste tonnage
estimates. The District's 1993 net budget is 36A, 372. 00.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article A. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of i 50,O00 to be added to the East
Milan Closure Capital Reserve Fund. (Recommended by Budget
Committee)
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Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 241,006.00 for the operations of
the Uater Department. Recommended by the Water & Sewer
Commission. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
firticle 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of 287,663.00 for the operations of
the Sewer Department. Recommended by the Water & Sewer
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see if the Town will vote to approve design
on of a new reservoir for the Gorham Hill
d to acquire any land required in conjunction
is being the initial phase of a major
of the Gorham Hill Water System), in
h the Federal Safe Drinking Water Oct and
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e Water & Sewer Commissioners. (Preliminary
imated to approximate $110,000.00 for this
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ftrticle fl. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the purchase of
conservation mix, fertilizer, lime, loam, and silt to be
utilized to resurface the lower end of the Libby Pool
facility (existing parking area) for the purpose of laying
out a field hockey/soccer field. (Recommended by the Budget
Comm i tt ee)
.
ftrticle 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000 for the purpose of installing
fuel tanks at the Town Facilities. (Recommended by the Budget
Commi tt ee)
ftrticle 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $30,000 for the purpose of completing
repairs to Cascade Bridge (No 225.036). (Recommended by the
Budget Committee).
ftrticle 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 10,000 to be added to the Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund as previously established.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
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firticle 12. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the
financial terms of the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Board of Selectmen and AFSCME- Local
3657 Police Employees, which calls for a ICiS employee
contribution on 1993 Health Insurance Expense and a 3.5 wage
adjustment for 1993; and furthermore to raise and
appropriate the sum "of $ 6,824.00. Such sum to be
distributed as follows and in accordance with the agreement:
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Police Departmen t $ 5, 578
Di spatch 863






Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the
financial terms of the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Board of Selectmen and ftPSCME - Local
1444 Public Works Employees, which calls' for a 1Q}% employee
contribution on 1993 Health Insurance Expense and a 3. 5X
raise adjustment for 1993; and furthermore to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 11,464.00. Such sum to be
distributed as follows and in accordance with the agreement:
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Highway Department






Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 2,204,349 for general Town
operations and charges. (Recommended by the Budget











Recommended by: Budget Committee
General Government 67A,316
Public Safety 539,488








Debt Purposes 375. 557
a, 204, 349
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 42,989.00 for the operations of the
Gorham Library. Recommended by Library Trustees.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 1&. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $49,250.00 to purchase a Holder and
furthermore to authorize the withdrawal of $25,000 from the
Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund created for
said purpose. The balance of $24,250 will be raised by
general taxation. (Recommended by Budget Committee).
firticle 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 50,000 for highway and side walk
asphalt repaving and curbing projects. (Recommended by
Budget Committee)
firticle 18. To see if the Town will vote to change the
Pinnual Town Meeting from the second Tuesday after the first
Monday in March to the second Saturday after the first
Monday.
firticle 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 3,165.00 for the purposes of
supporting emergency and outpatient mental health services
provided by ftndroscoggin Valley Mental Health and
Development Services. (By petition of Christine Rhoderick &
Others). (Recommended by Budget Committee)
firticle 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 2,300.00 for support of the
Community fiction Outreach Program. (By petition of Fran
O'Neil & Others). (Recommended by Budget Committee)
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Orticle 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 1,5013.0121 for the support of the
Gorham Historic Society. Petition by Guy Gosselin & Others)
(Not recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 17,034.00 for the purchase of a
Police Cruiser. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 23. To see if the Town. will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSft 35:1 for
the purpose of paving Stony Brook Road and to name the
Selectmen as agents for said fund and furthermore to raise
and appropriate $10,000 to be placed in said fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee).
Article 24. To see if the. Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purpose of paving Old Glen Road and to name the
Selectmen as agents for said fund and furthermore to raise
and appropriate $10,000 to be placed in said fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee).
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 34,000 for repairs to the Town of
Gorham' s drainage system to include replacement and repairs
of culverts and catch basins. (Recommended by Budget
Comm i 1 1 ee
)
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSft 35:1 for
the purpose of town hall renovations in addition, to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in said
fund, to be designated the Town Hall Renovations and
Repairs Capital Reserve Fund, and to name the Selectmen as
ftgents to the Fund. (Recommended by the Budget Committee).
Article 27. To see if the Town will Vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 5,000.00 to be added to the
Recreation Van Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $ 20,000 to be added to the
Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the selectmen to apply for, receive and expend , without
further action by Town Meeting, money from the State,
Federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the year, in accordance with RSft
31 :95-b .
14
Article 30. To t g- c if the Town t*^ i 1 1 vote to author' ize the
selectmen to botT'ow money on temporary notes in anticipation
of taxes cove -ing the period from March 9, 1993 to the
a n r. Li a 1 meeting i r , M a i - c h of 1 9 9 ^t .
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town
by Ta>; Collector's Deed. Such conveyance shall be by deed
following a public i^uction, or the property may be sold by
ad\,ertised sealed bids, and may be otherwise be disposed of
as justice may require pursuant to RSA 80:8(3.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the town gifts,
legacies and devises made to the town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSfl 31:19.
Article 33. To hear reports of any Town Officers,
Ogents, committees heretofore chosen and to pass any votes
related thereto.
Article 34. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals the 1st day of February, 1993.
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF Gorham N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 19_S!3 to December 31, 19 Q^ or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
u3^t Cpm mittee: (Please^qn in ink) , /i Date/LHruTmi ^ri ase^ra m r ; j /^ udi f i f jr. j
^jM/-^'

































4130 Executive ^6.400.00 40.633.98 41,985.00 4l.985.0(
4140 Elec. Reg.. & Vital Slat. 19.210.00 19.736.84 19.029.85 19.029.
i
4150 Financial Administration 116.749.00 125.678.87141.631.31141.631.3
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 26.000.00 25.338.50 15.000.00 15.000.0
4155 Personnel Administration S32. 067. OOrilO. 722. 76329. 132. 53329. 132. 5
4191 Planning and Zoning 6.850.00 7.740.95 13. 800. 00 13.800.0C
4194 General Government BIdg. 37.237.00 ^1.691.37 32.437.0C ^2.437.0C
4195 Cemeteries 15,779.00 11.704.36 14.647.0C 14.647.0C
4196 Insurance 7?, 902.00 59,980.78 62.023.0C 62.023.0C
4197 Advertising and Reg. Assoc. 4,881.00 4, 281. 6c 4,631.00 4.631.0C
4199 Other General Government 35,000.00 29,565.74 35.000.0C 35.000.0C
PUBLIC SAFETY
g91, 042. 00 g83. 923. 24 293. 182. 00 g93.l82.OC
4215 Ambulance 67,981 .0 62,758.57 66.023.0C 66.023.0C
4220 Fire 97,009.00 79,094.95 96,995.80 96.995.80
4240 Building Inspection 5,500.00 4,891.10 S, 657. 50 5.657.50
4290 Emergency Management 7,084.00 3,648.2 7,084.0C 7.084.0C
Dispatch Service 63.145.0C 5 9.191.7 70,545.0( 70,545. 0(
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets ^38.968.00 ^28,097.50 334.l6l.OC334.l6l.OC
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 35,000.00 ^? , 706. 57 37.000.0c ^7. 000. PC
Gas 7,30 .00 7,783.41 7.300.0C 7.300.0c
4323 Solid Waste Collection 86.241. OC 6 3 , 970.56 65.205.6c 65. 205.6c
4324 Solid Waste Disposal /Recyclin g 48,786.0C 29,218.06 39,569.6c ^9. 569.6c
4325 Sev^age Collection & Disposal
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
g33.»63.0"C294,476.T^4332 Water Services 241,00b. OC 241, 00b. OT
4335 Water Treatment /Sewer g66, 532. OC 292.301. 67 287. 663. OC 287. 663. OC
4414 Pest Control 600. OC 180. OC 600. OC 600.0c
441 5 Health Agencies and Hospitals 15,571.0C 12.732.0C
Adinlnl strati on 600.0c 525.0c 617.5c 617.50
Hnrnp Health 5,249. OC 2.871.3c
4442 Direct Assistance
4444 Intergovernmental Welt. Pay'ts.
Administration l8.000.0C 13.437.05 18, OOP. DC 18,P00.P(
Sub-Totals (carry !o lop of page 3) 2301546. 0C,2239883.68;2279926. 6^2279926. 69
17
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Sub-Totals (from page 2) ?3015^6.00 ^239883. 6£ 2279926.6s 2279926.6c
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 90,766. OC 86,358.6: 92,935.16 92,935.16
4550 Library iJ1.8iJ3.0C ^0,638.77 ^12.988.76 i)2.988.76
4583 Patriotic Purposes 9.112.0C 8.8$q.8' 9.000. OC 9.000.0(
Info Booth, Rinks 10,022. OC 9,169. 9^ 10,2i<9.2<: 10,2i<9.2c
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources




471 1 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes ?02. 656.0c ^02.656.0C ?21.613.0C 221-613. OC
4721 Int.-Long Term Bonds & Notes L6l.6S^.0C L6l.6i<1.92 li43.9i»4.0C li43.941».OC
4723 Interest on TAN lO.OOO.OC 5.197.13 lO.OOO.OC lO.OOO.OC
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Union Contract 18,289.0c 18.289. OC
(see Attached) ?07. 058.0c L9^,806.9S ^52,^83.0C 3i|0,983.0( m ^t;oo,
"
OPERATING TRANSFERS
4914 To Proprietary Funds:
.'
4915 To Capital Reserve Funds;
(see attached) ^n_,nnn nn sn^nno or 115, 000. Of nR_,nnn,nf
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds:
(RSA31:19-a)
DredKinR 15,000. or 15, 000. Of
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS U99987.00 U1^428.8^ 3396778. qj L3285278.9 111.500.
• Enter in these columns the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and wNch appear on the prior tax rate papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:8, 8-a, & 32;10-b)
Please disclose the following Items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation)
S Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items. $ Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:8-a). Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32:10-b).
RSA 273-A:1,IV '"Cost Item' means any benefit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislative body of the public employer with which negotiations are being conducted."
HELP! We ask \our assista
than one fl) uarran
rale process b\ redu
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3120 Land Use Change Taxes /Boat TaX ; Bank 801. 0( 1,549.5: 801.0(1 801.00
3180 Resident Taxes 18,230.0C 18.220.0C 18. 230. 0Cil8. 230.001
3185 Yield Taxes 4.927.91
31 86 Payment in Lieu of Taxes '5.12'4.0C 3.177.2c 5.124.0C 5.124.00
3190 Int. & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties 36.150.0C 81.126.0^ 56,150.0Ci56,150.00l
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 3.500.0C 3.491.7^ 3.500.0c 3,500.00
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 270.300.00 302. 043.6c 1298, 300. 0C*298, 300. 00
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees , 25.802. OC 24.502.4( 24. 802.0c 24,802.0(1
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue 226, 967. 00^53, 640. It 226,967.00226,967.0(1
3353 Highway Block Grant 35,287.0C 35",287.3< 40,197.6(^ 40,197.6(1
3354 Water Pollution Grants 130,62it.0d 130,624.0c 125,670.0c 125, 670. 0(^
3356 State & Fed. Forest Land Reimb. 11,811. OC 11,869.6c 11,811. oa 11,811.0(1
3357 Flood Control Reirpbursement




3401 Income from Departments 1^0.907.00 150,756.0^162,423.00162,423.00
3409 Other Charges Water" 233. 863. 001294. l<76. 7^12 ill, 006. 00241, 006.001
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES Sewer 266. 532. 0CI292. 301. 67i287, 663. 00287, 663. 0(i
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 500. od 500.0cK 500.0(3
3502 Interest on Investments 17.220.0C 22.804.2C 17,220.0c^ 17,220.0(1)
3509 Other Insurance Reimbursements 27.697.0(] 42.807.7^ 40,518.22 40,518.22
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS FROM
3914 Proprietary Funds
Sewer Pro.iect 33,000.00 34,428.37
Water SuRar Hill; W.T.P. 125. 296. OC 116, 473. 2]jl25, 296. 00125, 296. 00
Electric Gorham Hill Pro.iect -S ^
3915 Capital Reserve Funds 25,000.0(1 25,000.0(3
i
3916 Trust and Agency Funds 4.600.0C 3.266.30 4.600.00 4,600.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
Fund Balance: 209. 711. OC 209. 711. OCJl80.000.0( 180. 000.0(3
Items Voted From Surplus
Remainder ol Surplus
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1831408.0c 2440971.2' 1904264.8 21904264.82
Enter in this column tl^e numbers which were revised and approved t)y DRA and which appear on the MS-4 forr
Total Appropriations $3,28
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes $1 , 90






BUDGET OF THE 1














SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE - MBA
(RSA 32:8, 8-a, & 32:10-b)











(Col. B minus A)
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 221,613.00 221,613.00
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
153,9^^.00 153,9^4.0
A. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
100,020.00 100,020.00
6. TOTAL EXCLUSIONS (Sum of rows 2-5)
475,577.00 475,577.00
7. AMOUNT RECOMMENDED LESS RECOMMENDED
EXCLUSION AMOUNTS (Line 1 less line 6)
2,921,201.90 3,090,672.09 111,500.00
8. Line 7 times 10%
292,120.19 280,970.10 11,150.00
9. MAX. ALLOWABLE APPR. PRIOR TO VOTE
3, 213. 322. Oq 3.090.672.00 122.650.00
10. Collective Bargaining Cost Items,
RSA 32:8-a & 273-A:1, IV, RECOMMENDED
& VOTED. (Complete Col. A prior to
meeting & Col.B and Col.C at meeting)
18,289.00 18,289.00
11. Mandatory Water & Waste Treatment
Facilities (RSA 32:10-b). RECOMMENDED
& VOTED. (Complete Col. A prior to
meeting & Col.B and Col.C at meeting)
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(At meeting, add Col. A, line 9 + Col.C,
line 10 and amount in Col.C, line 11).
NOTE: Add Col. C amounts only if positive. 3,213,322.09
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1993 BUDGET MESSAGE
I will begin the 1993 budget address with a historical
review. The 1991 Net Town Appropriation (reflects net of
both revenues and expenditures) was $1,532,241. The final-
ized 1992 Net Town Appropriation was $1,387,A79. This
represents a decrease of approximately $144,805 or 9.45S.
The result to the property taxpayer was a decrease of $1.00
per thousand ($1000) on the Town portion of the overall tax
rate. Thus, in a year when the CPI was running at 3. 2S the
net cost to maintain Town service levels was 9. 45S less than
the previous year. The budget you will find before you
represents a slight projected increase in the net Town
Appropriation for 1993. The projected Net Town appropria-
tion is targeted at $1,375,548.99.
The Budget' Committee's correspondence dated February 8, 1992
requested that a study be completed to analyze the impact on
all departments of a 5% reduction in the department's
operating budgets. Their request was taken with grave
seriousness and you will find that several of the operating
budgets have come in at well under the 5X mark. There are
some though that have not been decreased by 5% and in fact
are projected to increase. The areas that have fallen short
of their request have been explained in detail throughout
the 1993 budget process. I believe you will find that an
emphasis has been made on right sizing the budget. This
simply means allocating funds to those areas where at this
point in time it is prudent to, and reducing those areas
where the impact may be sustained, or economies can be
gained.
The mission statement that best represents the philosophy
behind the budget developed and the guiding light which
directed the Board of Selectmen and myself is as follows:
TO DEUELOP A BUDGET THAT (ft) EFFICIENTLY AND EFFECTIVELY
MAINTAINS THE APPROPRIATE DEGREE OF TOWN SERVICES DELIVERED
AT A NET LEVEL AT OR BELOW THE 1992 LEVEL; (B) BEGINS TO
FUND FUTURE NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY IN SUCH A WAY TO MINIMIZE
THE LONG TERM IMPACT ON THE TAXPAYER SO THAT THE OVERALL
OPERATIONS OF THE MUNICIPALITY WILL CONTINUE TO
PROFICIENTLY MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE CITIZENRY TODAY AND
INTO THE FUTURE WITH MINIMAL DISRUPTION OF THE RIGHT SIZED
SERVICE DELIVERY PATTERN.
I believe this mission statement clearly portrays the
detailed highlights I will begin to summarize for each of
you.
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The total operating budget exclusive of debt service is
down by approximately 2S or $39,934.11. Within the
operating budget there ^r^e some decreases that run as deep
as 18S - 42%. However, there are also some increases that
are as high as 100%. In each case where an increase is
proposed, it has been done so with great thought and reason.
You will find that Financial Administration is up by 21% or
$24,882.30. ft majority of this increase will be born by the
Town in 1993 but should have a positive benefit well into
the future. The Town will for the first time conduct it's
own neighborhood analysis and ratio analysis in an attempt
to equalize the assessed valuation and keep the ratio at
100%. By successfully doing so, the Town could avoid a
revaluation of properties in the future. The analysis and
adjustments would have to be done on an annual basis. The
second major element is that some added valuation is
anticipated to be placed on the tax rolls in 1993 and it is
likely the Town will be challenged in doing so. Planning and
Zoning is up $6,950.00 or 100 %. The major element is the
planned code update and revision which has not been
adequately done since 198fc. The Police Department budget is
up by 3% . The increase reflects a continuation of a very
aggressive and progressive training program, improved
investigatory measures, the addition of a certified DftRE
officer, and the addition of a Stat,e Police on-line
telecommunications system (SPOTS). The final area of major
impact is the Dispatch Center which is projected to be up by
11.7%. This will include funding for a new base radio
console unit and some basic levels of added training.
The Debt service portion of the 1993 Budget has dropped by
some 20.78% or $98,733.00. This is due to the redemption of
the water bond, garbage truck bond and revaluation bond. The
operating budget plus debt service combined equates to a 5%
reduction below the 1992 budget.
The next segment of the 1993 Budget in its entirety is of
paramount importance if we as stewards of the community are
to begin to prudently prepare for the impending future that
will soon be upon us. Several of the capital items and
capital reserve items are repeat appropriations that are
part of the Town' s on going capital plan . Others are new
items that are being presented at this time based on
identified and justified needs.
It is with regret that I have had to include in the 1993
Budget proposal $30,000 for repairs to Cascade Bridge. This
is necessary due to the accelerated rate of deterioration of
the steel superstructure and to the change in the
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anticipated construction date to replace the bridge by the
NHDOT from 1993 to sometime in 1996 or 1997, The replacement
schedule has been pushed back due to the State of New
Hampshire's inability to fund the Bridge ftid Program.
Twenty-five thousand ($25,2)021) dollars has been placed in
the 1993 Budget to install new fuel tanks at the Fire
Station and Town Garage. This will not address all of the
tanks thus it will be necessary to appropriate additional
funds in 199A to finish the Town Garage and Town Hall.
Ten Thousand ($12i,002i) dollars has been included in the 1993
Budget to construct a field hockey / soccer field at the
existing parking area of the Libby Pool Facility. The total
cost of the project is anticipated to be twenty thousand
($22i,2i02i) ^dollars, however, we are expecting to split the
cost fifty/fifty with the Gorham School District subject to
their final approval. A long term facility outlay has been
included in the budget document for your review. The
Gorham Friends of Recreation had raised substantial funds
during 1992 and is solely responsible for the construction
of the back stop and fencing work that was completed at the
facility. The completion of this additional field will
reduce the usage of the Promenade field which eventually
will be utilized as a cemetery. The existing field besides
the inappropriate location is a very unsafe field that has
been difficult to maintain over the years.
The budget includes a proposal to purchase a Holder at the
cost of $A9, 250. 00. The holder is a fully articulating
multiple use tractor inclusive with mower and plow
attachments. This piece of equipment would replace four
pieces of existing machinery which ar^e in need of repairs
which ar^e estimated to cost upwards of $11,000.00. Ue are
anticipating a reduction in the number of mowing hours
needed with the new piece of equipment and thus a reduction
in the number of summer employees hired. Funding for this
item would be $25,000.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund and
the remaining $24,250.00 from taxation.
Twenty-thousand ($20,000) dollars has been included to
establish two capital reserve funds for the eventual paving
of Stony Brook Road-Phase I and Old Glen Road. Both are
existing Town gravel roads. It will be necessary to fund the
reserve at this level over the next three years to fully
fund the projects.
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Thirty-four thousand < $34, dCliZl) dollars has be
the budget for drainage and catch basin pr
thousand ($7000.012)) dollars of the thirty-
($34,000) dollars will be utilized to contin
annual program of repairs and replacements of
basins on the system- The remaining twenty-s
($27,000) dollars shall be utilized to complet
a three phase project on Evans Street. The str
has very limited drainage and problems have d
the past several years. The forces of the Wat
Department along with the Public Uorks Depart





ex i st ing catch
even thousand







The final areas that are outside the scope of the
capital plan ar^e the 1993 Collective Bargaining Agre
and Non-Union Uiage adjustments. The essence of the p
is a 10% employee contribution on Health Insurance ie
Town will pay 90S and the employees shall pay 1Q}% o
1993 BC/BS Comp 100 program. This amounts to a cred
approximately $11,940.00. A 3. 5S COLA was also grant
all Full-time and Permanent Part-time employees.
Volunteers and part-time employees shall receive a 2%
The overall package represents a progressive underst
on behalf of the employees with regard's to the uni
health car^e cost problem faced by the community and n
In all regards, the final package was a reasonabl

















The projected Town tax rate based on information available
at this time is $8.85 per $1000.00 or an increase of $0,05.
Items pending that will effect the finalized rate set in
November of 1993 by the Department of Revenue Administration
aire as follows: final assessed valuation which will include
any and all abatements granted, pick ups of new
construction activity, and the audited fund balance.
In a summary format I have captured for you an overview of
some five to six months of coordinated work between the
Heads, Myself and the Board of Selectmen. We
have accomplished the mission set forth and
that you too will understand and support the
behind the 1993 budget, as it is the first step
Depart ment
be 1 i eve we
ant ici pat ed
ph i 1 o sophy






REPORT OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
The Budget Committee met on ftpril 28, 1992 in the Gorham
High School Library to organize and to review the School
District and the Town financial statements for the quarter
ending March 31, 1992.
The following officers were elected: Chairman Patricia
Lapointe, Vice Chairman Marlene Marchand and Secretary David
W. Murphy.
The Committee also held quarterly meetings on July 26 at the
High School Library and on October 27 at the High School
Home Economic Room to review the School District and the
Town financial statements.
In 1993, meetings were held to prepare the School District
and the Town budgets on January 7, 12, lA, 19, and 2fe at the
Gorham High School Home Economics Room. The public hearing
was held on February A at the Town Hall. All of the meetings
were called for 7:00 P.M. and were sparsely attended by the
publ ic.
The budgets were first presented and then gone over in
detail in the presence of the representatives of the various
departments and a preliminary vote was taken. The Water and
Sewer Capital Reserve Funds and their relation to the rates
came under scrutiny by the Budget Committee.
A request from the Water and Sewer Department for $110,000
for a new reservoir on the Gorham Hill water system to be
paid for with water capital reserve funds was tabled due to
lack of detailed information and the size of the system.
All other requests were given a preliminary approval.
All of the School District and the Town departments took
into consideration the five percent cut requested by the
Committee last year in the preparation of their budgets but
in most cases this request could not be complied with
without endangering some of the departments. The School
District would be hurt if it put this cut into effect.
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ftfter the public hearing on February A, at which there was
very little input from the public, a final vote on the
budgets was taken. The budgets were given final approval
with the exception of those listed below.
The Uater and Sewer Department's request for $11(3,000 for a
storage tank on the Gorham Hill water system was not
recommended for reasons earlier stated in this report.
A petitioned article calling for an expenditure of tA, 000
for the purchase of a health education curriculum in
accordance with Ed 306.32 etc. was not recommended as it
appears that the School Board and not the School Meeting has
charge of the curriculum. None of the petitioners were
present at the hearing to speak on this article.
A petitioned article calling for an expenditure of $1,500
for the Gorham Historical Society was not recommended
because it was thought that last year's request would be a
one time request and not an annual event. No one
representing the Gorham Historical Society was present at
the public hearing to speak on the subject.
Further details of the budgets will be found
this town report.
e 1 sewhere i n
We wish to thank each and every School District and Town
Departments and all concerned therewith for the fine manner
in which they presented their budgets and for their
cooperation. We also wish to thank the high school for the
use of their facilities and the Town for the use of the Town




David W. Murphy, Secretary
Paul J. Guay
Clinton J. Savage, Sr
Yves L. Zornio, Selectmen
Patricia ft. Lapointe, Chairman
Les lie Gl over
Marlene Marchand, Vice Chairman
Dennis W. Pednault







BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL 1 REQUESTED APPROVED 1
ACCOUNT NURBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
. _.






81-4138-1-138 EX SELECTHEN ELECTED OFF
I
9000 6908 4300 5140 1 5400 5460 1
01-4138-2-110 EX TOWN HANftGER PERU POST 20741 20725 35000 34879 1 36225 36225 i
81-4138-3-138 EX MODERATOR ELECTED OFFI 125 125 560 515 1 260 260 1
01-4130-4-130 EX BUDGET CLERK ELECTED
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
ISTRftTION














01-4140-1-110 EL CLERK PERM POSITION 11625 11402 11915 11686 1 12333
1
12333 1
81-4140-1-120 EL CLERK PART TIME POSITI 1750 1830 1795 1679 1857 1857 1
01-4140-1-620 EL CLERK SUPPLIES - OFFIC 1480 1665 1300 1664 1550 1550 1
01-4140-1-flll EL CLERK MARRIAGE LICENSE 1000 966 1086 1239 1500 1506 1
01-4140-3-118 EL ELECTION TEMP POSITION 675 747 2300 2337 1 1340 1346 1
81-4148-3-550 EL ELECTION PRINTING 506 595 400 250 250 256 1
01-4140-3-698 EL ELECTION OTHER - MISC.
ELECTIONS S REGISTRATION
NISTRATION
300 319 500 880 200 200 1







01-4150-1-110 FA ACCTG PERM POSITION 23000 20894 21012 21134 22782
1
22782 1
01-4150-1-348 FA ACCTG BANK SERVICES 8 8 6 1006 1660 i
81-4150-1-341 FA ACCTG TELEPHONE 600 814 1800 1023 988 900 1
81-4158-1-558 FA ACCTG PRINTING 3000 3013 3006 4314 2880 2660 1
01-4150-1-560 FA ACCTG DUES 8 SUBSCRIPT 1500 1571 1800 1824 1900 1908 1
01-4158-1-628 FA ACCTG SUPPLIES - OFFIC : 3888 3968 3506 4213 1708 1700 1
01-4150-1-625 FA ACCTG POSTAGE 1988 1900 1
81-4150-1-802 FA ACCTG CONFERENCES/MEET 2378 2283 2508 2179 2580 2588 1
01-4150-1-804 FA ACCTG TRAVEL 1628 1710 1628 1454 1628 1628 i
81-4150-2-381 FA AUDIT SERVICES 6806 6080 6506 6568 6508 6500 1
01-4150-3-110 FA ASSESS PERM POSITION 22522 22522 23604 23085 23893 23893 1
81-4158-3-312 FA ASSESS PROPERTY ASSESS 6580 2532 6686 7449 21688 21806 1
01-4150-3-341 FA ASSESS TELEPHONE 2008 2714 2008 2046 2588 2500 1







BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL REQUESTED APPROVED 1
ACCOUNT NUPIBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP. EXP. EXP. EXP. BUDGET BUDGET 1
01-4158-3-SlS FA ASSESS HAP NEEDS STUDY 8 6 8 8 5006 5668 1
01-4150-4-118 FA TAX COL PERU POSITION 11625 11482 11916 11686 12553 12333 I
ei-4158-4-128 FA TAX COL TEPIP POSITION 1758 1836 1794 1679 1857 1857 1
01-4158-4-341 FA TAX COL TELEPHONE 608 814 1000 1025 900 900 1
81-4156-4-626 FA TAX COL SUPPLIES - OF 1468 1665 1380 1664 2580 2366 1
01-4150-4-ai7 FA TAX COL TAX LIENS S CO 300 432 508 811 1000 1000 1
81-4158-5-138 FA TREASURY ELECTED OFFIC 3666 3588 3686 5580 3800 3800 i
01-4150-7-120 FA PERSONNEL PART TIME PO 12612 12423 14128 15794 14422 14422 1
81-4158-S-b38 FA PURCHASE HAINTENANCE/R 6811 5972 6549 6675 6816 6816 1
81-4156-8-748 FA PURCHASE EQUIPHENT/RAC
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
4228 3012 8918 8827 2000 2600 !






01-4153-1-320 LE LEGAL TOWN GENERAL EX 26500 20642 25500 25500 12500 12500 i
81-4155-1-321 LE LEGAL PLANNING EXPENSE
LEGAL EXPENSES
FITS
2500 2528 2560 1839 2568 2566 1
81-^153 SUB 29880 22962 26666 25359 15808 15866 1
PERSONNEL BENE 1
1
01-4155-2-216 PE BENEFITS INS. - HEALTH 18483S 182158 165527 168614 128455 128455 i
01-4155-2-215 PE BENEFITS INS. - LIFE S 12944 12416 15577 15451 14000 14000 1
01-4155-2-228 PE BENEFITS SOCIAL SECURI 48661 44527 46412 43027 46574 46374 1
01-4155-2-225 PE BENEFITS MEDICARE 12877 11759 12327 11716 12252 12252 1
01-4155-2-238 PE BENEFITS RETIRE - EflP. 12837 18682 25985 12477 16566 16560 1
01-4155-2-231 PE BENEFITS RETIRE - POLI 14001 13526 17924 6548 7500 7500 1
01-4155-2-232 PE BENEFITS RETIRE - FIRE 2662 2880 2218 1784 2066 2866 1
01-4155-2-233 PE BENEFITS RETIRE - ADRIN 4237 4186 1359 1509 1411 1411 1
81-4155-2-234 PE BENEFITS RETIRE - BK. Y 8 8 2775 2775 2775 2775 1
01-4155-2-240 PE BENEFITS TUITION REIHB 8 8 1000 1000 1
81-4155-2-258 PE BENEFITS UNEHPLOYHENT 6588 6528 8808 9524 8800 8806 1
01-4155-2-2^0 PE BENEFITS WORKERS COflP.
PERSONNEL BENEFITS
ING
PL DEVELOP OTHER - HISC
91811 91932 97573 98517 96000 96000 1





31-4191-1-698 2868 1687 2006 2468 2808 2868 1







BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL 1 REQUESTED APPROVED :





PL DEVELOP TRAVEL 58 50 50 58 i
01-4191-2-3'30 PL ZONING OTHES - CONSULT 1500 2428 1588 1484 ! 1500 1580 i
81-4191-2-£.90 PL ZONING OTHER - HISC. 2800 3026 2588 3289 3008 3000 1
01-4191-2-802 PL ZONING CONFERENCE S M 125 60 158 158 158 ;
01-4191-2-804 PL ZONING TRAVEL 50 8 8 8 8 8 !
01-4191-2-80& PL DEVELOP CODE UPDATES
PLANNING 8 ZONING
BLDG.
GB TOUN HALL PERH POSITIO
550 530 1 7000 7608 i
01-4191 SUB 5850 7261 6858 7741 13800 13888 ;
GENERAL GOV'T 1 1
01-4194-1-110 9531 6716 9671 8446 9671 9671 i
01-4194-1-120 GB TO«N HALL VOLT POSITIO 460 488 480 488 488 480 1
01-4194-1-341 GB TOyN HALL TELEPHONE 708 729 700 674 980 960
;
01-4194-1-410 GB TO«N HALL ELECTRICITY 6336 5690 6336 6240 6356 6356
(
01-4194-1-411 GB TOUN HALL HEAT S OIL 9000 5872 7000 7674 7800 7080 1
01-4194-1-412 GB TOUN HALL UATER 808 1534 1188 1221 1188 1180 1
01-4194-1-610 GB TOUN HALL SUPPLIES - G 2625 2579 2625 2958 2625 2625 !
01-4194-1-630 GB TOUN HALL flAINTENANCE 4080 3052 4000 3984 4808 4088 1
01-4194-1-690 GB TOUN HALL OTHER -SPRINK 250 325 24 325 325 1
01-4194-1-691 GB TOUN HALL OTHER -18 RI
GENERAL GOV'T BLDG.
8 5008 8 8 1
01-4194 SUB 33722 26652 37237 31693 52437 32457 ;
CEMETERY
CE haint PERU position
1
01-4195-1-110 9753 9753 10008 10089 18008 18808 1
81-4195-1-120 CE HAINT PART TINE POSIT 3557 1755 2480 8 2800 2088 i
01-4195-1-140 CE HAINT OVERTIME 539 339 559 38 539 539 i
81-4195-1-412 CE MAINT UATER 8 1632 500 508 !
01-4195-1-610 CE HAINT SUPPLIES - GENER 580 571 500 911 800 888 1
01-4195-1-635 CE HAINT GASOLINE 200 175 200 338 308 ^S0 ;
01-4195-1-740 CE HAINT EQUIPHENT « HACH
CEHETERY
IN PROPERTY BLDGS « CONT
500 217 500 336 500 588 1
81-4195 SUB 15049 12808 15779 1178^ 14647 14647 1
INSURANCE 1 !
1 1
01-4196-1-480 15538 13315 13957 12511 11716 11716 i
01-4196-1-520 IN PROPERTY LIBRARY CONT 884 736 708 80S 888 888 1
01-4196-3-520 IN VEHICLE AUTOMOBILE 13616 14613 16278 9941 11278 11278 i


























IN PROF. LIABILITY POLICE
IN PROF. LIABILITY OFFICI



























AD DEVELOP NC COUNCIL

























4681 4261 1 4631 4631 1
81-4199-1-998
81-4199-1-991
GE OTHER REFUND PAYflENTS














81-4199 SUB 31 jjo 36834 1 35880 33746 1 35000 35000 1










































PART TI«E POSITI 1
OVERTIRE !
COURT WITNESS PAY I
TELEPHONE !
REPAIRS a MAINTE I





EQUIPMENT S P1ACH I
PRISONER EXPENSE !





_ 1 1 1
175613 177223 1 179347 173386 1 161562 161562 1
14443 18766 1 17304 23111 1 20800 28000 1
37251 41936 1 35378 36957 1 37306 37308 1
8 8 1 5000 984 1 2500 2500 !
1500 1742 1 1700 2325 1 1900 1968 1
1588 1357 1 1500 1806 1 1508 1500 1
2586 2761 1 2500 3327 1 2660 2800 1
8 8 1 1 9300 9308 1
15666 10279 1 15688 13594 1 5706 5700 1
2008 1352 1 4160 4251 ! 4100 4108 1
1500 816 1 1008 834 1 500 500 1
600 1033 1 1000 777 1 1608 1000 1






BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL REQUESTED APPROVED 1
ACCOLINT KUIIBEf; ACCCLiNT DESCRIPTION EXP. EXP. EXP. EXP. BUDGET BUDGET 1
I
31-4210-1-804 PD flDRIH TRAVEL EXPENSES 158 212 500 435 588
1
588 1
01 -4210-1 -805 PD ADHIN UMIFORRS 3500 3500 4000 4319 5000 5008 1
-31-4210-^118 PI) TRAINING PERn POSITION S49S 3685 9213 10869 11686 11886 1
01-421B-4-S10 PD TRAINING SUPPLIES - GE 1500 1819 2300 2486 2308 2308 1
0--4210-£.-110 PD SPEC. DETAIL PERf! POSI
POLICE DEPARTMENT
8 18080 3103 5886 5666 1
1





01-4213-2-110 Af! SERVICE PERn POSITION 42230 41486 44197 43920 46348
1
46348 1
01-4215-2-120 m SERVICE VOLT POSITION 6618 5883 5474 5215 4158 4158 1
01-4215-2-198 AH SERVICE OTHER - TRAINI 5150 2297 4008 3108 4140 4140 i
81-4215-2-341 A,«; SERVICE TELEPHONE 980 515 706 596 786 780 1
01-4215-2-350 hR SERVICE HEDICAL SERVIC 1500 342 1425 233 1680 1880 1
01-4215-2-620 All SERVICE SUPPLIES - OFF 1080 1297 I860 1515 1688 1686 t
01-4215-2-638 AR SERVICE RAINTENANCE S 1800 243 900 362 968 906 1
31-4215-2-635 All SERVICE GASOLINE 1808 687 956 286 758 756 1
01-4215-2-660 m SERVICE VEHICLE REPAIR 1808 500 226 756 750 1
81-4215-2-661 AH SERVICE VEHICLE REGIST 48 35 48 35 48 48 1
01-4215-2-6S1 fin SERVICE SUPPLIES - HED 1500 1281 1500 1306 1500 1508 1
01-4215-2-749 AH SERVICE EQUIPMENT S f!A 7800 6512 6880 5388 3920 3928 !
01-4215-2-804 AH SERVICE TRAVEL 750 301 600 42 400 400 1
81-4215-2-S05 AH SERVICE UNIFORMS 600 345 576 445 386 386 1
01-4215-2-&10 AH SERVICE LICENSES
AHBULANCE DEPARTHENT
125 118 125 90 125 125 i
I




FI ADflIN PERH POSITIONS
!
1
31-4228-1-110 41866 37974 42917 33236 25983 25985 1
^;i-4220-l-120 FI ADHIN VOLT POSITION GO 8 8 17696 17696 1
81-4228-1-121 FI ADMIN VOLT POSITION CA 5110 4821 5242 2867 5242 5242 1
01-4220-1-341 FI ADHIN TELEPHONE 2500 2570 2500 2865 3068 3000 1
01-4220-1-548 FI ADMIN SUPPLIES - GENER 13250 10381 12256 18767 11686 11888 1
01-4223-1-560 FI ADMIN DUES S SUBSCRIPT 500 367 580 386 506 560 1
31-4220-1-658 FI ADMIN MAINTENANCE « RE 550 579 558 762 556 556 1
01-4220-1-635 FI ADMIN GASOLINE 8 2256 2256 1





1991 i 1992 1955
BUDGET ACTUAL 1 BUDGET ACTUAL REQUESTED APPF.C'v'ED !
ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 1 EXP. EXP. 1
1 _
EXP. EXP. BUDGET BUDGET 1
1
01-4E28-1-882 FI ADMIN CONFERENCE « MEE 1808
_
J
1053 1 1000 838 1800
1
1800 !
01-4220-1-805 FI ADMIN UNIFORMS 380 261 1 300 300 306 308 1
01-4228-4-110 FI TRAINING PERM POSITION 7725 4574 1 7725 4278 7725 7725 !
01-4220-8-418 FI BLDG ELECTRICITY 2658 2903 1 2650 3467 1 3500 5500 1
81-4220-8-411 FI BLDG HEAT & OIL 5888 2716 ! 5080 4233 4008 4080 !
01-4220-8-412 FI BLDG UATER 13000 13979 1 13000 13663 i 15600 13000 1
























4500 1 4658 4653 1
01-4248-1-698 BS ADMIN OTHER MISC. 508 172 1 500 311 1 588 500 1
81-4248-1-802 BS ADMIN CONFERENCE S MEE 250 18 1 250 80 ! 250 250 !
01-4248-1-884 BS ADMIN TRAVEL « EXPENSE 258 8 1 250 1 250 250 I

















3338 i 6584 6534 1















01-4299-2-110 DS SERV PART TIME POSITIO 47222
(
~
46459 1 48820 44682 I 48828
1
4SS20 i
01-4299-2-148 DS SERV OVERTIME 2625 2040 1 4225 2706 1 4225 4225 1
81-4299-2-198 DS SERV OTHER - TRAINING 280 148 ! 1888 1025 1 5808 5808 1
81-4299-2-341 DS SERV TELEPHONE 3880 3054 1 3000 2818 1 3800 5008 1
81-4299-2-628 DS SERV SUPPLIES - OFFICE 2008 2257 1 2888 2487 1 2068 2880 1
81-4299-2-638 DS SERV MAINTENANCE S REP 1088 832 1 1588 1715 1 1500 1508 :
81-4299-2-748 DS SERV EQUIPMENT & MACHI 588 688 1 3580 3842 1 8508 3508 1








55398 I 63145 59191 ! 70545 78545 1





1 1991 I 1992 1993
1 BUDGET ACTUAL 1 BUDGET ACTUAL REQUESTED APPROVED




EXP. EXP. BUDGET BUDGET
— 1 1
HIGHWAYS 8 STREETS 1 !
I
'
HIGHyAY m.l'ril SIR ;tick I
AM IN PERfl POSITIONS 1
1
31-^311-1-110 HI 155774 144399 1 159648 160651 159648 159648
ei-r311-l-120 HI ACillN PART TIME PGSI 1 3514 9614 ! 8514 6326 6600 6606
31-4311-1-148 HI ADniN 0VERTI!1E 1 29281 24&21 1 29925 25595 29925 29925
81-^311-1-341 L.T AD«IN TELEPHONE 1 2808 1548 1 1500 1687 1500 1560
81-4311-1-418 HI fiD?!IN ELECTRICITY 1 4880 3076 1 4080 4488 4000 4060
81-^311-1-411 HI AD!1IN HEAT & CIL 1 b90e 4573 1 6908 4845 5080 5000
81-^311-1-413 H: AD!1IN yATER 1 528 451 1 508 365 506 588
81-4311-1-448 HI ADf.IN RENTALS S LEASES 1 1880 508 1
31-4311 -l-t.l8 HI AliHIN SUPPLIES - GENER 1 18808 18146 1 18880 19298 18880 18600
Bl-4311-l-fc.ll HI AD?1IN SUPPLIES - TOOLS 1 2500 984 ! 2500 2184 2560 2508
31-4311-l-fcl2 HI ADniN SUPPLIES - SIGNS 1 1508 1527 1 1500 1503 1500 1568
81-4311-1-S13 HI ADfllN SUPPLIES - SALT \ 39789 57022 ! 41805 45696 40212 40212
3i-4311-l-&2y HI ADniN SUPPLIES - OFFIC i 508 528 1 588 JOJ 1180 1160
81-4311-l-b35 HI Ar.niK GASOLINE 1 4808 3762 1 4000 3738 4080 4060
81-4311-1-63& HI ADSIN DIESEL FUEL 1 S780 5861 1 8760 4894 8700 8760
81-43llrl-ifc8 HI ADr:iH VEHICLE REPAIRS 1 17008 19946 1 17000 15436 17008 17668
B1-4311-1-&91 HI ADHIN COLD PATCH 1 &00 498 1 2688 2549 2688 2666
81-431i-l-fe52 HI ADHLN SAND '& GRAVEL 1 5000 3847 1 5800 5000 6000 6000
81-4311-1-S93 HI ADHIN CULVERTS/CATCH 1 7508 7953 1 5508 5851 6580 6506
S1-4311-1-&94 HI ADRIK WINTER SAND 1 8 1 2888 1403 2080 2000
31-4311-1-748 HI ADtllH EQUIPHENT « flACH 1 4880 782 1 4808 5840 4808 4666
81-4311-1-684 HI ADtllN TRAVEL \ 8 1 500 157 500 500
81-4311-1-685 HI ADfllN UHIFORHS I I 500 348 306 586
81-4311-1-A8b HI m.m COflC'UTER DEVELO ! 2000 125 1 1000 978
81-4311-i-£14 HI ADMIN PAINT STREET LiN ! 1419 408 1 1576 1888 1376 1376
Jl-4311-1-61: HI ADMIN FRIDGE EXPENSE ! 2000 666 ! 2000 649 1000 1000
81-4311-1-816 HI ADI1IH PAVING & ASPHALT i 18808 8524 1 8 8
81-4311-3-398 HI fiDillN COHTRfiCT SERVICE 1
HIGHWAY ADH I HI STRATI ON 1
r 1













































HI OTHER GAS RAINTEHANC i
HI OTHER GAS USAGE 1















81-4319 SUB 11308 5492 1 7300 77S3 7300 7300 1














































SA RECYCLE PERU POSITION
SA RECYCLE PART TlftE POS
SA RECYCLE OVERTIME
SA RECYCLE SUPPLIES - GEN
SA RECYCLE GASOLINE








1 4320 4287 ! 2008 8 1 1080 1800 I
1 4381 2142 1 2682 2678 1 2882 2082 1
1 8 1 3000 128 1 1000 1800 1
1 1508 1616 1 1080 1533 1 1800 1680 1
1 8 1 1 2280 2288 1
1 15868 16936 i 15800 11155 ! 9720 9726 1
! 1 16128 1 1
t 3635 4441 i 1 8 8 1
1 2000 1603 1 1508 1156 1 1500 1500 1
1 5539S 50750 1 6824 441 1 8 !
1 9492 9492 1 1 1
















1 8 8 1 2000 i 1008 1888 i
1 8 8 1 2308 103 1 2888 2000 I
1 6 1 680 554 1 688 688 1
1 1 1 1400 1400 1
1 i 4600 1846 1 2600 2668 1
1 8 1 58685 29218 1 39569 39569 1





1991 1 1992 1993
BUDGET ACTUAL 1 BUDGET ACTUAL 1 REQUESTED APPROVED 1














506 1 506 500 518 518 1



















01-4414-1-810 400 187 ! 200 1 288
1
2B0 1
81-4414-1-811 AN INSPECTION EXPENSES
ANIHAL CONTROL
; S HOSPITALS









237 1 660 180 1 608 680 1







01-4415-2-120 HE CLINIC PART TlflE POSI 31206 22375 1 5889 4095 1 8 1
81-4415-2-341 HE CLINIC TELEPHONE 1106 1085 1 308 507 S 6 1
81-4415-2-390 HE CLINIC OTHER - CONSUL 4508 4413 ! 1 1
01-4415-2-550 HE CLINIC PRINTING 906 665 1 106 1 8 6 :
01-4415-2-620 HE CLINIC SUPPLIES - OFFI 1080 1189 1 300 379 1 8 i
81-4415-2-638 HE CLINIC MAINTENANCE/RE 286 98 1 166 1 8 6 i
01-4415-2-660 HE CLINIC VEHICLE REPAIRS 1000 548 1 250 139 ! 8 !
01-4415-2-681 HE CLINIC SUPPLIES - HED 1506 1822 1 586 < 8 8 1
01-4415-2-740 HE CLINIC EQUIPHENT/flACH 500 24 1 8 1 8 6 1
01-4415-2-802 HE CLINIC CONFERENCE/HEE 806 195 1 106 20 1 8 8 1
81-4415-2-804 HE CLINIC TRAVEL 500 136 1 158 59 1 8 1
01-4415-2-805 HE CLINIC UNIFORHS











12733 1 8 6 1
OTHER HEALTH - HOHE HEALTH










2327 1 8 !
01-4419-1-190 HE OTHER TRAINING 500 218 1 6 6 ! 8 1
01-4419-1-620 HE OTHER SUPPLIES - OFFI 300 47 1 100 185 1 8 1
81-4419-1-884 HE OTHER TRAVEL 2263 1974 1 400, 448 1 6 8 i
01-4419-1-805 HE OTHER UNIFORMS


































01-4441-1-dii UE adhin expenses 1508B 4605 18008 13437 18808 18880 1
1
81-4441 SUE WELFARE ADHINISTRATION 15088 4685 18808 13437 18008 18800 I—
1









































































PR PARKS SUPPLIES - 6EHER
PR PARKS HAINTENANCE S RE
PR PARKS OTHER - ROOF/SI
1 1 !
_i
1 22416 23916 1 22976 24513 1 23788 23788 1
1 17975 28628 1 19242 17872 1 26376 28370 !
1 908 1166 1 988 1426 1 1888 1000 1
1 175 123 1 158 127 i 158 150 1
1 325 205 1 258 133 1 158 158 1
1 2586 2519 1 2798 3166 1 2888 2880 1
1 888 819 1 708 871 I 708 788 1
1 2508 1591 ! 1438 1298 1 1488 1480 1
1 8 1 8 8 1 407 407 1
1 1208 913 1 1180 1135 1 693 693 1
1 288 135 1 158 88 1 308 300 t
1 18925 17318 1 19723 16822 1 19825 19825 1
1 1375 1307 1 500 117 1 588 580 1
1 1 8 6 1
1
8 1









18623 1 10623 10623 1
1 8 1 8 1 8 1
1 1225 1252 1 1225 1161 1 1225 1225 1
1 588 1 544 1 544 544 1
! 3335 4198 1 5648 4811 1 6953 6953 1
1 725 778 1 725 648 1 725 725 1





















81-4521-2-740 PR PARKS EQUIPflENT/MACHI
PARKS MAINTENANCE
CU RINKS PART TIRE POSIT
CU RINKS ELECTRICITY
CU RINKS EXPENSE - CASC
CU RI!;!KS EXPENSE - COIWON
TING RINKS
1478 1597 1 798 341 790 790
01-4521 SUB
SKATING RINKS




























01-723 SUB SKfl 292S 1566 1 2176 1384 2178 2178








CU INFO BOOTH PART TIME
CU INFO BOOTH TELEPHONE
CU INFO BOOTH UATER
CU INFO BOOTH SUPPLIES -
CU INFO BOOTH MAINTENANC
01-4589 SUB INFORMATION BOOTH
INFORMATION BOOTH TOTALS
!
6888 6271 1 6494 6506 1 6721 6721 1
325 433 1 325 336 1 325 325 1
500 536 1 308 389 1 300 360 1
8 1 508 312 1 508 500 1
225 110 ! 225 243 1 225 225 1





81-4611-2-560 CO ADMIN DUES
81-4611-2-882 CO ADMIN CONFERENCES S H
01-4611-2-811 CO ADMIN EXPENSE
01-4611 SUB CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
150 150 150 150 156 150 1
180 126 158 76 158 150 1
180 58 8 50 50 1























PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 1 1
81-4583-1-110 PA JULY PERU POSITIONS













01-4583 SUB PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 9060 9060 9112 8850 9000 9080 1
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 9888 9888
DEBT SERVICE
























1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
. DEEP WELLS 1 7588 7508 1 7580 7580 1 7500 25088 1
. «1 SEUER PR 1 106088 168866 1 1^0688 168688 1 160080 160000 1
. «2 SE«ER PR 1 37358 37358 I 37350 37350 1 37358 37350 1
. SUGAR HILL 1 18756 18758 1 18758 18756 1 18756 18750 1
. PLOU TRUCK i 1 17251 17251 1 18749 18749 1
LOADER LEASE 1 17742 17741 1 19281 19281 1 26955 20955 1
U.F.P. 1 16296 16296 1 17274 17274 1 18318 18310 1
. UATER BONDS i 25660 25006 1 25886 25688 1 6 8 1
. GARBAGE TRUC: 20250 20250 1 28258 28258 1 1
. REVALUATION 1 40060 46060 1 46888 48888 1 8 8 1













«1 SEWER PR 1 48680 48660 1 43280 43288 1 37800 37808 1
«2 SEWER PROJ: 18675 18675 1 16808 16888 1 14946 14948 1
SUGAR HILL 1 17801 17801 i 16652 16652 1 15584 15584 1
PLOU TRUCK 1 1 2669 2669 1 1172 1172 1
LOADER LEASE 1 5506 5507 1 3967 3967 1 2293 2293 1
U.F.P. 1 72080 72008 1 71022 71822 ! 69985 69985 1























DE INTEREST GARBAGE TRUC
DE INTEREST REVALUATION











01-4721 SUB 176027 176027 161634 161642 143944 143944 1
INTEREST ON T. 1 1
81-4723-1-998 DE INTEREST T.A.N.
INTEREST ON T.A.N.
10008 9384 10000 5197 10000 10000 1










LI ADMIN PERM POSITIONS
LI ADMIN PART TIME POSI
LI ADMIN TELEPHONE
LI ADMIN SUPPLIES - OFFIC










CHURCH STREET RR CROSSI
CULVERTS/CATCH BASINS
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS





13898 13898 1 14315 14314 1 14816 14816 i
18735 9744 1 11278 10219 1 11673 11673 1
550 671 1 550 655 1 600 600 1
1500 1510 1 1580 1471 1 1700 1708 1
14200 13804 1 14200 13979 1 14200 14200 i
40883 39627 1
1-









1 8000 7965 1 1
6 1 14000 12087 1 34000 34000 1
5000 5000 1 5000 3385 1 i
40154 33634 1 50008 58008 1 50000 50880 1
























FUEL TANK REPLACEMENT 1
LIBBY POOL FIELD HOCKEY 1
CASCADE BRIDGE !
LAND & IMPROVEMENTS !





















PLOy TRUCK PURCHASE !
FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE 1
AMBULANCE PURCHASE 1
POLICE CRUISER PURCHASE 1
RECYCLING COST - TRUCK i
HOLDER PURCHASE 1





































TOWN HALL ENERGY IHPR 1
























AVH MENTAL HEALTH I
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM 1
STREET LIGHT REPLACEMENT 1
DISTRICT NURSE CONTRACT 1
COMPENSATORY BUY OUT 1
GORHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY 1
SOLID UASTE DISTRICT 1
















































81-4909 SUB 94958 94943 113024 106354 125699 125699 1






BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL REQUESTED APPROVED 1
ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 1 EXP. EXP. EXP. EXP. BUDGET BUDGET 1
1
UNION CONTRACT
UN CONTRACT - POLICE 1
1 1
81-4516-1-118 8 8 8 6 6825 6825 1
61-4918-1-128 UN CONTRACT - PUBLIC WORK:
UNION CONTRACT 1
8 8 6 11464 11464 I
81-4918 SUB 8 8 8 8 18289 18289 I
TRANS. TO CAPn AL RESERVE FUND 1
FIRE C.R.F. 181-4915-1 -9&6 8 18688 10888 16688 16688 1
81-4915-1-9&1 FIRE C.R.F. (RANDOLPH) '. 19465 19465 8 8 8 6 1
81-4915-1-9&2 TO«N HALL REPAIRS C.R.F. ! 8 8 8 8 10088 18688 1
61-4915-1-963 AHBULANCE C.R.F. 1 18808 18808 5880 5808 28888 28888 1
81-4915-1-964 CASCADE BRIDGE C.R.F. 1 60888 28080 8 8 6 6 1
81-4915-1-965 RECREATION VAN C.R.F. 1 6008 6000 8 5888 5608 1
81-4915-1-966 POLICE CRUISER C.R.F. ! 16588 16500 6 8 6 1
81-4915-1-967 HIGHWAY C.R.F. ! 8 10808 18886 8 6 1
81-4915-1-968 EAST BILAN CLOSURE C.R.F.
1
8 25888 25880 58888 58888 1
81-4915-1-969 STONY BROOK PAVING C.R.F. 8 8 6 8 18088 18808 1
01-4915-1-976 OLD GLEN ROAD C.R.F. 1
TRANS. TO CAPITAL RESERVE!
& AGENCY FUNDS 1
DREDGING 1
TRANS. TO TRUST & AGENCY 1
8 8 8 18868 18888 1
81-4915 SUB 131965 71965 50868 58680 115888 115888 !
1
TRANS. TO TRUS1 1
81-4516-1-968 2808 2080 15868 15080 8 8 I
01-4916 SUB 2388 2088 15888 15086 6 6 1
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND TOTALS
UATER EXPENDITURES
115000 115080







11-4331-1-130 «A ADniN ELECTED OFFICI 1508 1586 t 1588 1588 1 1586 1568 1
11-4331-1-290 UA ADHIN FRINGE BENEFITS 34698 32615 1 35370 36846 1 32918 32918 !
11-4331-1-390 UA ADfllN PROFESSIONAL S 9258 7578 1 8988 12155 1 12768 12786 i
11-4331-1-410 WA ADPIIN ELECTRICITY 18686 4761 1 9888 5384 1 9680 9606 1
11-4331-1-411 WA adhin heat s oil 4395 3962 1 4558 6148 i 6358 6838 1










BUDGET ACTUAL I REQUESTED
























































TRANSFER TO TRU !




















































































12-4331-1-118 SE ADMIN PERM POSITIONS I
12-4331-1-130 SE ADMIN ELECTED OFFICIAL!
12-4331n-290 SE ADMIN EMPLOYEE BENEFIT:
12-4331-1-390 SE ADMIN PROFESSIONAL SE !
12-4331-1-410 SE ADMIN ELECTRICITY I
12-4331-1-411 SE ADMIN HEAT S OIL !
12-4331-1-528 SE ADHIN INSURANCE S LIAB:
12-4331-1-618 SE ADMIN SUPPLIES - GENE !
12-4331-1-620 SE ADMIN SUPPLIES - OFFICI
12-4331-1-630 SE ADHIN MAINTENANCE/REPAI
12-4331-1-660 SE ADMIN VEHICLE REPAIRS I
12-4331-1-807 SE ADHIN CHEMICALS !
12-4331-1-819 SE ADMIN SALE OF MATERIAL!
12-4331-1-823 SE ADMIN STATE MANDATED Pi
12-4331-1-825 SE ADMIN SLUDGE DISPOSAL !
12-4331-1-826 SE ADMIN ANDROSCOGGIN ST !
12-4331-1-626 SE ADMIN HIGHLAND AVE S !
12-4331-1-960 SE ADHIN TRANSFER TO TRUS!
!-















































































































































18238 18268 1 18238 18228 18238 18238 1
8 6976 t 8 4928 8 8 1
1942 3681 1 5124 3177 5124 5124 1
1 8 1 1 8 1 1 1
8 821 1 888 1549 888 888 1
21888 42493 1 35888 78978 55888 55888 1
288 186 1 158 189 158 158 1


















5888 5616 1 5888 5774 5888 5888 1
2fi8888 283159 1 265888 295951 293888 293888 1
388 289 1 388 319 388 388 i
3588 2235 1 2588 1185 1588 1588 !
2588 2316 1 2388 2244 2388 2388 1
1588 1468 1 1588 1712 1588 1588 1









226967 653648 1 226967 653648 1 226967 226967 1
34213 34213 1 35287 35287 1 48198 48198 1
135579 135579 1 138624 138624 1 125678 125678 1
4723 9398 1 11811 11878 1 11811 11811 1
3678 3678 1 3486 3486 1 3486 3486 1
8 8 1 4888 8 1 8 8 1
















property taxes - current
resident taxes - current
yield taxes - current










81-32^8-1-888 MOTOR VEHICLE - DECALS
81-3228-3-888 MOTOR VEHICLE - REGISTRAT




81-3298-7-888 WARMER CABLE FRANCHISE FEE
81-32 SUB LICEMSES/PERMITS/FEES




















1991 1 1992 1993 :
BUDGET ACTUAL 1 BUDGET ACTUAL 1 REQUESTED APPROVED i
















500 1125 1 1000 360 1 1000 1000 1
1




CEI 1 1 1




3000 4511 1 3000 4200 1 3000 3008 1
01 3000 4511 1 3000 4200 1 3000 3000 1
PL/ 1 1 1
01 -3401--3-100 PLANNING BOARD 1500 217 1 1000 112 1 500 500 1
01 -3401-3-110 ZONING BOARD 1000 1062 1 1000 234 1 200 280 1
01 -3401-3-120 LAND USE ORDINANCES
-3401 SUB PLANNING - ZONING
.ICE departhent
100 50 1 100 15 1 100 100 1
1
01 2b00 1329 1 2100 361 1 800 800 1
1
POl 1 1 1
1 1 _ 1
01-3401--4-100 PARKING FINES 2200 1396 1 1500 1080 1 1500 1500 1
01-3401-4-110 INSURANCE REPORTS 1250 1022 1 1000 959 1 1000 1808 1
81-3401--4-120 DOLLY COPP 5000 1022 1 2000 268 1 2000 2888 1
01 -3401--4-130 PISTOL PERHITS 250 268 1 250 260 1 250 258 1
01 -3401--4-140 COURT PROCESS/HISC. 750 2906 1 750 3612 1 2008 2080 1
01 -3401--4-150 COHNERCIAL DUTY 2500 1708 1 10000 3670 1 5808 5800 1
01 -3401--4-160 COOS COUNTY HUTUAL AID 2700 2700 1 2700 2700 1 2700 2700 1








: 1866 : 8 8 :
01 14&50 11022 1 23200 15401 1 16958 16950 1
FI 1 1 1





20752 13529 1 2500 1
1
1008 1880 1





ACCOUNT NUMBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
DISPATCH SERVICE
91-34ei-&-ie8 DISPATCH REVENUES
01-3481 SUB DISPATCH SERVICE
HIGHUAY DEPARTMENT
01-3481-7-188 HIGHUAY REVENUES













01-3481 SUB AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT
GAS
81-3401-^-108 GAS REVENUES - STATE OF
01-3481-9-110 GAS REVENUES - SCHOOL
01-3481 SUB GAS
GARBAGE - REFUSE CHARGES
01-3404-2-008 REFUSE CHARGES - COMMERC.
01-3484-4-800 REFUSE CHARGES - T&C
01-3404-5-000 REFUSE CHARGES - HV SURCH
01-3484-6-800 PRIVATE HAULERS - PERMIT
01-5404-7-888 PRIVATE HAULERS - TIPPING
01-3484 SUB GARBAGE - REFUSE CHARGES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
01-5409-5-188 LIBBY POOL REVENUES
01-3409-5-110 SUMMER CONCERT SERIES
81-3409-5-120 SCHOOL DEPARTMENT REFUND
01-3409-5-130 PROGRAM REGISTRATIONS
01-5409-5-140 ACCESS FEES
































































































































81-3409-6-100 D.N. A. REVENUES
01-3409-6-110 H.H.C. REVENUES
















01-3409 SUB HEALTH SERVICES





01-3501-1-000 SALE OF TOWN OWNED PROPER 500 300 1 588 580 580 1
01-3501 SUB SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY 500 300 1 588 588 500 1
1














































17228 22884 17228 17228 1
81-3583-1-888 RENTS FROM LEASES OF PROPE 7404 7658 1 7200 6658 7280 7200 1
81-3583 SUB RENTS OF PROPERTY
INSURANCE DIVIDENDS & REIMBUREHENTS
7404 7658 1
1
7200 6658 7200 7200 1
81-3586-6-888 INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENTS 42845 44414 1 27697 42888 40518 48518 1
01-3506 SUB INSURANCE DIVIDENDS 42845 44414 1 27697 42808 40518 48518 1


























ACCOUNT NUflBER ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
TRUST INCOME
01-3916-1-888 CEMETERY TRUST FUND
01-391& SUB TRUST INCOME
TRANSFERS FROM SPECIAL REVENUE
81-3912-1-880 SUGAR HILL SURCHARGE
01-3912-2-800 FILTRATION PLANT SURCHARGE
01-3912-2 SUB TRANSFERS FROM SPECIAL
TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL PROJECT
01-3913-1-088 SEWER PROJECT REIMBURSE
81-3913 SUB TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL
TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RESERVE
01-3915-1-880 FIRE TRUCK
81-3915-2-888 AMBULANCE
81-3915-3-880 HIGHWAY HEAVY EQUIPMENT
01-3915 SUB TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RES
PROCEEDS - L/T NOTES 8 BONDS
81-3934-1-800 NOTE - CASCADE BRIDGE
83-3934-2-080 NOTE- PLOW TRUCK


















1 4&08 4729 4688 3266 4688 4688 1













1 125296 123671 125296 116473 125296 125296 1
1 37358 37350 33888 34428 8 8 i

























































11-3492-1-B81 UATER USE CHARGES













11-3A82 SUB yfiTER FUND REVENUES 253349 275898 266532 296126 1 241886 241886 1
SEWER Fl*(D REVENUES 1 1
1 1
12-3483-1-881 SEWER USE CHARGES












12-3483 SUB SEWER FUND REVENUES 278732 313984 233863 32927671 287663 287663 1





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE















State of New Hampshire
^ Department of Revemie Administration
i IMuniclpai Services Division
r PO Box 457
Concord. NH 03302-0457
Telephons: 1603) 271-3397
MJESMU GENERAL FUND - Revenues and expenditures for the period - Specify -g
Januar/ 1. 1992 jq December 31. 199^
OR
Julv 1. 199 to June 30. 199
A. REVENUES - ModifiMl Accural








b. Land use change taxes 3120
TOl
c. Resident taxes 3180
TOl
18,220.00
d. Yield taxes 3185
TOl
4.927.97
e. Payments in lieu of taxes 3186
U99
3,177.20
f. Other taxes (Explain on separate schedule) 3189
TOl
1,549.51





2. TOTAL revenues for education purposes
r77»/s entry should be used by the few municipalities which
have dependent schooal districts only) ^ $
a. Business licenses and permits 3210
T99
3,491.75
b. Motor vehicle permit fees 3220
TOl
302.043.60
c. Building permits 3230
T99
1,105.00
d. Other licenses, permits, and fees 3290
T99
23,397.46
^* ^C^"" J $ ,330,037.81
49
yrHW GENERAL FUND - Modified Accrual (Continued)
A. REVENUES - ModifiMi Accrual (Continued)
4. Revenue from the federal government









b. Environnpental protection 3312
^




S. Revenue from the State of New Hampshire
a. Shared revenue block grant 3351
C30
$ 653,640.18
b. Highway block grant 3353
C46
35,287.31
c. Water pollution grants 3354
C91
130,624.00
d. Housing and connmunity development 3355
C50
«. State and federal forest land reimbursement 3356
C89
11,869.60
f. Flood control reimbursement 3357
C89







6. Revenue from other governments
Intergovernmental revenue - Other 3379
D
s
7. Revenue from charges for services
(Exclude interfund transfers)




b. Water supply system charges 3402
A91
c. Sewer user charges 3403
ABO
d. Garbage-refuse charges 3404
A81
19,097.52








^•jmt^ GENERAL FUND - Modified Accrual (Continued)
A. REVENUES - Modirisd Accrual (Continued)










b. Sale of municipal property 3501
U11
c. Interest on investments 3502
U20
22,804.20
d. Rents of property 3503
U40
6,650.00
e. Fines and forfeits 3504
U99
f. Insurance dividends and reimbursements 3506
U99
42,807.75
g. Contributions and donations 3508
U99




9. Interfund operating transfers in
a. Transfers from special revenue fund 3912 $ 116,473.21
b. Transfers from capital projects fund 3913 34,428.37
c. Transfers from proprietary funds 3914
d. Transfers from capital reserve fund 3915
e. Transfers from trust and agency funds 3916 3,266.30
$ 154,167.88
10. Other financial sources
a. Proceeds from long-term notes and
general obligation bonds 3934 S
b. Proceeds from all other bonds 3935








tf^TilM GFNERAL FUND - Morfified Accrual (Continuad)





















b. Election, registration and vital statistics 4140
'^19, 73b. 84
G89 F89
c. Financial administration 4150
"125,678.87
G23 F23
d. Revaluation of property 4152
E23 G23 F23















































d. Building inspection 4240
^" 4,891.10
G66 F66
a. Emergency management 4290
^^ 3,648.25
G89 F89
f. Other public safety 4299
^^59,191.78 G89
F89
1^^ ^493,507.89 $ $ffFKftrr*^
3. Highways and atraata
a. Administration 4311 $ $ $
b. HighMrays and streets 4312
328,097.50
c. Bridges 4313
d. Street lighting 4316
33,706.57
a. Other highway, streets, and bridges 4319
7,783.41
f. TOTAL - ^^ E44$369,587.48 G44 F44
KWM F4S(MS.CI I8-Z742)
52
GENERAL FUND - Modified Accraal (Continued)
















b. Solid waste collection 4323 63,970.56
c. Solid waste disposal 4324 29,218.06
d. Solid waste clean-up 4325
a. Sewage collection and disposal 4326
f. Other sanitation
a- TOTAL $ 93,188.62
5. Water distribution and treatment
a. Administration 4331
b. Water services 4332
c. Water treatment 4335








b. Pest control 4414
180.00









7. TOTAL expenditures for education purpose*
(This entry should be used by the few










b. Direct assistance 4442
c. Intergovernmental welfare payments







^if^.m^ GENERAL FUND - Modified Accrual (Continued)
B. EXPENDITURES - ModiTiMl Accrual (Continued)
9. CuKur* and racraation






























Vjitvi'fr-. $145,017.21 $ $"
10. Conaervation
a. Administration 4611 $
226.00 $ $
b. Purchase of natural resources 4612







11. Radavalopment and housing
a. Administration 4631 $ $ $









a. Administration 4651 $ $ $
b. Economic development 4652









a. Principal long term bonds and notes 4711 $302,656.00 S $
b. Interest on long term bonds and notes 4721
189
161,641.92
c. Interest on tax and revenue anticipation notes 4723
IBS
5,197.11




a. Land and improvements 4901 $ 73,437.33 S $
b. Machinery, vehicles, and equipment 4902 15,016.00
c. Buildings 4903
F




Mtfnn^ GENERAL FUND - Modified Accrual (Continued)
B. EXPENDrrURES - Modified Accraal (Continued)
15. interfund operating transfers out












4912 $ $ $
b. Transfers to capital projects funds 4913
c. Transfers to proprietary funds 4914
d. Transfers to capital reserve funds 4915 50,000.00
•. Transfers to trust and agency funds 4916 15,000.00
.}:.^i^- $ 65,000.00 $ $
16. Payments to other governments
a. Taxes paid to county 4931 $453,442.00 $ $
b. Taxes paid to precinctsA'illage distrias 4932
c. Taxes paid to school districts 4933
'' ,385,292.00









C. RECONCIUATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY




2. ADD: School district assessment for their
current year 5 2,385,292.00
3. TOTAL UABILITY WITHIN CURRENT YEAR
(Sum of lines 1 and 21 5
3,458,769.00
4. SUBTRACT: Payntents made to school
district within the municipality's year J ( 2,348,477.00 )
5. School district liability at the end of the
municipality's year (Sum of line 3 minus line 4} 5 1,110,292.00
D. RECONCIUATION OF TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
1. Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at




2. ADD: New issues during current year J 400,000.00
3. SUB 1 KACT: Issues retired during current year $ ( 400,000.00 )
4. Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at end






miESMm GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET - Please specify the period ?
As of December 31. 199 2 OR June 30. 199
A. ASSETS
1. Current assets








1010 $ 737,107.68 $ 925,565.24
b. Investments 1030
c Taxes receivable 1080 775.965.85 752,659.38
d. Tax liens receivable 1110
a. Accounts receivable 1150 44,946.68 42,417.90
f. Due from other govemments 1260
g. Due from other funds 1310 176,960.64 633.71
h. Other current assets 1400 1,744.15 1,744.15
1. TOTAL ASSETS >- Mi¥ $1,736,725.00 $ 1,723,020.38
B. LIABILTTIES AND FUND EQUITY
1. Currant liabilhias





b. Compensated absences payable 2030
c. Contracts payable 2050
d. Due to other govemments 2070 1,073,477.00 1,110,292.00
a. Due to school districts 2075
f. Due to other funds 2080 4,985.28 3,254.72
g. Deferred revenue 2220 2,733.59 2,733.59
h. Notes payable - Current 2230
I. Bonds payable - Current 2250
]. Other payables 2270 178.40
$ 1,103,434.89 $ 1,115,194.21
2. Fund equity
a. Reserve for encumbrances 2U0 J
209,114.43 ^ 33,950.2!
b. Reserve for special purposes 2490 54,464.21 54,464.2]
c. Unreserved fund balance 2530 369,711.47 519,411.71
9^ $ 633,290.11 $ 607,826.17
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U'dTlWiM SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET
The data requested below should be included in parts l-V. By supplying this information you will not
be asked to complete Census Bureau forms F21 or F22.















Parking 3409 ;s^it;'<t*r; i?^'^- i^if^Sr'-if^-^ .'*j5;
Electric power system :^fe^^>Sifa4^ •.*^<f.-^igtifc:-^, i-iS*





Other hospitals - payments to
hospitals operated privately 4415
Money paid directly to needy
persons not covered by Federal
programs (general relief, home
relief, poor relief, etc.) 4442 13,437.05
Electric F>ower system
Transit or bus system
B. INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES
Report payments made to the State or other local governments on roimbursomont or









All other -County 453,442.00




No. Amount paid to the State
(c)
Highways 4319
All other purposes 4199





at the beginning of
this fiscal year
(b)











Water-sewer utility ^^,671,104 Zl4^
Industrial revenue f^^'^-^'^ij








D. SALARIES AND WAGES
Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before
deductions for social security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries end wages paid to
employees of any utility owned and operated by your government, as well as salaries and
wages of city employees charged to construction projects. These amounts may be taken




E. CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF FISCAL YEAR
Report separately for each of the three types of funds listed below, the total amount of cash on hand and on
deposit and investments in Federal Government, Federal agency. State and local govemment, and
non-governmental securities. Report all investments at par value. Include in the sinking fund total any mortgages
and notes receivable held as offsets to housing and industrial financing loans. Exclude accounts receivable, value
of real property, and all non-security assets.
Type of fund
(a)
Amount at end of Tiscal year
Omit cents
(b)
Bond fundt - Unexpended proceeds from sale of bond, issues held pending disbursement
All other funds except employee retirement funds
CENSUS USE ONLY
ifTiiVIB CERTIFICATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official
records and is complete to the best of ou^nowledge and belief.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Three copies of this report are sent to each municipality. Selectmen, treasurer and tax
collector are expected to cooperate in making out this report. When completed, one copy
should be returned to the Department of Revenue Administration and one copy should be
placed in your municipal records. The third copy is for use in preparing the annual printed
report for the voters.
WHEN TO FILE: (R.S.A. 21-J) • For citiesAowns reporting on a calendar year
basis, this report must be filed on or before
April 1, 19S3
• For citiesAowns reporting on an optional
fiscal year basis (year ending June 30),
this report must be filed on or before
September 1, 1993
WHERE TO FILE Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
Municipal Services Division





YOUR 1992 TAX DOLLAR









STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED











































Principal of Long Term Bonds 4 Notes
Interest Expense - Long Term Bonds 4 Notes







































STATEMENT OF APPROPRIflTIOIMS AND TAXES ASSESSED
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Church Street RR Crossing
Culverts 4 Catch Basins
Cemetery Improvements



































National Bank Stock Taxes 1.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 35,000.00
Inventory Penalties 1,000.00
Resident Tax Penalties 150.00
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 5,124.00
Boat Taxes 800.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE:
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 226,967.00
Highway Block Grant 35,287.00
Railroad Tax 3,486.00
State Aid Water Pollution Projects 130,624.00
Reimbursement State-Federal Forest Lands 11,811.00
Railroad Crossing Refund 4,000.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 270,300.00
Dog Licenses 2,300.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 3,500.00
Marriage Licenses 1,500.00
Warner Cable Franchise Fee 19,502.00




Rent of Town Property
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Interest On Deposits
Sale of Town Property






Incoae froa Water and Sewer Departments
Incone froa Trust Funds
Fund Balance




TOTAL TOWN, SCHOOL, COUNTY
LESS: Business Profits Tax Reiaburseaent
ADD: War Service Credits
ADD: Overlay












il. 831. 408. 00
* 1,333,579.00
+ 2,385,292.00






Property Valuation = 144,193,400 X 26.35 tax rate = 3,799,497.00
TAX RATE BREAKDOWN
1991 1990
Tax Net Less Taxes to Approved Prior Year
Rates Approp. BPT be raised Tax Rate Tax Rate
Town 1,387,436 (118,615) 1,268,821 8.80 9.80
County 453,442 < 29,867) 423, 575 2.94 2.80
School 2,385,292 (278,191) 2, 107, 101 14.61 14.35
3,799,497 26.35 26.95
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taUen froa official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief. RSA 21-J:34
Donald L. Laaontagne






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
CITY/TO\\'N OF GORHAM I^T COOS COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
'niained in this report was taken from official records and is correct to the
Selectmen of G.QRHAM , . J^ . JJ
,
.y^Y-^^^ifryV:^. Date ...SEPTEMBER. 8,..X99.?.
' ^ (Please Sign in Ink)
REPORTS REQUIRED. RSA 21-J:34, as amended provides for certification of valuations, appropriations, estimated reve-
nues and such other information as the Dept. of Revenue Administration may require up>on blanks prescribed for that purfxjse.
Return this completed Summary Inventory form to the Dept. of Revenue Administration, P.O. Box 457, Concord, N.H.
03302-0457 By September 1st.
PENALTY: FAILURE TO FILE BY SEPTEMBER 1ST MAY RESULT IN $5.00 PER DAY
PENALTY FOR EACH DAY'S DELAY. (RSA 21-J:36)





LAND (Items 1 A, B, C, & 0) - List all improved a/id unimproved land
(include wells, septics and paving)









1. VALUE OF LAND ONLY - Exclude Amounts Usted on Items 3, 4. 5 & 6
A. Current Use (At Current Use Values) (RSA 79-A) 917^. Ijl) $ 221,600 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
B. Conservation Restriction Assessment (At Current Use Values) (RSA 79:B, EH. 5/12/90) $ xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C. Residential 2203.11 Sl8.72J;.900 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
D. Commercial/lndustrial 5S1.65 $12.03^.600 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
E. Total of Taxable Land (A, B, C & D) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $ 30,981,100
F. Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable (St,506,800 ) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2. VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY - Exclude Amounts Usted on Items 3, 4. 5 & 5
A. Residential 551,523.800 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
B. Manutaclured Housing as defined in RSA 674:31 $ 5.691.600 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
C. Commercial/Industrial $35,852,700 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
D. Total of Taxable Buildings (A. B, & C) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $ 93.068.100
E. Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable ($9.76'^. 100 ) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
3. PUBLIC WATER UTILITY - Privately owned water co. serving public (RSA 72:1 1 i 72:12) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx s
4.
5.
PUBLIC UTILITIES - Value of all property used in production, transmission. Gas xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $
ana oisinounon incfuamg production macninery, land,
landrighis, easements, etc. Furnish breakdown by individual Electric xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $ 22,181,200
company in space provided on page 4. (HbA /2:6 & IZA2)
Oil Pipeline xxxxxxxxxxxxxx s 1,190,700
7. Mature Wood and Timber (RSA 79:5) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $
B. VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS. (Total of 1 E, 2D, 3, 4, 5, & 6) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $118,021,100
9. Blind Exemption RSA 72:37 (Number '^ ) $ • $ il5,000 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
10. Elderly Exemp. RSA 72:39, 72:43-b, 72:43-f. & 72:43-h (Number H^ S s 3.763.300 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
11.
12.
Physically Handicapped Exemp. RSA 72:37-a (Number 2 ) S $ 20,100 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx




School Din./Dormilory/Kilchen Exemp. RSA 72:23 (Number ) S $ xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Water/Air Pollution Control Exemp. RSA 72:12-3 (Number ) S $ xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Wood Healing Energy System Exemp. RSA 72:69 (Number 23 ) * $ 2,300 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS (Items 9 to 15) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $ 3.830.7nn
17. NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COIVIPUTED (Hem 8 minus 16) xxxxxxxxxxxxxx $1'J1,193.100
LIST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
The amounts listed In this section should not be included in assessed valuation column
above.
MUNICIPALITY




8. State and Federal Forest Land, Recreation, and/or Flood Control Land (MS-2, p. 3. line
57) s 5,000 $ XXXXXXXXXX
19. Other— From (MS-2, p. 3, line 58): $ s.i?a s
20. Other— From {MS-2, p. 3, line 58): s s





22. Paraplegic, double amputees owning specially adapted homesteads with
V.A. assistance Unlimited EXEMPT
23. Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses or widows, and
the widows of veterans who died or were killed on active duty $700/?i}fJiO 6 i|,200
24. Other war service credits $50/5rt«ft ag^i lil.700
25. Other credits (wood, solar, etc.) xxxx
26. TOTAL NUMBER AND AMOUNT xxxx 300 $ 18,900
70
UTILITY SUMMARY
ELECTRIC, GAS & PIPELINE COMPANY
Insert valuation of plant used in production, distribution and transmission. The total in each column should agree with th*
totals listed under the corresponding items on Page 2 of this report. (RSA 72:8)
NAME OF COMPANY GAS
Item 4, Page 2
ELECTRIC
Item 5, Page 2
OIL, PIPELINE
Item 6, Page 2
James River-N.H. Electric 15.^01.600
Portland Pipeline 1,490,700
Public Service Co. of N.H. 7,179.600
TOTAL 22.481.200 1,490,700
TYPES OF ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS BEING GRANTED
Check One Year Adopted Check One
IS Optional Adjusted Elderly Exemption 1991 d Expanded Elderly Exemption .




















5,000 Total Number of at 5,000 = _
10,000 Individuals at 10,000 = _
15,000 Granted an at 15,000 = _
20,000 Elderly , at 20,000 = _
25.000 Fxfimptinnfnr 56 at 25.000 =
50.000 niirrfinfypar 34 at 50.000 =
100,000 23 atlOO,000 =
TOTAL










































9 23 32 FARM LAND XXXXXX
8942.74 129.7 9072.44 FOREST LAND XXXXXX
6l 61 UNPRODUCTIVE LAND XXXXXX
8 8 WETLAND XXXXXX
DISCRETIONARY EASEMENTS XXXXXX
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use
Total Number of Acres Taken Out of Current Use During Year
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Conservation Restriction Assessment

































Lesl i e Gl over
Dennis W. Pednault
Patricia A Lapointe, Chairman
David U. Murphy, Secretary
Clinton J. Savage, Sr.
David P. Carlson
Marlene Marchand
Yves Zornio, Board of Selectmen
Jean B. Lary, School Board
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Patricia Lapointe Term expires 1993










Term exp ires 1995









e X pi res 199fc
expires 1998
POLICE DEPORTMENT
Chief Rodney C. Collins
Lieutenant John LaPierre
Pat ro 1 men
:
Samuel Daisey Richard Marini
Ronald Doyle Mitchell Uh i t
e
GORHftM DISTRICT COURT
Justice Arthur H. K. Davis
Clerk Theresa Bouchard
FIRE DEPORTMENT
Fire Chief Raymond Chandler
OFFICERS
Assistant Chief Warren Johnson
1st Assistant Chief Wallace Corrigan
2nd Assistant Chief Clinton J. Savage, Sr.
2nd Lieutenant Dana Home
2nd Lieutenant Paul Nault










Winona Tanguay Term expires 1993
Paul Robitaille Term expires 199A
Patricia Landry Long Term Expires 1995
LIBRftRY
Librarian Ida Bagley
Assistant Librarian Valerie Lapointe
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WOTER & SEWER DEPORTMENT
Dav id Bern i er




Earl McGu i 1 1 icuddy , Chairman







ZONING BOftRD OF ADJUSTMENT
Rose-Marie Mulligan-Alternate Term expires 1993
Wayne F 1 ynn-Chai rman Term expires 1993
Michael Webb Term expires 1993
Jean Lary-Al t ernat
e
Term expires 1993
John Kusche Term expires 1994
JoAnn Watson Term expires 1995
Kathy A. Merrill Term expires 1995
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Dominic Cellupica Term expires 1993
Michael Pe 1 chat -Secret ary Term expires 1994
Michael Waddell Term expires 1994
Warren Tucker Term expires 1995

















ftfter years of faithful service Raymond Gifford
retired fram the Town of Gorham. He worked for the Water
and Sewer Department from February 1, 1977 to February 1,
1992. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for





SELECTMEN - MftRCH 1954 THROUGH MARCH 1960
WftTER ftND SEWER COMMISSIONER - 1963 THROUGH MftRCH 1970
* * *»***** * * * *
POULINE CLfiRK
TOWN TREASURER & DEPUTY TOWN CLERK


















































The following regulations are in effect in the Town of Gorham
and application for permits and the approval of permits is
r equ i red
:
Aauseaent Devices License - Application to Board of Selectmen
fipplication to Construct Outdoor" Privy - Application to Building
Inspect or
Building Construction - fipplication to Building Inspector for
Building Permit, Electrical and Plumbing Permits.
Certificate of Occupancy/Coapl iance - fipplication to Building
I n spect or-
Fireworks - The use, or display of Class B Special Fireworks
and Class C Common Fireworks - fipplication to Fire Chief
Hawkers, Peddlers or Itinerant Vendors - fipplication to Board
of Se 1 ect men
Land Use (Zoning) Ordinance - fipplication to Zoning Board of
fid j ust ment
Shows and Open—fiir Meetings — fipplication to Board of Selectmen
Sign Perait - fipplication to Building Inspector
Subdivision Regulation - fipplication to Planning Board
Taxi-cab License - fipplication to Board of Selectmen
Use of Public Places - Town Buildings - Application to Board
of Se 1 ect men
77
IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER
*»***»****
INVENTORIES ftND ftPPLICfiTIONS FOR PROPERTY TftX EXEMPTIONS:
Must be filed with the Selectmen' s office on or before
ftpril 15, 1993.
flPPLICftTIONS FOR WOOD BURNING EXEMPTIONS:
fire available at the Selectmen's office. Must be filed on
or before April 15, 1993.
fiPPLICflTIONS FOR CURRENT USE fiSSESSMENT EXEMPTIONS:
fire available at the Selectmen's office. Must be filed on
or before April 15, 1993.
PROPERTY TfiX flPPEOLS:
An appeal must be made in writing to the Board of Selectmen
within 60 days of mailing of final tax bill by Tax Collector
WORRftNT ARTICLES BY PETITION:
Must be submitted to the Selectmen thirty five days prior to
Town Meet ing.
For procedures to amend a zoning ordinance or building code
by petition see RSA 675:A. For procedure for abolishment
of Planning Board by petition see RSA 673:18.
78









1992 COMMUNITY ATTITUDE SURVEY
Section I: Bockground Information
Q 1 How long have you lived in Gorhom?
Q 1A S 1.9% Less than 1 year
1B 61 14.8% 1 - 5 years
1C 43 10.4% 5-10 yeors
ID 79 19.1% 11-20 years
1E 222 53.8% Over 20 years
413 100.0% Total
Q 2 Resident Status? (446 respondents)
Q 2A 338 75.8% Property Owner
2B 167 37.4% Year -Round Resident
2C 12 2.7% Seasonal Resident
2D 43 9.6% Apartment Dweller
2A+2B 101 22.6% Year -Round Property Owner
2B+2D 10 2.2% Year -Round Apartment Dweller





6.1% Rt16 - Glen Road
12.6% Rt2 - Loncaster Rood
4.9% Rt16 - B/G Road
3H Memo Other - See Appendix A








Q 4A 2 0.5% 18 - 25
4B 97 23.9% 25 - 40
40 128 31.5% 40 - 62
4D 179 44.1% 62+ years
406 100.0% Total
80
1992 COMMUNITY ATTITUDE SURVEY
Q 5 How many children do you hova living at home that are:
5A IB Preschool (0 - A)
5B UO School Age (5 - 17)
5C 75 Eighteen or older
264 Total
Q 6 How mony members of your household are: (446 responents)
38.6% Employed full-time in Gorham
24.0% Employed full-time other town
Nome of other towns - See Appendix B
15.0% Employed part-time in Gorhom
7.0% Employed part-time other town
Name of other towns - See Appendix C
4.3% Employed seasonal in Gorham
4.9% Employed seasonal other town


















Q 7 Where are you employed? (446 respondents)
Q 7A 61 13.7% James River
7B 13 2.9% A.V.H.
7C 6 1.3% Local motel
7D 31 7.0% Self employed
7E 20 4.5% Town
7F 13 2.9% Local shop
70 11 2.5% Local restaurant
7H Memo Other - See Appendix E
8 Are ony members of your household hondicapped?
Q 8A A 53 13.4% Yes




If yes, how mony?
Whot special services do they require?
Sea Appendix F
1992 COMMUNITY ATTITUDE SURVEY
Section II: Concerns
Q 1 What do you like most about Gorham? (446 respondents)
15.5% Housing
15.1% Hunting fishing





Other - See Appendix G










Q 2A 16 3.6% Housing
2B 133 29.8% Job opportunities
2C 96 21.5% Land values
20 23 5.2% Roads
2E 30 6.7% Schools
2F 249 55.8% Taxes
2G 116 26.0% Traffic
2H Memo Other - See Appendix H
3 How would you like to see Gorhom's populotion chonge in the future?
(446 respondents)
3A 135 30.3% Stay the some
3B 134 30.0% Slight growth
3C 113 25.3% Moderate growth
3D 18 4.0% Unlimited growth
3E 7 1.6% Decreases
3F Memo Other - See Appendix I
Q 4 Check any you feel are serious local problems in Gorham?
(446 respondents)
Q 4A 45 10.1% Housing supply
4B 143 32.1% Industrial developmeny
40 254 57.0% Taxes
4D 157 35.2% Unemployment
4E 24 5.4% Junked cars
4F 61 13.7% Solid woste disposal
4G 48 10.8% Building in disrepair
4H 35 7.8% Littering
41 113 25.3% Traffic
4J 44 9.9% Parking
4K Memo Other - See Appendix J
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5 Check the objective that best expresses your evaluation
of each of the following:
Cxcebnl Good Avaroge Poor Very
Poor Tolol
5A A 49 13.4% 199 54.4% 107 29.2% 7 1.9% 4 1.1% 366 Roods
5A B 121 33.0% 200 54.5% 41 11.2% 5 1.4% 0.0% 367 Hr* proleclion
5A C B6 23.855 165 45.6% 93 25.7% 15 4.1% 0.8% 362 Low enforctmant
5A D 56 16.1% 184 53.0% 86 24.8% 17 4.9% 1.2% 347 Rood molntenonca
5A Z 26 7.7% 131 38.9% 113 33.5% 56 16.6% 11 3.3% 337 Racraoilon focllltlas
5A F 103 28.1% 196 53.6% 55 15.0% 10 2.7% 0.5% 366 Gorboga daportmant
5A G 53 16.0% 151 45.6% 92 27.8% 31 9.4% 1.2% 331 Library
5A H 76 22.2% 178 52.0% 79 23.1% 7 2.0% 0.6% 342 Wotar ft Sawar
5A 1 80 23.5% 189 55.6% 63 18.5% 7 2.1% 0.3% 340 Schools
5A J 58 19.6% 132 44.6% 92 31.1% 9 3.0% 1.7% 296 Viitlng Nurse
5A K 33 9.7% 140 41.1% 125 36.7% 39 11.4% 1.2% 341 Town odminlstrollon
5A L 22 B.6% 58 22.7% 136 53.1% 36 14.1% 1.6% 256 Budpal commitfaa
5A M 51 15.7% 173 53.4% 91 28.1% 8 2.5% 0.3% i24 Cametorlas
5A N 50 14.8% 156 46.3% 95 28.2% 31 9.2% 1.5% 337 Racraolion Daportmant
5A 104 30.1% 188 54.3% 52 15.0% 2 0.6% 0.0% 346 Ambulanca
5A P 31 10.7% 179 61.5% 66 22.7% 13 4.5% 0.7% 291 RacycSng
5A 16 5.1% 98 31.3% 141 45.0% 44 14.1% 14 4.5% 313 Zoning Boord of AdiustmarfT
5A R 13 4.4% 95 31.9% 144 48.3% 35 11.7% 11 3.7% 298 Plonning Board
More $$ Less $$ Total
Q 5B A 56 58.9% 39 41.1% 95 Roods
SB b 50 53.2% 44 46.8% 94 Fire protection
58 C 31 28.4% 78 71.6% 109 Law enforcennent
5B D 63 70.0% 27 30.0% 90 Road maintenonce
5B E 96 72.2% 37 27.8% 133 Recreoiion fociliites
5B F 28 37.8% 46 62.2% 74 Garbage department
5B G 70 68.6% 32 31.4% 102 Library
5B H 26 23.9% 83 76.1% 109 Water & Sewer
5B 1 61 48.0% 66 52.0% 127 Schools
5B J 40 47.6% 44 52.4% 84 Viiting Nurse
5B K 14 9.1% 140 90.9% 154 Town administration
5B L 11 15.9% 58 84.1% 69 Budget committee
5B M 30 43.5% 39 56.5% 69 Cemetaries
5B N 65 60.7% 42 39.3% 107 Recreation Department
5B 54 62.8% 32 37.2% 86 Ambulonce
5B P 31 42.5% 42 57.5% 73 Recycling
SB Q 9 12.5% 63 87.5% 72 Zoning Boord of Adjustment
SB R 8 11.6% 61 88.4% 69 Planning Board
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Q 6 If new revenue sources had to be found to support existing local public services,
please list your prioritized preference (1 = first clioice).
1
Q 6A 62 47 42 54
6B 24 27 49 62
6C 18 57 61 46
6D 192 45 19 12
6E 10 12 12 161
6F 171
4 State sales tax
5 State income tax
Stote groduoted income tax
Sin Taxes (liquor, tobocco, gambling)
1 Increose property taxes
No new sources of revenue are necessary
Q 7 Are you in fovor of Increased user fees to reduce property taxs?
Q 7A 224 64.6% Yes
Q 7B 123 35.4% No
347 100.0% Total
Q 8 Do you feel Gorliom stiould use public funds to support tlie following?:
Yes No Told
Q 8A 186 54.2% 157 45.8% 343 Economic development
8B 190 52.5% 172 47.5% 362 Promotion of the town / Tourism
Q 9 Should the town continue to pursue a poy-per-bog trash collection service?
Q 9A 114 29.2% Yes
9B 276 70.8% No
390 100.0%
Q 1 What is the value of curbside garbage pickup (for what tax savings
would you haul it yourself to local pickup points?)
Q 10A A 26 $ 5.00 per month
10A B 20 $10.00 per month
10A C 25 $20.00 per month
10A D 23 $40.00 per month
10A E 5 $80.00 per month
99 Total
10A F 307 Wish to continue to hove curbside pickup by the town.
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Q 1 1 Should the town picU up trash every other waak, if taxpayer dollars
could bo sovfld?
Q 11A256 63.2% Yas
11B U9 36.8% No
405 100.0% Total
Q 1 2 Are you in favor of hydro-alectric power development projects in Gorham
to reduce taxes?
Q 12A326 85.1% Yes
12B 57 14.9% No
383 100.0% Total
Q 1 3 How would you rate the Gorham school system in the following areas?
(446 respondents)
Excsknt Good Avarag« Poor
21.035 175 57.4% 60 19.7% 6 2.0%
27.0% 165 55.0% 44 14.7% 10 3.3%
9.3% 179 59.7% 83 27.7% 10 3.3%
19.0% 168 56.9% 60 20.3% 8 2.7%
25.0% 162 55.5% 44 15.1% 13 4.5%










0.0% 305 Oudity of th« fociHty
0.0% 300 Ouofily of aducatton racalvad
0.0% 300 Condition of th« building
GORHAM JR/SR W» SCHOa
3 1.0% 295 OuoSly of ttM focilily
0.0% 292 Quality of aducolion racaivad
2 0.7% 296 Condition of tha building
Q 1 4 Is the omouny of money spent to educate our children and maintain the school system...
14A 58 15.8% Too little
UB 118 34.1% Too much
UC 170 49.1% Just right
346 100.0% Total
Q 15A Would you support the formation of a cooperative school district
with the City of Berlin and other outlying communities?
Q 15A 114 29.7% Yes
15A 150 39.1% No
15A 120 31.3% Don't Know
384 100.0% Total
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Q 1 5B Would you support tha formation of a cooparativs school district
witti the other outlying communities except Berlin?
15B 131 34.9% Yes
15B 111 29.5% No
15B 133 35.5% Don't know
375 100.0% Total
Q 16 Which funding ;source would you favor to support education?
(446 respondents)
Q 16A 104 23.3% Sales tax
16B 67 15.6% Income fox
16C 74 16.6% Property tax
160 60 13.5% All of the above
16E Memo Comments - See Appendix K
Q 1 7 Would you favor a longer school day?
Q 17A 163 45.2% Yes
17B 198 54.8% No
361 100.0% Total
Q 1 8 Would you favor a year round school?
18A 80 21.9% Yes
18B 286 78.1% No
366 100.0% Total
Q 19 Do you favor the continuation of non-mandated school programs?
Yes No Total
Q 19A292 84.6% 53 15.4% 345 100.0% Kindergorten
19B 218 65.3% 116 34.7% 334 100.0% Transportation for students > age 14
19C 276 80.2% 68 19.8% 344 100.0% Athletic programs
19D 66 65.3% 35 34.7% 101 100.0% Other
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Q 20 If you answered "No" to question 19, would you favor
user fefls to continue ttiese programs?
Yes No Total
Q 20A 77 57.5% 57 42.5% 134
20B 99 66.0% 51 34.0% 150
20C 83 52.4% 50 37.6% 133
20D 37 61.7% 23 38.3% 60
100.0% Kindergarten
100.0% Transportation for students > age 14
100.0% Athletic programs
100.0% Other
Section III: Land Use Issues
Q 1 Do you feel it is important to have a plan and guidelines
for future development in Gorham?
Q 1A 371 92.5% Yes
IB 30 7.5% No
401 100.0% Total
Q 2 What kind of growth would you like to see in Gorham in the next
10 years? (446 respondents)
15.2% More heavy industry
49.1% More light industry
24.7% More shopping areas
5.2% More higher priced housing
39.0% More tew and moderate income housing
34.3% Preserve the open space regardless of growth




44.6% Tourism and service
13.9% Commercial
Other - See Appendix L
3 Wtrat is your opinion of the present growth rate of Gorham?
3A 37 9.1% Too rapid
3B 316 77.6% About right
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4. How do you fael about the zoning in Gorham?
Q 4A 128 32.8% Too reslrlcllva
4B 35 9.0% Nol restrictive enougti
4C -227 58.2% About rigtit
390 100.0% Total
Q 5 Wtiol kind of new buildings would you like to sea in Gorham
in tl^a future? (445 respondents)
Q 5A 89 20.0% Apartments
59 155 34.8% Industrial developments
5C 33 7.4% Mobile homes
5D 158 35.4% Shops ond stores
5E 70 15.7% Offices
5F 28 6.3% Motels
50 149 33.4% Single family homes
5H 51 11.4% Condominiums
51 Memo Other - See Appendix M
Q 6 Where in Gorham would you like to see future residential
growth and development take place? (446 respondents)
127 28.5% Along present roads
1 4.6% Anywhere
38.3% In and around town
19.7% In wooded areas
18.2% In an industrial pork
8.1% Nowhere
Other - See Appendix N
Q 7 Where in Gorham would you like to see future commerciol development
lake place? (445 respondents)
7A 162 36.3% Along present roads
7B 45 10.3% Anywhere
7C 138 30.9% In and around town
70 63 14.1% In wooded areas
7E 39 8.7% Nowhere
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Q 8 Are there any buildings, views or areas in Gorham that you feel
should be preserved for historic or scenic values?
Q 8A A 158 Yes
8A B 124 No
Q 8B If yes. where? - See Appendix P
Q 9 Do you feel the fown should be involved in the preservation of open
space such as fields, forests, wetlands, scenic areas and mountain tops?
Q 9A 290 75.1% Yes
9B 95 24.9% No
386 100.0% Total
Q 1 If you feel that the town should purchase land for any of the
following purposes, indicate which purchases you would support.
(4.4.6 respondents)
Q 10A 142 31.8% Preservation of open space
10B 52 11.7% Preservation of ogriculture land
IOC 170 38.1% Recreational facilities
100 92 20.6% Future municipal buildings
10E Memo Other - See Appendix Q
Q 1 1 Is access to public lands becomming too restrictive?
QUA 145 42.5% Yes
118 197 57.4% No
343 100.0% Total
Q 1 2 Should the town create ordinances, zoning changes or other actions
to secure access to public lands?
Q 12A 192 58.2% Yes
12B 138 41.8% No
330 100.0% Total
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Q 13 Should the town pursue the development of the following?
(44.6 respondents)
Q 13A 142 30.5% X-country trails
13B 91 19.5% Mountain bike trails
13C 221 47.4% Annual recreational events
130 172 36.9% Bike paths
13E 237 50.9% Walking paths
Q 1 4 Should the town purchase land or right-of-ways for trail access?
Q 14A 179 51.1% Yes
14B 171 48.9% 1^0
350 100.0% Total
15 Do you feel that developers should pay for the upgrading of such
town services as roads, water and sewer which are made necessary
by their projects? '
Q 15A 354 88.1% Yes
15B 48 1 1.9% No
402 100.0% Total
Q 1 6 Do you think Gorham should have a designated code enforcement officer to
handle zoning and buildings, etc.?
Q 16A 143 36.2% Yes
16B 252 63.8% Uo
395 100.0% Total
Q 1 7 Does Gorham need a noise ordinance?
Q 17A 133 33.4% Yes
17B 265 66.6% No
398 100.0% Total
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Q 18 As an individual, ars you willing to support a planning board request







Q 19 Opportunity for last comments:
See Appendix R
Town employees Tom Eafrati, Bill Donato and Peter Dupont
putting up the Christmas decorations.
Photo courtesy of Berlin Reporter
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TOWN OF GORHAM
1992 VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD
*»***»»«******
CftROL BROWN
LIBRARY VOLUNTEER - ED FENN SCHOOL
»**»»**»*****»*****
Carol Brown came into the school at least 10 years
ago and asked if she could help. She was placed in the
Library and has been there all these years. She is
dedicated to the Library and to the School and never asks
for anything in return for her work. She is a quiet,
unobtrusive person, and does not try to "take over".
These ars rare traits in a person today.
Carol has saved the School thousands of dollars over
the years by not having to hire an ai(4e for the Library.
She helps students working on special projects, and helps
the students in choosing books according to age level.
She enjoys working with them and is friendly to everyone.
No task is too large or too small for Carol. She is happy
working with students, or working with the teachers and
is willing to do anything she is asked to do.
Carol is a quiet person. She does her job and keeps
busy. She is what is called "a behind the scenes" person
and asks nothing in return.
Carol Brown was nominated for this award by Jean
Lary. This is the first year the Town of Gorham has given
the Volunteer of the Year Award and out of the number of
nominations submitted Carol was found to be the most
deserving for her contributions to the School District.
The Town will continue to recognize the volunteers
on an annual basis.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL VOLUNTEER AWARD
ROBERT BURRILL
RECREATION DEPARTMENT VOLUNTEER
Robert (Bob) Burrill's service to the youth of this
community began as a youth sports coach in 1985. Since that
time he has continued to serve each year as a youth
soccer , bask et ba 1 1 , baseball, and softball coach within the
Recreation Department' s programs. During many of these years
Bob coached two teams in the same season and he coached
several post season tournament teams as well. Although the
coaching aspect of Bob's schedule involves an incredible
amount of hours it is only a portion of his overall
contribution to the community.
I n 1987, Bob was appo i nt ed to the first G orh am Fri ends
of R ecreat i on (GFOR) Board an d he cont i nues to be an ac t i ve
memb er tod ay He i 5 the on 1 y or i g i na 1 member remaining on
the current b card. B ob has s er ved as the GFOR Pre 5 i dent and
has P r o V i d ed solid 1 eadersh i p over t
h
e years. M uch of the
GFQR ' 5 fun d ra i 5 i n g success can be at t r i buted t o B ob' s
abi 1 it y to mo t i vat e o thers. Bob p 1 ay e d an imp ort ant ro 1 e in
GFOR ' 5 succe 5 5 f u
1
establish ment o f a youth cen t er
1 y out h
dance sched ul e , and back stop in st a 1 lat ion at L ibb y F ield to
name a few . Bob has assumed ful 1 res pon s i bi
1
ity f or many
GFOR f 1und raising Prejects such as y ard sal es an d candy
dr i V e s
1
ra i s i ng as much as $5 , 000 at one event .
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Thr ou gh Bob' 5 abi 1 i ty to
vol un t eer service i n the commun
today. The focus o f the GFOR 1
Town's outdoor faci 1 i t i e s to me
we 11 into the t wen ty-first cen
to mot i va te others can be se
sacr i f ice and d ed 1 cat ion.
conservat i ve e st i ma te of Bob' s
is 1000 h ours. Having worked
can attest t o h i s g enu i ne car i n
all he h as never asked for a
witnessed on numerous occasion
schedu 1
e
i n order to at t end a
hours shi ft s to meet work co
vol unt eer
e
d on day s off, we ek e
over agai n t o be t h ere for othe
enco 1.1rage oth
ity the GFOR
s current 1 y o
et the needs
t ur y . Part o
en through hi















f Bob' 5 ab i 1 i t y
s own per s ona
1
example.
g the past year
the y ears one




t er ed his work
, then work IS
well. He has
t i on 5 over and
His impact to the community and numerous volunteers
can be attested through the success of the numerous programs
Bob has been affiliated with. His spirit is seen in the
sparkling eyes of the program participants and through the
enthusiastic pool of coaches that make'the continuation and
expansion of all the programs happen. He goes far above and
beyond what one would normally expect from a volunteer.
Bob's willingness to come forward and offer his
services is very much appreciated. He genuinely wants to
help and does not wait to be recruited which is very
refreshing. Olthough Bob does an outstanding job he
constantly seeks out ways to improve himself through
participating in youth coach's clinics and obtaining new
fund raising ideas.
Because of Bob's leadership there are many more
wonderful volunteers in our community. He truly is one of a
thousand points of light. He has had a profound affect on
countless youngsters and fellow volunteers alike. Everyday
he gives to others and yet never asks for anything in
return. We firmly believe that Bob's exemplar" y service
makes him extremely deserving and worthy of this award.
Nominated by:
Vint Choiniere, Recreation Director
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TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT
It 15 With great pleasure and pride that I offer to the citizenry
of the Town of Gorham my second annual report. 1992 continued
to be a year in transition. The announcement on Thursday,
February 13, 1992 that James River Corporation had completed it's
restructuring program and had determined at that time to retain
the Ber 1 in-Gorham and Groveton facilities was an initial sign of
relief. This positive direction continued with the advent of the
corporate support for the $73 million dollar boiler rebuild
project announced in August of 1992. These indicators were
simply an outcome of the tight economic and environmental times
the corporate world was facing. Thus, the way we had been doing
business would begin to evolve and change even in light of the
retention of the mill facilities. Collectively we had to
acknowledge and rise to the occasion that the climate in which
we live in had changed and will continue to change. As an
outcome one must realize that the old ways and otherwise reliable
institutions as we know them today may not be the supporting
structure for the survival of the Town of Gorham in the twenty-
first cent ury
.
Given this environment, no longer can we continue to isolate
ourselves from the remainder of the North Country communities. We
must pull together in those areas of common interest and form a
coalition that will speak with a unified voice. In this light
the Town of Gorham has worked very closely with the Northern
Uhite Mountain Chamber of Commerce and surrounding communities
to promote the interests of the Town and the North Country. Under
the guidance of President Jack Piattoni, the Chamber has been
instrumental in supporting tourism initiatives in the Town of
Gorham. The Information Booth for the first time in history was
operated under the guidance of the Northern White Mountain
Chamber of Commerce. With the experience gained from the first
year of operations, we hope to see further improvements made on
behalf of the citizens and tourist.
1992 TAX RATE
As you have all witnessed, the town portion of the 1992 tax rate
was down by $1.00 per thousand ($1000.00) of assessed value. The
overall rate for 1992 was $26.35 compared to the 1991 rate of
$26.95. As indicated in the 1992 Community Attitude Survey,
property taxes was the number one issue identified as a local
problem. Knowing and experiencing the pressure and challenges
associated with the property tax, we will continue to strive
towards holding the line on expenditures . It is hoped that
through continuous reflection and fine tuning of the system we
work under, we will be able to attempt to , provide you with
adequate and efficient levels of services.
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Several initiatives were dealt with during 1992. I will in
summary fashion outline those below:
MASTER PLAN REVISIONS
ft committee consisting of a cross section of approximately lA
individuals has been working towards updating the Town of
Gorham' s Master Plan. The committee has met approximately twice
per month since its inception in April of 1992. July of 1993 is
targeted as the completion date for the Plan. ft public hearing




Internally, the staff is working towards the completion of a
Capital Improvement Plan for the Town of Gorham. The purpose of a
Capital Improvements Program is to identify needed improvements
and/or additions to the municipality's infrastructure and to
schedule them in a priority order over a six year planning
period. The CIP planning is contingent upon the community's
projected ability to pay and should be updated annually based
upon changes in the municipality's needs and fiscal capacity- The
citizens of the community will have the opportunity to offer
input into the plan upon the completion of the first draft. It is
anticipated that the draft will be finalized during July or
August of 1993 and subsequently presented to the Planning Board.
EVANS/BISHOP HOUSE RELOCATION
The above mentioned structure was relocated from the Main Street
location to Exchange Street. Many of you will recall the 5 AM
scene whereby we witnessed under the cooperative efforts of New
England Telephone, Warner Cable, Public Service Company of NH and
Kopp Movers the structure on wheels moving down Main Street.
The Gorham Development Corporation is continuing its efforts to
raise the necessary funds to place two wings onto the building
and renovate the interior of the main structure. Upon co'mpletion
it is anticipated that the Gorham Public Library will relocate
into the new facility. The new facility will also serve as a
meeting place for community groups. Children will be able to
avail themselves to educational videos. It is anticipated that
there may be a New Hampshire Historical exhibit area, a rotating
exhibit area, wildlife and conservation areas as well as reading
rooms.
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HYDROELECTRIC FACILITY RELICENSING
As you may be aware the Town of Gorham has filed as an intervener
on the relicensing of several hydro facilities located on an
eleven mile stretch of the Androscoggin River. It is of crucial
importance that the Town's best interest are protected throughout
the process. We are currently awaiting receipt of a draft
Environmental Impact Statement from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission which is due out sometime during May of 1993.
PROJECTS COMPLETED
During 1992, we witnessed the completion of several key projects
which are listed below:
» Various paving and sidewalk projects
* Church Street Railroad Crossing Signals.
* Joint drainage, Water and Sewer project on Androscoggin
Street
* Implementation of the North Country Home Health Contract.
* Implementation of a Wellness Program.
* State of New Hampshire's rebuilding of the retaining wall
on Glen Street .
» Initiation of Flood Plain mapping on the Peabody River
RECYCLING PROGRAM
With the continued support of the citizens, the Town of Gorham'
s
Recycling Program has been a great success. Tonnages delivered
to the landfill have dropped substantially since the inception of
the program. We are currently anticipating adding magazines to
the list of items to be removed from the waste stream. A public
hearing shall be held early in 1993 on this matter.
VOLUNTEER DAY
The third Saturday in August has been designated as the Town of
Gorham' s Annual Volunteer Day. August 22, 1992 was the first
volunteer day picnic held at the Libby Pool Facility. Carol Brown
was chosen as the Volunteer of the Year and Robert Burrill was
nominated to be submitted as the New Hampshire Municipal
Association's Volunteer of the Year Award. This event will be
held annually and we hope to see it grow.
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yolunteera, as you know, are the backbone of this community. We
are ewtremely fortunate to have such dedicated individuals wha
care to the degree that they do about the future of the Town of
Gorham. I wish to take this opportunity to express my deep
appreciation to each and every individual that has volunteered in
one way or another on behalf of the Town of Gorham.
Team work, as many of you know, is of crucial importance for an
organization to be successful. Over the past two years, I believe
that the employees of the Town of Gorham, the Board of Selectmen
and myself have been brought together with a common mission -
continuous improvement and commitment to excellence in service to
the citizens of Gorham, this has served as the beginning. Keeping
the team together and guiding it through both calm and rough
waters is progress that I believe we are beginning to witness.
Working together towards and for the common good of the citizenry
of the Town of Gorham is SUCCESS. We are striving towards this
success and I believe with the right chemistry we will see
achievements in leaps and bounds. You, the residents of the Town
of Gorham, aire a very important element of this team. Your input
and guidance is of utmost importance in order for us to
understand the direction and expectations you have for the
community you reside within.
Thus, in closing, I would like to take this oppo
you the residents of the Town of Gorham for the
serve you. I continue to do so with integrity
welcome each and everyone of you to let me know y
concerns throughout the year. Finally, I wish
gratitude to each and every employee of the Town
it is their dedication and success each and eve
responsible for the milestones that have been ach
1992. Without each and everyone of you striving
would not be in a position to report the gains w

















REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
SUBJECT: Annual Report of District Activities
The District ended 1992 with unaudited assets of $851,739.93
which consisted of the Route 110 Materials Recovery Facility,
recycling equipment, miscellaneous equipment, office equipment,
operating capital and capital reserve accounts. Liabilities were
$675,000.00 which consists of longterm debt to the New Hampshire
Municipal Bond Bank.
During 1992, 7,468.53 tons of municipal solid waste was
disposed of in District approved landfills. The nominal cost of
disposing of this waste at a commercial facility other than Mt.
Carberry would have been $433,175.74. Our Materials Recovery
Facility processed approximately 1,200 tons of recyclable materials
saving an additional 69,600.00 in tipping fees had this waste been
disposed of at a commercial landfill. The Materials Recovery
Facility also paid revenues to the District in the amount of
$39,213.28 for those materials marketed by FERCO.
The 1992 District budget was established at $480,344.00.
Surplus funds accumulated primarily from savings on construction
of the Materials Recovery Facility allowed the apportionment of
the budget share to be paid by member municipalities to be reduced
to $205,517.01. At the end of 1992, the budget apportionment was
adjusted to $176,280.01 and further reduced by $112,979.31 of
unused funds which were realized from the sound decision making
process exercised by your District Representatives. The net
apportionment to all member towns for 1992 was $63,300.70. The
$1 12,979.31 of unused funds were carried over to reduce the 1993
budget apportionment.
In April 1992, Raymond Chagnon of Berlin was elected as
District Chairman and Victor Spaulding of Stark was elected as
Vice Chairman and Joanna Fyon of Jefferson was elected as
District Secretary/Treasurer. Other District Representatives are
Brian Lamirande of Milan, Fred King of Coos County, Clara
Grover of Errol, Earl Wadsworth of Dummer, Yves Zomio of
Gorham, Kay Doherty of Northumberland and Ellen Dempster of
Randolph.
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In June 1992, the District conducted its first Hazardous Waste
Collection Day which was held at the Materials Recovery Facility
in Berlin. This project was funded through a charge of one dollar
per capita based on the 1990 federal census population count for
each member municipality. The State of New Hampshire
reimbursed the District at the rate of twenty-five cents per capita
after the collection had been completed. Numerous hazardous
materials were collected including DDT and other dangerous
pesticides.
In November 1992, the New Hampshire Resource Recovery
Association selected the District for the 1992 Best Municipal
Recycling Program Award. This award was based on the recycling
efforts of our ten member municipalities for an overall 40%
recycling rate and for the outstanding manner in which they carried
out their local programs.
During 1992, your District processed 919 pieces of incoming
correspondence and 1 ,694 of outgoing correspondence. 1 , 1 74
telephone calls were received or made and 32,992 copies were
reproduced on the office copier. 159 meetings on numerous subjects
and issues were attended during the year.
Respectfully submitted,




There were 13 burials and 5 cremations for 1992;
The season began in February with the first winter
burials. We had four winter burials in all, the last one in
April when there was still considerable frost in the ground.
This winter, outside contractors were hired to dig graves
as it was necessary to break the frost. The town crew was used
to finish the grave and backfill it. The added cost of the
contractor was billed under the opening and closing of the
grave charge.
The summer work began in April with the usual raking of
leaves and repairing the damage done by winter storms. Most of
the Evans cemetery was raked In the fall and this gave us a
good head start in the spring.
The water was turned on in the Lary and Mt. Hayes
cemeteries by Memorial Day. The water line on the south side
of the Lary cemetery was broken most of the summer, but water
was available on the north side. The Evans cemetery water was
off all summer due to a break in the Main highway line two
years ago. This was repaired by the Water Department and water
will be available in the Evans cemetery next spring.
Water run-off in the spring carried a considerable amount
of sand down the hill from Promenade St. onto the Mt. Hayes
cemetery. This had to be removed this spring and the damage
repaired.
With summer help extra work was done, including filling in
sunken graves in the old sections. Sunken stones were raised
and leveled. Brush was cut and several old and dead trees were
taken down. The building at the Lary cemetery was painted and
repaired.
Fresh loam was hauled from the airport and stored at the
town garage. This will be used next spring to continue







B. C Smith Lot Leveled low points,
straightened stones
Margaret Munce Lot • Raised Stone
Givan Lot ' Seeded two graves
Stahi Lot ' Raised two stones, removed
two small trees
Zolner Lot • Reseeded south side
Griffith Lot Raised four stones
Ingalls Lot Leveled stones
Baldwin Lot Leveled stone
Walter Bass Lot ' Leveled two stones
Nelson Burbank Lot Raised two stones and
removed large birch tree
Phipps Lot Raised and straightened
stones
Clinch/Dickson Lot • Filled and leveled sunken
portion
Keene Lot -' Filled and leveled sunken,
grave
Harriman Lot Raised two stones, loamed
near edge of road
Hooper Lot Leveled stones




WORK RECORD FOR 1992
Charles Ellery O'Hara Lot - Leveled, set sod on back and leveled
stofie
Herman Moses Lot Leveled stones and filled sunken
area
George Cote Lot Raised stone
Unmarked Lots Filled and leveled sunken areas
Sylvester Wilson Lot Filled and leveled two sunken
graves
Virgil Twitchell Lot Leveled sunken section
John Evans Lot Filled sunken grave
Alley/Needham Lot Filled sunken graves
Laffayette Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Wilson Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
William Monahan Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Harry Augherton Lot Leveled foot stone
Forbes-Tidswell Lot Filled and leveled sunken graves,
cut down tree
Marion Goodno Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Ephriam Estes Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Hobbs Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Edwards Lot Leveled stone
Asa Evans Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave
Daniel Griffin Lot Stfaightened two head stones
Emma Fogg Lot Straightened head stone
Henry Minard Lot Filled and leveled sunken grave




Hartford Lot Leveled grave
Clarke Lot Filled and leveled grave
Helms l^ot Leveled grave on right side
f1cLeary/Cox Lot Repaired with loam
Corrigan Lot ^ Filled and seeded
Bigl Lot Repaired and seeded
Oliver Lot Repaired and seeded
Libby Pool Photo courtesy Lala Dinsmore
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NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AGENCY, INC
1992 REPORT OF SERVICE
The North Country Home Health Ogency, Inc. is a not-
for profit Home Care figency providing home health care
and health promotion services to residents of Qath,
Benton, Bethlehem, Carroll, Easton, Franconia, Haverhill,
Landaff, Lincoln, Lisbon, Littleton, Lyman, Monroe,
Randolph, Sugar Hill, Woodstock and additional towns in
northern Grafton and southern Coos Counties.
In Opril 1992 the Ogency welcomed the staff and
clients of the Gorham District Nurse Association to the
Ogency' 5 family of care. The Gorham District, Nurse
Association was formerly a town administered and funded
prog r- am. The addition of the Gorham District Nurse
Ossociation service are a means that residents of 22 North
Country communities now have access to Ogency programs
andservices.
During 1992, Ogency staff provided 23, 136 home care
visits to more than 560 ares residents. This represents
an increase of AB'X- over the number of home care visits
provided in 1991 and a 97>4 incr^ease in home care services
since 1989. The reason for the increased utilization of
home health care programs continue to be the aging of our
population, decreased length of hospital stays and
personal and family preference to be cared for at home.
It is expected that double digit increases in home care
services will continue for several more years.
Town Manager Kelly Goddard and Mary Presby of North Country Home
Health Agency, Inc. executing the Home Health Contract.
Photo courtesy Berlin Reporter
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DISTRICT NURSE REPORT
The Dgency continues to ^ior^U to attract State and
Federal funding for local programs and services. In
1992, $261,645 in State and Federal grants were obtained
for the provision of direct home care services in area
commun i t i e s.
In the Town of Gorham, 58 clients received the
following services:
Service Number of Visits
Nursing 762




Medical Social Service 11
We express our sincere appreciation to the members
of the community, clients, their families and our staff
for their participation in Rgency programs and 1 o o l-<
forward to serving you in the future.
Respectfully submitted.




1992 was certainly a year of change for the Town of
Gorham and a challenge for me. Having served the people of
Gorham for four years, with one and a half years as Interim
Director of the Gorham District Nurse Association, I have
grown to love the people of Gorham.
The transition of changing the nursing services from
the Gorham District Nurse Association to North Country Home
Health ftgency was a smooth one. Thank you to everyone who
assisted with the process and especially the clients for
their cooperation.
Since the transition some of the changes that have
occurred sire: the Home Health Pide Program has expanded to
service Medicare clients; the beginning of an annual
influenza immunization clinic (65 people attended the 1992
clinic and we look forward to seeing more of you this
year); the addition of a medical social service worker who
provides professional social work interventions to address
the identified psychological needs of the home bound;
office equipment which includes computer and fax machine,
both expediting day to day functioning.
You, the people of Gorham, are very fortunate to have
such a professional service available to you. I commend
all of you for your efforts in making all this possible. I






Gorham Ambulance continued on the road of advancement in
1992. In February, Eric Pluwley came on board as
Assistant Director and also became the first EMT-
Paramedlc for the service. As a Paramedic, Eric can
administer medications to those patients suffering from
heart problems, breathing problems and numerous other
medical challenges. The intense training that
Paramedics go through, and the dedication to endure this
training put these people on the front line of medical
care in the field. Gorham ambulance is now the most
advanced ambulance service north of Conway.
We have also upgraded two more members to the EMT-
Intermediate level. The Intermediates are able to start
Intravenous lines for the trauma victim and for some of
the medical victims. We also have another EMT enrolled
in a Paramedic course in Concord. Nearly everyone is
trained to use the cardiac defibrillator. The
defibrillator enables us to deliver an electrical shock
to those people in cardiac arrest who have specific
cardiac irregularities.
Again we want to thank all of you who have donated money
to our equipment fund. Also, a "Thank You" to the
Shelburne Grange for the donation of the Teddy Bears
that get handed out to small children who desire a
companion during their ambulance ride. We really
appreciate them. With your continued support we will
continue to advance.
Requests for ambulance service were down slightly from
1991.


















REPORT OF CONSERVATION COMMISSION
AND TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
Because a majority of the members serve on both the
Conservation Commission and the Town Forest Committee this
report has been combined.
During the past years the Conservation Commission has
reviewed all Intents to Cut applications. The Commission has
followed, with interest, plans proposed to construct a partying
lot and trail that will serve both hikers and snowmob i 1 er s
.
This trail will connect the town with the summit of Pine
Mountain and will cross private, town and National Forest
Land. Years ago such a trail was cut by the Village
Improvement Society and maintained until closed in 1938 as a
result of the great hurricane of that year.
Commission members have attended a number of meetings
relative to the Northern Forest Lands Study and will continue
to follow the actions of the Northern Forest Lands Council.
D ur 1 ng 1992 the Town Forest Co
occas i on 5 with representatives of
Di V i s i on. management plan for th
Forest was signed with James Ri V er
pi an cal Is for the Comm i 1 1 ee t
officials each year to d i scus 5, and
and stumpage pr ices for th e
operat ions. which BiV^B limited to
Members of the Committee have vis
operat ions to monitor the cut
t
i ng
precau t i on is t aUen to protect the
mmittee has met on several
the James River Forestry
e A000 acre Ice Gulch Town
several years ago. This
o meet with James River
approve cutting operations
upcoming winter logging
the winter months only,
ited the areas of logging
and to assure that every
town's water supply.
During 1992 the Town of Gorham purchased from the Gorham
Land Company a tract of land of some 125 acres that is
completely within the Town Forest. This important inholding,
through which one branch of Perkins Brook flows (part of the
town's water supply), was paid for from funds received from
logging operations on the Town Forest. Said purchase was
approved at the 1991 Town Meeting.
note of interest to Gorham residents: The Ice Gulch
Town Forest of some A00(Z) acres is the second largest Town
Forest in the state. With proper management, a function the
Town Forest Committee is dedicated to, the town's water supply
will be well protected and the ongoing logging operations will
provide thousands of dollars to the town for many, many years
to come.





The 1992 Kenworth truck is the latest piece of fire apparatus
in sen/ice with the Fire Department. This unit is a 3CXX) gallon
Tanker/Pumper capable of dumping this quantity of water Into
a portable tank for other pumpers to use or it can make an
attack on a fire utilizing its owned pre-connected fire hoses.
Photo courtesy of Darrell Bernier
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GORHAM FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1992
The Gorham Fire Department has received the new 3000
gallon t ank er/ pumper and is now making plans to put it in
service. There will be a training period for the drivers to
become accustomed to the pump operations and the use of the
foam systems as well as the general operations of the truck
itself. In the near future I plan to have an open house at
the fire station so anyone interested can inspect the vehicle.
Ot this time I would like to again thank the of the Truck
Committee for their dedication to this project.
During the year 1992 four more members of the Gorham
Fire Department became certified Firemen. They atb Orthur
Perry, Mark St, Germain, Wilfred Baillargeon and Douglas
Gleason. My congratulations to each of you.
During Fire Prevention Week in October members of the
Gorham Fire Department visited with approximately 400
children. These visits gives us the opportunity to tell the
children about fire prevention and show them what a fireman
would look like dressed in full turn out gear wearing
breathing equipment.
The Ladies Auxiliary presented the Fire Department with
a dozen reflective cones to be used at accident scenes.
These cones will be stored on the rescue vehicle.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Gorham Fire Department is
greatly responsible for the success of the projects which the
Fire Department undertakes and I want to personally thank
them.
The Gorham Fire Department scholarships this year went
to Chris Gilbert and Jodi Tourangeau.
Os the Fire Chief for the town of Gorham, I want to
express my thanks to all members of the Fire Department who
contribute greatly to the safety of our community.




GORHfiM FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1992
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Rescue "Jaws of Life" .
Structure Fires ....
Propane Gas Incidents .
Haz-Mat er i al 5 Incidents
Smoke/Odor Investigation
Power Line Problems . .
Burner Inspections . .
Permits of Assembly Ins
Burning Permits Issued
Building & Fire Inspections
2 Chimney Fires.
2 Vehicle Fires.




22 Fuel Tank Probl













Gorham Fire Department Officers
vS{<aLAJ^>^v^.(>^ (^\ . V---X'X^^q4.^
Raymond andler, Chief
Warren John4/6n, Asst. Chief
Wallace Corr i Qan< Asst . Chief




Paul Nault, 1st Lieutenant





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our
state. Our largest fire was in May in Rumney where a
suspicious origin fire burned approximately 150 acres with a
total cost of approximately $30,000. The New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands assisted many other communities
in wildland fire suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a
total of 136 acres. Our major causes of fires were fires
kindled without a permit, unknown causes, and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials
with fire prevention. New Hampshire State Law < RSfl 224:27)
requires that, "No person, firm or corporation shall kindle
or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause to be burned
any material in the open, except when the ground is covered
with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from
the Forest Fire Uarden of the town where the burning is to be
done.
"
Violation of this statute is a misdemeanor,
punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail
and you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing
fires. The small average fire size of .47 acre/fire is a
tribute to early detection by the public or our fire tower
system and the quick response of our trained local fire
departments. Please help your Warden and fire department by
requesting and obtaining a fire permit before kindling an
open fire.
The New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands assisted
28 towns with a total of $20,000 in 50/50 cost share grants
for fire fighter safety itens and wildland suppression
equipment in 1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest
fire laws, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden,
State Forest Ranger, or Division of Forests and Lands at 271-
2217.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS 1992
State District Gorham
Number of Fires 289 10 1
ftcres Burned 136 6 .2
Richard C. Belmore Raymond P. Chandler
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden
For fire permits and information call: 466-2549
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FUR FEATHER & FIN CLUB
In 1952 a group of local sportsmen met and formed a
hunting and fishing club which they called the Fur
Feather and Fin Club. The Club operates under a very
democratic system which consists of a President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer and a Board of Directors.
The Officers and Board of Directors suggest ideas for the
direction of the club with the membership having the last
say.
Only three presidents have served the club to date.
Darrell Hewitt 21 years; Lynn Tuininga 2 years; and the
current president Rosaire Brault who has served 18 years
with the latter being elected for his 19th year.
In 1961 a hunter safety course was initiated. It was
called the NRft Course. The purpose of the course was to
instruct hunters about safe gun handling, conservation
ethics, land owner relations, some first aid and animal
trapping. Because of this program the fatalities and
accident incidents have been reduced.
In 1962 the State took over the program and changed
the name to New Hampshire Hunter Safety Program. This
program is now compulsory for first time hunters and the
applicant must be 14 years of age in order to be enrolled
in the course. The course is run once a year before the
hunting season begins. For the past 32 years many Hunter
Safety instructors have come and gone with only President
Rosaire Brault and Leroy Springer remaining as active
Hunter Safety instructors.
One of our annual events is the deer pool. This is a
contest among hunters for the largest deer, large mystery
weight, medium mystery weight, small mystery weight,
nearest average weight and largest coyote for which
prizes are awarded at the annual supper. The hunter must
sign up before the hunting season in order to compete in
this contest.
The club has formed an OHRV group being active in
maintaining trails, building OHRO bridges, education on
riding and being courteous to land owner.
Meetings of the Fur Feather and Fin Club are held on
the first Wednesday of the month except during July and
August or as posted in the newspaper and on the radio. If
you want to become a member attend one of our meetings to
sign up or contact one of the club members. 1992 marks
the 40tti Anniversary of the Fur Feather and Fin Club.
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GORHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT
President - Lawrence Kelly
Vice President - Tim Sappington
Secretary & Treasurer - Bobbi Smith
Membership Director & Public Relations Donald Provencher
1992 was an exciting year for the Gorham Historical
Society, ft mini train was loaned to the Society and hopefully
sometime in the coming year it will be installed on the
premise. There is a small diesel locomotive the size of a
ski—doo and several coaches. There is also about 500 feet of
track. When in operation it will be able to carry
approximately 12 - 15 children. We feel this will be an added
attraction for the Museum.
ftnother addition this year was a replica scale model of
the railroad station. It was donated to the Historical
Society by Jim Auman from Warren, New Jersey and we appreciate
his donat i on.
Many tourists from several states and countries visited
the Rai Iroad Stat i on and Museum and we strive to attract more
visitors with the added attractions.
The Gorham Historical Society would like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone that gave donations to the
Museum. It is because of these donations that the museum
continues to grow and attract the interest of many visitors.
On behalf of the Society, we would like to thank the
townspeople who submitted the warrant article that passed at
Town Meeting for the funds for the support of the Society.
These funds can be put to good use, as like every volunteer
organization, we are faced with ongoing expenses for the
operation of the Railroad Station and Museum.
We would like to see more tourist and residents visit
the Railroad Station and become members- The Gorham
Historical Society is always looking for new members and
volunteers that are interested in furthering the goals of the
society. If anyone would like to join please contact any of






THE GORHOM HISTORICfiL SOCIETY NEEDS YOU
The Gorham Historical Society if committed to the
promotion of community projects and the encouragement of
citizen involvement in the development of the community.
The primary focus for the Historical Association is the
preservation and restot^ation of our unique railroad station.
Enough financial resources have been committed to this idea
so far to mat^e it possible to secure whatever other funding
may become necessary. Infinitely more important than money,
however, is the involvement of people who are interested in
the future and the past of their area and who are willing to
participate actively at any level in what may be an exciting
and rewarding undertaking. Please taWe the time to read and
return the simple questionnaire below to: Gorham Histor^ical
Society, Gorham, NH 03581.
Name
Oddr e s s
Tele phon e
I am interested in planning and policy
I would like to be involved in historical work
I would like to work on museum exhibits
I would like to be an exhibit interpreter
I would like to renew or establish my membership
in the Ondroscoggin Historical Society and enclose
$5.00 for the current year.
I would like to pledge a cash contribution of:
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TOWN OF GORHAM INFORMATION BOOTH
In the late spring of 1992, the Northern White
Mountain Chamber of Commerce assumed the role of manager
for the Town of Gorham's Information Booth. Prior to
opening on May 23, the booth's interior was refurbished
by Chamber volunteers. The interior was redesigned to
accommodate visitors entering the booth and accessing
information. ft counter was installed, as were brochure
racks on the walls.
From May 23 to June 20 the booth was open and
staffed only on weekends. From June 20 until October 12
the booth was open daily.
In addition to the normal booth duties, the staff
was asked to sell tickets for "Freedom Tours" moose tour.
This was the first season for our moose tours and it is
hoped that additional responsibilities will be handled by
the Information Booth staff in the coming season.
The number of visitors to the Information Booth are
recorded below. Please note that of the 6,059 visitors:
3,fel3 were passing through;
1,937 were staying 1-3 nights;
305 were staying 4-6 nights;
157 were staying 7 or more nights.
To achieve the most accurate numbers possible for
the 1992 season, the staff, consisting of Madeline Berry,
Dorothy Nadeau, and June York, asked each visitor where
he/she was from and how many were traveling in their
part y.
The breakdown of visitors at the Information Booth
are as foil ows
:
STfiTE PEOPLE STATE PEOPLE
PI abama 10 New Brunswick 353
Alaska 13 New Hampshire 556
Alberta 48 New Jersey 109
Ar i zona 1& New Mexico 2
Arkansas 6 New York 29 1
British Columbia 12 Newfound 1 and 23
Cal i f orn i a 89 North Caro 1 ina 12
Co 1 orado 13 North Dakota 4
Connect icut 175 Nova Scot ia 306
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TOWN OF GORHAM INFORMATION BOOTH
STQTE
De 1 Bi^are






I nd 1 ana





Loui s i ana
Mai ne











1& Ohi o 75
114 Ok 1 ahoma 6
34 Ontario 855
9 Oregon 25
3 Pennsy 1 van ia 130
44 Prince Edward 28
36 Quebec 393
375 Rhode Island 39
11 Saskatchewan
9 South Carolina 11





523 V irg in ia 41
62 Wash ingt on 15
17 Washington, DC 21
1 West y irg inia
9 Wi scons in 43





Oust ral i a
Pust r ia

























































Plaque for Bob Boucher
Knights of Colunbus Payment
Interest fron checkbook to date
Percentage of Carnival
















Joliette Drum * Bugle (F. Thibeault)





Sun Uorld - printing of flyers
Cecilia Marshall - selling ads
Rachel Pete - Miss N. H.
Ongela Etter - Miss Teen N. H.
Owards 4 Trophies
Robert Boucher - repair canopy
Donald Ondrews - clean park
Flowers by Lynne
Blais Wholesale - legion envelopes
Radio Station WZPK-FM
Fire Department - percentage of carni
Ooerican Legion — percentage of carni
Knights of Co 1 uabus-percent age of car
Rrthur Marchand
TOTRL EXPENSES



























































Officer Mitch White testing the new hand held radar
unit received from the Nashua Police Department
Gorham's Dispatchers Stephanie Kennedy and Raymond Lodar




In 1992, the Gorham Police Department initiated a strong
commitment to providing its officers with basic and advanced
training for modern police practices, methods and techniques.
I intend to renew this progressive direction in 1993 in an
effort to provide our citizens with the best possible
protection and service.
The total calls for service increased this year by 21^ and
total incidents increased by 33S compared to last year. As a
result, the Police Department seeks better ways to improve
efficiency in order to handle the demands placed on it. I
assure you that we will be thoroughly reviewing policies and
priorities to ensure that the community needs ar^e met in a
professional and sensitive manner.
The communication capability of the department improved in
1992 due to the purchase of a new base aintenna, a repeater
system and portable radios. It is hoped that this plan will
continue in 1993 with the purchase of a modified dispatch
conso 1 e.
In 1992, the Police Department also attempted to improve in
areas such as scheduling, management of property/evidence,
prosecution, accident investigation and revising department
forms which were outdated or impractical.
I would also like to take this opportunity to express my
gratitude to all of the employees within the department who
have served with dedication and have stood by me in a year of
many changes being administered. In addition, I would extend
a huge thank you to the Gorham Highway crew which is always
quick to assist us and keeps our cruisers up and running. I
would also like to thank the Town Manager and Board of
Selectmen for their guidance and wisdom throughout the year.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to all the
citizens who have supported us. Your strong commitment to
professional law enforcement is appreciated and motivates me




Chi ef of Po 1 ice
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STATISTICAL DATA FOR 1992
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The Board of Trustees and the Library Staff would like to thank
all who donated to the Library this year.


















Ani t a Pe Icha t
Verna Potter











In Memory of Earl Tenny
Joyce U'llkinson






















































Total New Members 151








Ida M. Bagley ^ ^
Librarian
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PUBLIC WORKS REPORT FOR 1992
In January 1992, the Presidential campaign was in full
swing. It was obvious people wanted changes. As the campaign
progressed it was more and more obvious that change was a key
factor. Locally people also wanted change, but with the threat
of the mill closing, a black cloud hung over the community making
everyone fearful. Finally news came that the mill would remain
in operation and the black cloud slowly lifted and "business as
usual" became the order of the day.
The recycling program has been in effect for a full year and
I am proud to say it has been very successful. Everyone has
worked hard and been extremely cooperative to make sure they do
their part to make this a successful operation, and for this I
say a heartfelt "THANK YOU. "
PROJECTS FOR 1992
Plowed, salted and sanded streets and sidewalks, as needed
Repaired property damage done by equipment during winter
storms
Swept streets and sidewalks to remove winter sand
Mowed, raked and loamed town property during summer months
Cut brush and removed debris
Maintained and mowed the airport
As in 1991, in cooperation with the water department,
Androscoggin Street received an overhaul. New water and drain
lines were installed. Several house connections were made to the
existing sewer line. The street was completly dug up, graveled,
graded and repaved. A new sidewalk was built for safer
pedestrian traffic.
For the past two years the wat^r department and the highway
department have worked together on major projects. With the help
of Dave Bernier and his crew we were able to get the job done on
time and with a substantial savings to the tax payers of the Town
of Gorham. At this time I would like to say Thank You to the








191& Federal Antique Fire Engine
194v*i Maxim Fire Truck.
1 9G& I nt e r n a t i on a 1 /May n a r d F i r e T ru c k.
1968 Maxim Fire Truck
1975 International Fire Truck
1976 Ford Rescue Truck
1991 T800 Kenworth Fire Truck
1989 Ford LTD - Fire Department
1989 Ford Crown V'ictoria - Police Department
1991 Ford Cr ovgn Victoria - Police Department
1991 Ford Crown 'Victoria - Police Department
1986 GMC Van - Recreation Department
1983 Ford Ranger Pickup Truck.
1977' Dodge Pickup Truck
1984 Ford Pickup w/Spreader
199 1 I vi te r ri a t i o n a 1 R e o y c ling T r u c k.
1981 International Garbage Truck W/Packer
1988 International Garbage Truck W/Packer
1990 Ford Ambulance
1984 International Plow Truck
1985 Ford Truck w/Plow & Spreader
1991 International Truck w/Fisher Plow
1989 Dresser Loader/Snow Blower
1990 Case Backhoe/Bucket Loader
1986 Bombardier Sidewalk Tractor
1980 Case Bulldozer
1971 M-B. Paint Machine
1973 Gravely Lawn mower
1983 Gravely Lawn mower
1970 Elgin Sweeper
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REPORT OF THE RECREATION AND PARKS DEPARTMENT
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many
volunteers who were responsible for the successful recreation
programs again in 1992. Many of these programs would not be
possible without their help. I would also like to thank the Ed
Fenn staff, Gorham High School staff, Water Department, Fire
Department and Highway Department for their continued support of
the Recreation Department in 1992.
Under the direction of Summer Playground Leader Jeanne
Gauthier and Program Assistant David Griffin programming such as
hiking, art and crafts, field trips, sing alongs, frisbee golf,
golf lessons, and many more continued to expand and improve in
1992. The 1992 Summer Concert Series continued its success and
was a very popular event which the entire family could enjoy. ft
trip to Fenway Park was also another popular family event in
1992. ft very special thank you goes out to the many sponsors
who so generously supported the Recreation programs throughout
the year during 1992.
Gorham Friends of Recreation
The GFOR is a volunteer non profit fund raising group
working to improve the recreational opportunities in our
community. The group enjoyed a very successful year in 1992 by
installing a backstop and fencing at Libby Field. The GFOR
continues to offer youth dances and special events such as
r^oller skating trips to the youth of our community. Fund raising
efforts included aluminum can collections and concession sales.
The GFOR members are very dedicated and remained focused on
their goal of improving the Libby Ballfield in 1992. I would
like to thank all the GFOR members and the many sponsors who
supported GFOR efforts in 1992.
The Recreation Department and GFOR will continue to work
together in 1993 and beyond to provide the best possible
programming for all to enjoy. We value your support and
encourage you to become involved by sharing your time and
programming ideas with. us in 1993. Thank you.
Respectfully Submitted,
Vint Choiniere
Recreation & Parks Department
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REPORT OF THE RECREOTION QND PORKS DEPORTMENT
1992 Programs











Harry Corrigan Basketball Tournament
Odyssey of the Mind
Bambino Baseball Tournament
Boys and Girls Soccer
Summer Playground Program








Recreation Director Vint Choiniere, Selectman Donald Lamontagne,
Keith and Christine Legendre with son Jason at Gorham Common.
The digger playground equipment was donated by the Legendre
family in memory of son Nick Legendre.
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REPORT OF SEWER DEPARTMENT
- DR -
Sewer Billed in 1992:
Sewer Rents
Job Work & Materials
Outside Sales
Re imbursements
Interest on Delinquent Accounts
Uncollected Revenue from 1991:
Sewer Rents
Job Work & Materials
TOTAL DEBITS
- CR -
Remittances To Treasurer in 1992:
Sewer Rents





























1992 Appropriation $ 266,532.00
Less Expenditures -264.814.89
Unexpended Balance $ 1,717.11
Expenditures:
Commissioners' Salary $ 1,500.00
Payrolls 98,691.99
Fringe Benefits (BCBS, Retirement, SS, etc) 30,260.80
Fuel Cost 6,005.17
Insurance Cost (Buildings, Auto, etc) 6,184.79
Electric Power 61,421.38
Office Expenses 3,383.82
Materials & Supplies 16,601.07




State Mandated Payments 150.00












Remittances to Treasurer in 1992
Uncollected Revenue as of 12/31/92
TOTAL CREDITS
,593.7;
^ , y-:.'J .
SEWER ATTACHMENT FEE ACCOUNT
Carried Fon-/ard from 1991
Deposited in 1992
Interest Earned
Balance in Account December 31, 1992
941 . 4':
356.1^
3 , 4 C / . .J
'
SEWER PROJECT RESERVE ACCOUNT
Carried Forv;ard from 1991
Interest Earned
Amount Paid to Tov/n of Gorham (Sewer Project Payment











Balance on Hand January 1992
Interest Earned
Less Expenditures
Balance December 31, 1992
1992 Surplus Revenue Invested
Balance in Account January 1993
Expenditures:
Androscoggin Street
Equipment (Muffin Monster, Tripod)
Paving (Various Streets)



















47 , 606 . 75
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SOLID WASTE AND RECYCLING
COLLECTION SCHEDULES
SOLID WOSTE OND RECYCLING
HOLIDOY SCHEDULE FOR 1993 - 199A
Hoi iday P at e Pict<u p
Memorial Day May 31st June 1 st
Ath of July July 5th July 6th
Labor Day Sept 6th Sept 7th
Columbus Day Oct 11th Oct 12th
Veteran's Day Nov 11th Nov 11th
Thanksgiving Day Nov 25th Dec 9th
Day after Thanksgiving Nov 26th Nov 26th
Christmas Day Dec 2Ath Jan 7th, 199A
New Year' s Day Dec 31st Jan l-^th, 1994





















O RECYCLING PICKUP DAYS
EVERY OTHER THURSDAY
IF HOLIDAY FALLS ON YOUR DAY, YOU WILL BE PICKED
UP ON YOUR NEXT RECYCLING DAY
Calendar for 1993
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6(7)8 9
10 11 12 13 1T15 16
17 18 19 20(|i)b2 23
24 a 26 27 28 29 30
31
1 New Yeais Day
ie Maitn Luther King Jr Day
(USA)
1 2 3(4)5 6
7 a 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17(li)l9 20
21 Z2 23 24 25 26 27
28
12 lincolns Birthday (USA)
15 Presidents' Day (USA)
22 Washinglons Birthday (USA)
24 Ash Wednesday
1 2 3(4)5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17(18)19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
17 SI Patncks Day
©2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14(15)16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28(g)30
4 Palm Sunday
6 Passover: 9 Good Fnday
1 1 Easier
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12(13)14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26^7)28 29
30 31
9 Mothers Day
24 Vicloria Day (Can)
31 Memorial Day (USA)
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9@11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23(24)25 26
27 28 29 30
14 Flag Day (USA)
20 Father s Day
JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
S M T W T F S S M T W.T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 8 M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 $ 6 7(8)9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21^2)23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
1 Canada Day (Can)
4 Independence Day (USA)
1 2 3 4(5)6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18(l9)j0 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
1(2)3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15@17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29(m)




3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13(14)15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27@29 30
31
11 Columbus Day (USA)
1 1 Thanksgivino (Can)
12 3 4 5 6
7 9 9 10@12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24@26 27
28 29 30
11 VeleransDay (USA)
1 1 Rememhrance Day (Can)
25 Thanksgiving (USA)
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 ®10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22@24 25










NORTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET
FROM MECHANIC STREET

















O RECYCLING PICKUP DAYS
EVERY OTHER FRIDAY
IF HOLIDAY FALLS ON YOUR DAY, YOU WILL BE PICKED
UP ON YOUR NEXT RECYCLING DAY
Calendar for 1993
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F 8 S M T W T F S S M T W T F 8
1 2 12 3 4 ©6 1 2 3 40 6 1 ©3 1 12 3 4 5
3 4 5 6 7 ®9 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 7 8 9 10 012
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 14 15 16 17 18020 14 15 16 17 18@20 11 12 13 14 15@17 9 10 11 12 13@15 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
17 U 19 20 21@23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 20 21 22 23 24@ 26
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 28 28 29 30 31 25 26 27 26 29@ 23 24 25 26 27@29 27 28 29 30
31
1 New Years Day
18 Martin Luttief King Jr Day
(USA)
12 Uncolns Birthday (USA)
15 Presidents' Day (USA)
22 Washington s Birthday (USA)
2< Ash Wednesday 17 SI Patrick's Day
4 Palm Sunday




24 Victoria Day (Can)
31 Memorial Day (USA)
14 Flag Day (USA)
20 Father's Day
JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F 8 S M T W T F S
1 2 3 12 3 4 5 ©7 1 2®4 ©2 12 3 4 5 6 12 3 4
4 5 6 7 8 010 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 S 9 10 11@13 5 6 7 8 9 @11
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 15 16 17 18 19@)21 12 13 14 15 16@1S 10 11 12 13 14©16 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
18 19 20 21 22@24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 2^11)27 19 20 21 22 23@25
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 29 30 31 26 27 28 29 30 24 26 26 27 28(g)30
31
28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 31
t Canada Day (Can)
4 Mepen<)ence Day (USA)





11 Velerans Day (USA)









FROM CARPET BARN, NORTH
















O RECyCLING PICKUP DAYS
EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY
IF HOLIDAY FALLS ON YOUR DAY, YOU WILL BE PICKED
UP ON YOUR NEXT RECYCLING DAY
Calendar for 1993
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 8 M T W T F 8 S M T W T F 8 S M T W T F S
1 2 12 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 1 10345
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 @U 12 13 7 8 •@11 12 13 4 5 608 9 10 2 3 4©6 7 8 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
10 11 12©14 15 16 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 13 14 15@17 18 19
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23(^25 26 27 21 22 23@25 26 27 18 19 20(g) 22 23 24 16 17 18@20 21 22 20 21 Zl 23 24 25 26
24 2S 9@X 29 30 28 26 29 3D 31 25 26 27 28 29 30 23 24 K 26 27 28 29 27 28 29@
3.1
1 New Years Day
18 Martin Luther King Jr Day
(USA)
12 Lincotns Birthday (USA)
15 Piesidenis- Day (USA)
22 Waslmglon's Birthday (USA)
24 Ash Wednesday 17 SI Patricks Day
4 Palm Sunday




24 Victoria Day (Can)
31 Memorial Day (USA)
14 Flag Day (USA)
20 Fathers Day
JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER 0(7rOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F 8 8 M T W T F 8
1 2 3 12 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4 _ 1 2 1 2(3)4 5 6
7 8 BIO 11 12 13
(7)2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 114 S 8 7 8 9 10 8 9 10^2 13 14 5 6 7(8)9 10 11 3 4 5(6)7 8 9
11 12 13(4)15 16 17 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 11 tt13 14 15 16 14 15 16(17)18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
12 13 14@I6 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 2518 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24(S)26 27 28 19 20 21(S)23 24 25 17 18 18^1 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
2S 28 27@29 30 31 29 30 31 26 27 28 29 30 28 29 30 26 27 28@)30 31
1 Canada Day (Can)
4 Independence Day (USA)
6 labor Day (USA)
16 Rosh Hashana
2SYomKlppur
tl Columbus Day (USA)
11Thanlo(i(v(ng(Can)
11 Veterans Day (USA)



















O RECYCLING PICKUP DAYS
EVERY OTHER FRIDAY
IF HOLIDAY FALLS ON YOUR DAY, YOU WILL BE PICKED
UP ON YOUR NEXT RECYOJNG DAY
Calendar for 1993
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
©2 12 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 ©5
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 10 11^13 7 8 9 10 11@13 4 5 6 7 8® 10 2 3 4 5 6 08 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
10 11 12 13 14(^16 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 13 14 15 16 17@19
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 2S@27 21 22 23 24 25 (§187 18 19 20 21 22(^24 16 17 18 19 20@22 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
24 25 26 27 28(^30 28 28 29 30 31 25 26 27 28 29 30 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 27 28 29 30
31
1 New rears Day
IS Martin Luther Nng Jr Day
(USA)
12 Lincoln's Birthday (USA)
15 Presidents' Day (USA)
22 WasWnglons Birthday (USA)
24 Ash Wednesday 17 SI Patrick's Day
4 Palm Sunday




24 Victoria Day (Can)
31 Memorial Day (USA)
14 Flag Day (USA)
20 Fathers Day
JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 ©3 12 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4@ 6 1 2®4
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12@U 5 6 7 8 9 011 3 4 6 6 7 ©9 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
11 12 13 14 15(3>17 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 14 15 16 17 18®aO 12 13 14 15 16 018
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26@28 19 20 21 22 23(g)2S 17 18 19 20 21^23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
25 26 27 28 29@ 31 29 30 31 26 27 28 29 30 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
26 29 30 26 27 28 29 30@
t Canada Day (Can)
4 Independence Day (USA)
6 Latror Day (USA)
16 Rosh Hashana
25 Yom Wppur
It Cdumbus Day (USA)
IIThanlei)Mna(Can)
It Veterans Day (USA)








SOUTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET























O RECYCLING PICKUP DAYS
EVERY OTHER THURSDAY
IF HOLIDAY FALLS ON YOUR DAY, YOU WILL BE PICKED
UP ON YOUR NEXT RECYCLING DAY
Calendar for 1 993 <
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 19@15 16
17 18 19 2D 21 22 23
24 25 26 27(^29 30
31
1 New Years Day
18 Martin Luther King J( Day
(USA)
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10(2)12 13
14 1516 17 « 19 20
21 22 23 24(g)26 27
28
12 Lincoln s Brlhday (USA)
15 Presidenls' Day (USA)
22 Washrnolons Birthday (USA)
24 Ash Wednesday
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10®12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24(g)2e 27
28 29 30 31
17 SI PaliiclCs Day
1 2 3
4 5 6 7(?)9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 2^@^3 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
4 Palm Sunday
6 Passover; 9 Good Friday
11 Easier
1
2 3 4 507 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19021 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31
9 Molher's Day
24 Vlclorla Day (Can)
31 Memorial Day (USA)
1 204 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16@18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
14 flag Day (USA)
20 Father s Day
JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F 8 S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
0)2 3
4 S 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 ©16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28@30 31
1 Canada Day (Can)
4 Independence Day (USA)
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11©13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25@27 28
29 30 31
12 3 4
5 6 7 8 010 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22@24 25
26 27 28 29 30




3 4 5 608 9
10 11 12 13 14 IS 16
17 18 19 20@22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31
11 Columbus Day (USA)
11 Thanteglving (Can)
1 2 3 05 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17@19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
11 Veterans Day (USA)
11 Remembrance Day (Can)
25 Thanksgiving (USA)
103 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15017 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25






Residents will be responsible for dropping automobile
batteries, tires and used motor oil off at the Town Highway
Garage. The hours for drop off shall be:
Monday 3 PM — 6 PM
Wednesday 9 AM - 1 1 AM
TIRES;
Residents must present their vehicle registration in order to
dispose of tires at the Highway Garage. Each resident will be
allowed a naximuffi of two <2) tires per vehicle registration.
fll 1 steel rims must be removed from the t i res pr i or t o
disposal .
MOTOR OIL:
Please do not mix oil with gas, anti-freeze, etc.. Do not
dump oil on the ground or down storm drains. Should you have
polluted oil, disposal arrangements can be made via the
Highway Garage. fill oil can be disposed of at the Gorham
Highway Garage during the specified hours.
BfiTTERIES:
Motor vehicle batteries on 1
y
will be accepted at the Highway
Garage during the specified hours.






EFFECTIVE JULY 1. W&2
WHERE: Town of Gorham
Public Works Garage
Lower Main Street
WHEN: Every Monday 3PM-6PM
Every Wednesday QAM-11AM
WHAT: Clean, dry, brown
corrugated cardboard boxes
and materials.
HOW: Tape and staples must be
removed. Boxes must be
flattened.
Bundle and bring material
to drop off site.
NO: Wax coated or wet cardboard
or colors that are not brown.
No cereal boxes, white
cardboard, etc. No colored
print other than black.
DO NOT PLACE THESE ITEMS IN YOUR
CURBSIDE RECYCLING BINS!






EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1992
WHERE: Town of Gorham
Public Works Garage
Lower Main Street
WHEN: Every Monday 3PM-6PM
Every Wednesday QAM- 11 AM
WHAT: Mixed paper consisting of all light colored or white
paper, copier paper, notepad paper, letters,
envelopes, computer paper, carbonless forms,
manila envelopes, and legal pad paper.
HOW: Remove all metal clasps from manila envelopes.
Remove all plastic windows from regular
envelopes. Place all acceptable types of
paper in a sealed plastic bag and bring to the
drop off site.
NO: Glossy coated paper, waxed or wet paper, magazines,
catalogs, mail, cereal boxes. These go to the
landfill. Office paper must not include any
glossy or coated paper, deep dyed or dark
colored paper, goldenrod or brown envelopes,
facsimile (fax) paper, gray cardboard, telephone
books, legal pad backing or any items with metal
clasps.
DO NOT PLACE THESE ITEMS IN YOUR
CURBSIDE RECYCLING BINS!
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GATES HILL BULKY WASTE FACILITY
Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
On December 14th, 1992, the City Council adopted the following revised rules for the operation
of the Cates Hill Bulky Waste Facility. These rules become effective on or about February 1, 1993.
1^ Operating Hours
Summer operating hours shall be 10:00 AM to 5:45 PM, Tuesday through Saturday, beginning the
first full week of May. Winter operating hours shall be 8:00 AM to 3:45 PM, Tuesday through Saturday,
beginning the first full week of October.
Loads larger than a pickup truck will not be accepted after fifteen minutes before closing time.
2. Origin of Wastes








No person shall be allowed to use the facility without first having purchased a permit from the City
of Berlin. Three types of permits shall be available: Resident (for Berlin residents only), Non-Resident, and
Commercial. One or more of the following forms of identification shall be required in order to purchase a
Resident permit:
1. a (paid) resident tax receipt from Berlin, or
2. a valid driver's license showing Berlin as the legal address, or
3. a paid Berlin property tax receipt.
For the purpose of these rules, a commercial hauler is defined as a person or company who
deposits more than ten pickup truck loads of waste per year at the facility, or one who uses any vehicle
larger than a 3/4 ton pickup truck to haul waste to the facility, or any person who accepts payment for
hauling waste to the facility (ie. private haulers, building contractors, etc.). Any person or company who
fits any of these definitions shall be required to purchase a Commercial permit and shall be subject to all
of the rules pertaining to commercial haulers.
Any person who deposits wastes at the facility without the proper permit or without a valid permit
shall immediately be restricted from using it from that point forv,'ard until such permit is obtained, and will
be subject to any penalties imposed by local ordinance or state law.
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Gates Hill Bulky Waste Facility
Proposed Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
Page 2 of 6 Pages
4. Fees and charges
Permit fees shall be as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 - Permit Fees




Permits shall be issued on a calendar year basis, with no pro-ration of fees for purchase of a permit
in the middle of a calendar year.
Holders of valid permits shall be allowed unlimited access to the facility, with the following
exceptions:
Resident Permits entitle the permit holder to dispose of up to and including ten loads at
the facility per year for free. After ten loads, a Commercial Permit must be obtained which
entitles the permit holder to unlimited access thereafter for the term of the permit.
Berlin residents shall be allowed to dispose of up to four (4) tires per year per registered
vehicle for free, without purchasing a Resident Permit, upon presentation of a valid
disposal voucher obtained from City Hall. These vouchers shall be issued from City Hall
at the time of vehicle registration starting in January, 1992. For vehicles registered prior
to January 1st, 1992, a voucher must be obtained from City Hall prior to disposing of tires
at the landfill. Disposal of additional tires shall require a valid Permit and shall be subject
to the disposal rates shown in Table 2.
All commercial loads, regardless of size, shall be assessed a bulldozer fee as shown in
Table 2, unless alternate bulldozing arrangements are made in advance with the City. All
loads larger than a 3/4 ton pickup truck or small trailer must be weighed, both empty and
full, prior to entering the facility . Haulers will be required to maintain copies of liability
insurance certificates at City Hall in order to be able to use their own bulldozer(s) at the
landfill. Refer to Section 9 for additional requirements regarding insurance. Any costs for
weighing of trucks shall be at the hauler's expense.
Refrigerators and other appliances containing refrigerant gases shall be assessed the fee
of $15.00 each. Also note the additional restrictions and requirements noted in Section
8 of these rules.
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Gates Hill Bulky Waste Facility
Proposed Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
Page 3 of 6 Pages
Table 2: Disposal Fees
Hem Unit Price Bulldozer
Fee'
per each per ton
Demolition and General Debris:
Resident & Non-Resident Permit Holders






Commercial Permit Holders \
















Up to and including 15" S3.00 -- included
16" to 241/2" S9.00 -- included
25" or larger S25.00 -- included




Refrigerators, air conditioners, etc. $15.00 -- N,/A 1
^Hauler may, upon approval of Public Works Director, provide his own bulldozer to level those materials
which he has brought in, in which case bulldozer fees would be waived. Hauler must notify the clerk if he
will be providing bulldozer for each load, and must have prior permission from Public Works Director. The
landfill attendant shall have full discretion in determining how many loads may be stockpiled before they
must be bulldozed, and shall have the authority to limit dumping of additional loads until bulldozing has
been performed satisfactorily.
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Gates Hill Bulky Waste Facility
ProfXJsed Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
Page 4 of 6 Pages
5; Certificate of Origin
Commercial haulers will be required to identify the origin(s) (address or project name) of any loads
containing demolition debris. This information will be subject to verification by the City.
The certificate of origin may also be required for any other loads of questionable origin, at the
discretion of the landfill attendant.
6; Unacceptable Items






Sewage or sewage sludge
Asbestos
Liquid wastes
Recyclable wastes (ie. those items accepted for recycling at the ANVARRDD f^^RF)
Automobile parts
7; Sorting of Wastes
UNSORTED OR UNSEPARATED LOADS OF DEMOLITION DEBRIS V^ILL BE REJECTED.
f^aterials must be properly sorted into the following categories, prior to entering the landfill, and disposed
of in the proper locations, as directed by the landfill operator:
Burning Pit:




demolition debris, except bricks, rocks, cement, etc.
asphalt roofing and siding materials, plaster, sheetrock
mattresses and bedding materials, cloth and fabrics
non-recyclable plastics
non-recyclable paper, cardboard materials
Meials Pile:
metals, except refrigerators and other appliances containing refrigerants (air conditioners,
etc.)
Refrigerator Area:
refrigerators, air conditioners, etc. (see also special rules for these items)
Compost Pile:




Gates Hill Bulky Waste Facility
Proposed Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
Page 5 of 6 Pages
8; Appliances containing refrtgerants:
In accordance with the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, § 608 (a) and (b), after July
1st, 1992, refrigerants may not be released into the atmosphere, during maintenance, servicing, and
disposal of refrigeration and air conditioning equipment. We will be required to reclaim the refrigerants from
these appliances before they are shipped to a scrap metal recycler, or face the possibility of fines up to
$25,000.00 per day. Residents desiring to dispose of refrigerators, freezers, and air-conditioning equipment
will be required to provide the serial number of each unit to the landfill attendant and then unload the
appliance in such a way as to avoid damage to the coils and compressor units. Any units which have been
drained of refrigerants prior to entering the landfill must be accompanied by documentation of the manner
in which the refrigerants were disposed of, including the name of the company that performed the recovery,
the type of equipment and process used, the type and quantity of refrigerants removed, the model and
serial numbers of the unit or other unique identifier, and the destination of the recovered CFC's.
Appliances that have had their refrigerants removed prior to entering the landfill will not be accepted without
this documentation.
9. Contractors Working at the Landfill:
Contractors who will be v/orking for the City at the landfill or those who will be providing their own
bulldozer(s) to level waste shall also be required to provide a copyjof insurance certificates evidencing the
following coverage, prior to performing any work at the landfill:
Insurance shall be written with a limit of liability of not less than $500,000 for all damages
arising out of bodily injury, including death, at any time resulting therefrom, sustained by
any one person in any one accident; and a limit of liability of not less than $1,000,000
aggregate for any such damages sustained by two or more persons in any one accident.
Insurance shall be written with a limit of liability of not less than $500,000 for all property
damage sustained by any one person in any one accident; and a limit of liability of not less
than ST, 000,000 aggregate for any such damage sustained by two or more persons in any
one accident. Property damage insurance shall include vehicle coverage for owned,
non-owned, and hired vehicles. This insurance shall include the City as a named insured.
In addition to the insurance required above, the Contractor shall maintain in force during
the contract, additional bodily injury and property damage limits up to $1,000,000 for
comprehensive, general, and liability coverage. The Contractor shall also maintain full
Worker's Compensation coverage for all persons in his employ.
10. Payment Terms - Residential Permit Holders:
All fees must be paid in full, in advance. Payment shall be made at the Public Works Office at City
Hall.
11. Payment Terms - Commercial Permit Holders:
Terms are net amount due within 30 days from the date of invoice. Accounts not paid in full shall
subject the hauler to loss of access to the facility until payment in full is made.
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Gates Hill Bulky Waste Facility
Proposed Operating Rules
December 15, 1992
Page 6 of 6 Pages
12. Additional Rules lor Commercial Credit Account Holders:
The name of the company must be prominently displayed on the driver's side of the vehicle. The
name shown on the vehicle must match the name given in the credit application in order to have the load
billed to the account.
Commercial vehicles which are larger than a pickup truck must be weighed empty and this weight
must be prominently displayed on the driver's side of the vehicle, preferably near the bottom of the driver's
door, or just to the rear of the driver's door. If the vehicle carries interchangeable containers, the truck
must be weighed empty (without containers) and each container must also be weighed empty and the
container weight shall be prominently displayed on both sides of the container, so that the weight may be
read at any time from the driver's side of the vehicle.
All loads larger than a pickup truck must be weighed just prior to entry to the facility. The date and
time of weighing must be shown on the tare slip and this tare slip must be presented to the landfill
attendant. The weight of the load shall be obtained by subtracting the vehicle and container weights from
the gross loaded weight. The tare slip must also show the location of the scales used or the name of the
firm that owns said scales. Weights may be rounded to the nearest five pounds.
RECYCLE
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board heard AS cases in 1992.
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No matter what changes are made the important thing is
that there be input from the public. Any resident of the
town should feel free to contact the chairman or any member
of the board with suggestions or questions concerning the
ordinance.
I would like to thank the members of the board for their
dedication and hard work during the past year. The members
arei Jean Lary, Kathy Merrill, Rose Mulligan, JoAnn Watson,
John Kusche, and Mike Webb. I would also like to thank Brenda
and Joyce in the town office for their help in filling out





Gorham Zoning Board of Adjustment
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MXJNICIPALITY OF GORHAM YEAR ENDING 1992
Uncollected Taxes




























































TOTAL DEBITS $ 3,892,170.61
*Thi« colunn is for municipalities whose fiscal year ends June 30.









































































*This column is for municipalities whose fiscal year ends June 30.
MS-61
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of Fiscal Year $183,509.22
Collected
Redemption Costs ~0~
If you are a tax sale »jnicipality, please use the elternate page 3.




Fiscal Year $251,840.07 -0-
Taxes Paid on
Liens After










(After Sale or 7,099.99 27,327.01
Lien Execution)
Abatements of
Unredeemed Taxes "0" 1,211.69
Unredeemed Taxes,
Int. & Costs






Executed After "0- -0-
Initial Exec.
Cash on Hand ~0~ -0-
TOTAL CREDITS $ $ o,„ n.f, n. $258,940.06 •?210,836.23
TAX COLLECTOR'S SIGNATURE vO^^/,^^-^ ^ C C^f r^^^^^ DATE; 01/15/93
MS-61
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
FINANCIAL REPORT - DECEMBER 31, 1992
Collected during 1992:
Auto Permits (3,732 issued) $295,951.00
Dog Licenses & Fines 2,243.50
Title Certificates 1,246.00
U.C.C. Filings 2,230.75




Remitted to Treasurer during 1992:
Auto Permits $295,951.00
Dog Licenses & Fines 2,243.50
Title Certificates 1,246.00
U.C.C. Filings 2,230.75





Vital Statistics Recorded During 1992
MARRIAGES:
Marriages of Gorham Residents - Performed
out of Town 2
Marriages performed in Gorham 28
Total Marriages Recorded 30
DEATHS:
Deaths of Gorham Residents - Occurring out
of Town 24
Deaths occurring in Gorham 6
Total Deaths Recorded 30
BIRTHS:
Children bom out of Town to Gorham Residents 29
Total Births Recorded 29
TOTAL VITAL STATISTICS RECORDED ...
. 89





Resume of Pill ftccounts
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992 * Q5b, QiAG. 11
Receipts during 1992 fe, ABB, 710. 81
7, 344, 756. 92
Expenditures during 1992' 6, 303, 37fe. 57
Balance on Hand - December 31, 1992 * 1 , 04 1 ,.380. 35
General Fund
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992 * 690,505.11
Receipts during 1992 6. 331, 945. 07
7, 022, 450. 18
Expenditures during 1992 6, 137, 747. 37
Balance on Hand - December 31, 1992 $ 884,702.81
Sugar Hill Surcharge
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992 $ 46,602.57
Receipts during 1992 29. 662. 20
76, 264. 77
Expenditures during 1992 35, 402. 34
Balance on Hand - December 31, 1992 * 40,862.43
Uater Treatment Plant Surcharge
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992 % 55,450.63
Receipts during 1992 88, 897. 56
144, 348. 19
Expenditures during 1992 88. 296. 00
Balance on Hand- December 31, 1992 * 56,052.19
Impact Fee - Uater
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992 * 14,134.44
Receipts during 1992 1, 650. 33
Balance on Hand - December 31, 1992 15,784.77
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REPORT OF TREASURER
Impact Fee - Sewer
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992
Receipts during 1992





Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992
Receipts during 1992





Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992
Receipts during 1992
Expenditures during 1992







Balance on Hand - January 1, 1992
Receipts During 1992
Balance on Hand - December 31, 1992
On Hand
Berlin City Bank (General Fund)
Sugar Hill Surcharge
Water Treatment Plant Surcharge
Impact Fee - Water


















Don'gld H. King, Treasurer
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
The Trustees of Trust Funds i:\ry5 responsible fi;:M- the safe
investfment of Capital Reserve Funds appropriated by the
voters at the annual Town and School Meetings,, We 3.r&
also responsible for maintaining all of the recordSy and
filing reports with the Town and the State of New Hamp-
shire Depar tiuents of Revenue and. the Division of Chari tab It-
Trust.
We keep the records of each individual cemetery trust funclj
dating back to June of 1397! Interest earned by each single
trust is computed and credited to the account,. The principal
h as V a r i ed t h r o u q h t hi e yea r s f r om f o r t y d o 1 1 a r s t c> f o u r
thousand dollars. At the end of 1992 there are 406 lots
included in the Common Trusts. Interest is paid annually to
the Town and Holy Family Church.
Scholarships were awarded in June through the Dollars for
Scholar ^ P r i;j grain. I n t sr&st f r o in t l"i ti \-\e n r y Wa ]. k e r Me in o r i. a 1
Trust ($350. ) and interest from the Judith Lessard Memi^rial
Trust ($300) funded the two scholarships awarded at Gor ham
H i g h S c hi ci :< 1 g r ad ua t i o n .
At the beginning of 1993 the Capital Reserve and Trust Funds
totalled ii337,518. We have released funds for the purchase
of a new ambulance; school bus and fire truck. The Water and
Sewer Department has expended funds for various projects.
Monies appropriated at the Town and Eichool Meetings were
turned over to the Trustees at the close of the year. Funds
t o t a 1 1 ed $3 1 b , :23b „ o n De c: em b e r 31, 1 992 „
We find property taxes high. Ta
Re p o r t o f T r kxs t F u n d s an ci Ca p i t a
the time to study the
:
e
"3 e !' V e Ac c o u n t s „ T hi i. I'l l<
about the various services that we have come to expect from
the Town. The vision of the Town Manager. School and Town
Officials and their combined efforts to plan the funding of
major capital -purchases and projects should make us proud.
Dan Ay e r wa is i ns t r ume i"i t a 1 i n r e c i:::im ine nding ina ny of t hi e
Re s>e )' V es t hi a t will be part ici f o u y g c:r v e r r"im e n t a ]. p r o c e ?;; s f o r





TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
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GORHAM TRUST FUNDS
ACCOUNT: PRINCIPAL INCOME TOTAL
#1 TOWN CEMETERIES
Balance 1/1/92 * 61024.00 21=10 * 61045.10
1992 New Accounts 1200.00 1200.00
1992 Interest Income 3245.20 3245.20
Paid to Town (3266. SO) (3266.30.)
Balance 12/31/92 * 62224.00 -0- * 62224.00
#2 CATHOLIC CEMETERY
Ba 1 a n c e 1 / 1 / 92 $ 7920 . 00 * 7920 „ 00
1 992 Interest I n c ome 433 . 24 433 , 24
Paid to Holy Family -433.24 (433.24)
Balance 12/31/92 $ 7920.00 -0- $ 7920.00
#3 FLOWER FUND
Balance 1/1/92 * 1347.73 83.31 $ 1431.04
1992 Interest Income 73.91 73.91
Expended 1992 (90.00;) (90.00)
Balance 12/31/92 $ 1347.73 67.22 * 1414.95
#4 REPAIR FUND
Balance 1/1/92 * 2312.16 1022.04 * 3334.20
1 992 I n t e res t , I n c ome 1 28 . 93 1 28 . 93
Balance 12/31/92 $ 2312.16 1150.97 * 3463.13
MILES MULLEN TRUST
Balance 1/1/92 * 10000.00 399.74 * 10399.74
1992 Interest Income 547.22 547.22
1992 Expended (946.96) (946.96)






1 992 New Ace o u n t s
1992 Interest Income
Paid to Town
















1 992 I n t e r ^^s t I n c ome









































Balance 12/31/9: t> 10000.00 ,()_ nuon. OO
GURH(:-1M TF:n.lST FUNDS
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ACCOUNT s F'RINCir^AL INCOME "OTAL
HENRY B, WALKER TRUST
Baliance 1/1/92
1992 Interest Income
1 992 S c i"i o l3.r^hi p
Balance 12/31/92:
1i 5000., 00 3S2.42
192„20
(SSOn 00)




Balance 1 / 1 / 92 * 1 000 „ 00
1992 Interest Income
Balance 12/31/92 4 1000.00
491.72
66 , 26
cr cr "7 rj r:











































FIF?E TRUCK CAF'. RESERVE
Balance 1/1/92
1 992 A p p r C' p r i a 1 1 ci n



















1 992 I n t e r e 5 1 I n c iD rne















Ujf 1 . i.'ii.
,645. 0:
HIGHWAY EQUIP. C. R.
Balance 1/1/92
1992 Int. Income
1 992 A p p r o pr ia.tx
o
n







EAS r M I L AN t : L (3SU RE C . R
,











: 263 13.. '34'. (2b313.54
1^181401 = 0(5 4750.67 $136 lb 1.73
SEWER DEPT., C„ R.
Balance 1/1/92




















Balance 1/1/92 $ 2S4S.90
1 392 I n t e r e s t I n c o i ne




CASCADE BRIDGE F^EPL. C
Balance 1/1/92
1 992 I n t e r es t :F n come
•f 20OOi




CAP IT Hi... RESERVE FUND;!:
^>CCOUNTS P F-! I MC 1 F /i L I M C:DME T G T'A L.





52 ,.14 52.1 4
( b-1-39 . 00)
52. 14 1; 117,53
":i lOGL BUILEF^ C. F^:„
:J92 Appropriatioi- •13399 „ 47 "$ 53399 . 47
S7.49









( 43593 . 00
)
10 L ROLJF






















94 1 3E! . 5 '4
722043. 06
GRAND TOTi*^ 79 1 136 „ 25 1 0.6 3 1 6 236 . 6 C
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EAST MILfiN CLCSURE CR P3

















-ft'^NY l-HILirRuuK ! RUS I L"J
FhNNY PHILBRuuK TRUST PB
1000. IE
LhNChSTER NmTIGNPL ESNK
SCHOOL ASBESTOS REM SAV IbSESc 43
FIRE DEPT CR MM 44131.07
SCHOOL BOILER CR SftV 5346t.. 53
SCHOOL BUS CR SfiV 173£2.3i
FIRST N. H. WHITE MT.
SCHOOL BUS CR SP:V 33757,23
SCHOOL ROOF CR SSV 3£.-^<'P. 34
SEWER DEPT CR MM ^£493. 73
hNGEL GUkRD. CREDIT UNION
WhTER DEPT CR PB 5. 4.3
WhTER DEPT. CR CD 3 553£h. '=;S
REC.ypN REPL SAV 13313.05
iPMhiULRNCE REPL CR SfiV 11345.131
US TRESSURY SERIES H BONDS
MILES MULLEN TRUST 3000. 00.
000. 00
GRPiND TOTPiL 316333. 60
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RESUME OF VITAL STATISTICS
MARRIAGES RECORDED IN GORHAM DURING 1992
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NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL REPORT FOR 1992
North Country Council is the Regional Planning Commission and
economic development district for 51 towns in northern New
Hampshire. It is supported by local community and county dues
which are used to match state and federal funding sources.
Local planning assistance provided to member towns this past year
included: municipal planning, transportation planning, business
and industrial planning, landscape architecture, solid waste
planning, resource management, and GIS mapping. The Council
provided professional assistance to Planning Boards, Boards of
Selectmen, Zoning Boards of Adjustment, Conservation Commissions,
Solid Waste Districts, Local Development Corporations, Non-Prof it
Community Organizations, Chambers of Commerce, Educational
Institutions and Social Service Organizations and Agencies in all
of our member towns .
During 1992 North Country Council also continued its commitment to
regional planning as follows: completed the North Country's first
ISTEA Transportation Plan and Transportation Improvement Program;
completed a new regional economic development strategy; developed
economic strategic plans with local development groups; expanded
the Working Capital micro-lending program throughout the region;
provided technical assistance to communities on major infrastruc-
ture projects; completed a regional wood products marketing plan;
participated in the development of a statewide telecommunications
network; conducted an impact assessment of new banking regulations
on the businesses in the North Country; provided solid waste and
recycling technical assistance to towns, schools and solid waste
districts; and continued our public education initiative on forest
lands issues in Coos County. All the above major activities
occurred at the same time as the Council provided daily planning
and development technical assistance to our members.
In the ensuing year the Council will continue its commitment to
local membership services and regional problem resolution.
Persons from member towns interested in becoming involved with the
Council are urged to contact their selectmen for appointment as




REPORT OF WATER DEPARTMENT
- DR -
Water Billed in 1992:
Water Rents $ 274,992.63
Job V/ork & Ilaterials 5,715.29
Outside Sales
Reimbursements
Interest on Delinquent Accounts
Uncollected Revenue from 1991:
Water Rents $ 13,775.92
Job Work & Materials 1,032.63
TOTAL DEBITS
- CR -
Remittances To Treasurer in 1992:
Water Rents $ 280,132.03
Job VJork & Ilaterials 6,128.95
Outside Sales 6,254.88
Reimbursements 880 . 56
Interest Collected 1,080.32
Abatements in 1992
Uncollected Revenue as of 12/31/92:
Water Rents $ 8,497.54










Fringe Benefits (BCBS, Retirement, SS , etc,
Fuel Cost
























































Interest on Delinquent Accounts;
Sugar Hill Reservoir
Water Filtration Plant




$ 27 ,275,, 32




3 ,841.,10 ^ 5 ,302. 58
SIT $ 117 ,075. 95
CR -
Remittances to Treasurer in 1992:
Sugar Hill Reservoir $ 28,086.97
Water Filtration Plant 85,967.08
Interest Collected
Abatements in 1992
Uncollected Revenue as of 12/31/92:
Sugar Hill Reservoir $ 633.71







SUGAR HILL RESERVOIR ACCOUNT
Carried Forward from 1991
Deposited in 1992
Interest Earned
Bond Payment to GECC Principal & Interest
Bank Charge









WATER FILTRATION PLANT ACCOUNT
Carried Forward from 1991
Deposited in 1992
Interest Earned
Bond Payment to FHA Principal & Interest
Bank Charge












Water Attachment Fee Billed in 1992 $ 8,662.50
TOTAL DEBITS $ 8,662.50
- CR -
Remittances to Treasurer in 1992 $ 1,125.00
Uncollected Revenue as of 12/31/92 '_ 7 ,537. 50
TOTAL CREDITS $ 8,662.50
WATER ATTACHMENT FEE ACCOUNT
Carried Forward from 1991 S 14,134.44
Deposited in 1992 1,125.00
Interest Earned 525. 33
Balance in Account December 31, 1992 $ 15,784.77
WATER CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Balance on Hand January 1992 $ 127,914.67
Interest Earned 4 ,750. 67
S 132,665.34
Less Expenditures -26 ,313. 54
Balance December 31, 1992 S 106,351.80
1992 Surplus Revenue Invested 79 ,799. 93
Balance in Account January 1993 , $ 186,151.73
Expenditures:
Androscoggin Street Project $ 8,987.43
Hydrant Equipment 2 , 310 . 00
Paving (Various Streets) 4,156.30
Gorham Hill Spring 2,484.17
New Well (Gorham Hill Spring) 8,353.65
Bank Service Charges 21.49
Total $ 26,313.54
WATER FILTRATION PLANT PROJECT
Carried Forv;ard from 1991 .$ 4.81
Closeout - Transferred to Viater Reimbursement -4.81
Total . 3 - -
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1992 REPORT OF THE WATER AND SEWER COMMISSION
In 1992, a total of 151,968,558 gallons of water was consumed by
1,060 active customer accounts in the Tovm of Gorham. Of this total,
148,759,658 gallons v;as supplied by the Water Filtration Plant located on
Jimtovm Road and 3,208,900 gallons were supplied by vi/ells located at the
Gorham Airport. Percentagewise 97.84% of the total water consumed was
supplied by the Water Filtration Plant and 2.16% v/as supplied by v/ells.
This is the sixth consecutive year that water use has dropped in the Town
of Gorham. As a result of this remarkable achievement, v/e , as the water
purveyors, are able to supply you with a more cost effective, reliable,
safe and abundant supply of water. This alone, coupled v/ith the fact that
52% of all our customers are paying less for water and sewer than they
v;ere four years ago, is what v/e strive for. This accomplishment includes
the cost of operating and maintaining our newly constructed v/ater
filtration plant as well as the debt payment for this plant.
WATER QUALITY
As the list of federally regulated contaminants in drinking water
grows from a mere 10 only a few years ago to 83 total in 1992, we have
v/itnessed the growing complexity in the water supply field. The Lead and
Copper Rule is only 2 of these 83 newly regulated contaminates. Under
this rule, the Water & Sewer Department, as the water purveyors, is
responsible to provide its customers with safe drinking water at the
household tap. What this means is even though the Water & Sewer
Department is not responsible for the condition or the type of piping
materials used in the home i.e. copper pipe and lead solder joints, which
is the source of contamination, we must chemically alter the
characteristics of the Town's water supply in order to insure that the
lead and copper contamination in the household water supply is mitigated.
The Water & Sev/er Department in order to comply v/ith this regulation has
chosen mother natures approach to mitigate lead and copper in household
v;ater. Host utilities continue using chemicals such as Zinc
Orthophosphate , or Hexametaphosphate3 that contribute chemical residuals
in the v/ater, as well as the possibility of creating other v;ater quality
problems. In order to avoid such problems, the Water & Sewer Department
has chosen the use of Arm and Hammer, food grade baking soda. This
product has shovm remarkable results in the last six months of its use.
Virtually every customer in the Town of Gorham currently has tap water
that is lead and copper free.
As \7ith the Lead and Copper Rule and the many other mandated
regulations that have recently come into effect, the Water & Sewer
Department has and v/ill continue to control the cost of water and sewer.
One such v/ay that V7e can do this is by the continued coordination of
infrastructure with the Town Public Works Department. As more and more
public utilities tend to do less and less of their ovm work, due to either
the lack of proper funding, equipment, knowledge, skilled labor or just
plan tired of the litigation often associated with said improvements, this
Department has and hopes to continue its cost savings improvements.
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This past year the Water & Sev/er Department has completed five major
projects totaling in excess of $100,000 in cost savings. Contrary to what
many may believe this cost savings is inclusive of all cost incurred, i.e.
man hours, fuel, equipment, materials, paving, depreciation, engineering,
supervision and so on. In addition, the v^7orkmanship and quality of v;ork
is better than that of contracted projects. The follov/ing list of
projects are an example of hov; this is accomplished.
ANDROSCOGGIN STREET
Installation of 1,050 feet, 8 inch PVC . sev7er and 4 new manholes
to include new service laterals from the street main to the property
line.
Installation of 800 feet, 8 inch ductile iron v/ater main, 4
new fire hydrants, 6 new valves to include nev; water service lines
from the main to the property line.
The installation and relocation of 800 feet of 15 and 18 inch
drain pipe to include 2 new precast manholes.
CASCADE PUMP HOUSE
Relocated and replaced 60 feet of 4 and 8 inch iron pipe and valves.
Relocated and replaced 80 feet of 18 inch drain pipe.
Seeded and landscaped pump house lot.
Installed new facia and soffit on eaves of pump house.
Constructed a new 480 square foot block retaining wall.
HOWLAND AVENUE
Replaced 180 feet of 6 inch clay sewer with 6 inch PVC.
WENTWORTH AVENUE
Replaced 280 feet of 6 inch clay sev/er v/ith 6 inch PVC.
Installed new precast manhole.
Installed new PVC service connections from main lateral sewer




Replaced 840 feet of 5 inch cast iron V7ater pipe \?ith 10 inch C-900
PVC.
GORHAM HILL SPRING
For the second consecutive year the Gorham Hill water system has
experienced a water shortage. On several occasions throughout the fall of
1992, the customer demand for water exceeded the output of the spring. As
a result the department was forced to truck water into the spring by means
of 6,000 gallon v/ater tanker. This process v/as utilized to provide an
adequate supply of v/ater for domestic purposes only. Realizing this
procedure V7as not a cost effective solution to the problem, it was,
however, necessary to continue uninterrupted v;ater service to the customers
on Gorham Hill. As a more cost effective and reliable means of addressing
the water shortage problem on Gorham Hill, the Commission elected to have
a bedrock v/ell drilled as an immediate solution to the problem. As a
result of this decision, the Department v;as fortunate enough to find a
well with enough yield to address the problem. The following is a list of
what V7as accomplished this fall on the Gorham Hill Spring VJater System:
Falcon Well Drilling drilled tv/o wells 1) 500 feet deep !? 5 GPM
2) 200 feet deep @ 30 GPM
Water and Sewer Department installed 800 feet of underground
electrical service v/ire.
Built an 8x12 foot building to house the 30 GPM v/ell and all the
required electrical controls.
Repaired 2 major V7ater main leaks on the 4 inch cast iron \7ater main
that distributes water to the 25 customers on Gorham Hill.
Selectively cut the timber on the 5 acre parcel of land around the
spring.
Installed a new 25 GPM submersible pump and appurtenances.
The 5 GPM well is utilized as a monitoring well and the 30 GPM v/ell
is utilized as an auxiliary water supply v;henever the gravity supply
cannot meet the system demand. Although this v/ell has provided the V/ater
Department and the customers of Gorham a more reliable water source , the
Gorham Hill system is still in dire need of a safe and adequate supply of
water.
The approach that should be taken, will in all likelihood, be
discussed at the 1993 Annual Town Meeting.
170 WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
The V/astewater Treatment Facility has continued its action to
upgrade the facility. This year the department replaced an aged and
inefficient Comminution (Shredder) device. The more efficient "Muffin
flonster" , as it is called, has resulted in a reduced maintenance expense
and has totally eliminated over-time call-ins, which frequently occurred
v/ith the older t^^qpe comminutor.
This year the plant treated an average of 588,000 gallons of Raw
Sev/erage per day. This figure is approximately 21% less than last year.
The reduction in volume has been attributed to the replacement of/or
repairs to sev/er lines and manholes which had permitted excessive
groundwater to infiltrate into the system.
In addition to the daily flows, the W.W.T.F. treated an annual total
of 140,270 gallons of septage from Gorham and surrounding communities and
162,000 gallons of ^^/aste activated sludge from Woodstock W.V7.T.F.
The average percentage of solids removal and Biochemical Oxygen
demand removal this year is 96% and 94.2% respectively. The EPA requires
a minimum of 85% removal of both.
PLANNED PROJECTS FOR 1993
Continue v/ork on Gorham Hill Water System and continue installation
of V7ater transmission line into Perkins Brook watershed. Replace and
upgrade water and sewer mains on Washington Street Extension, and Wilfred
Street. V/ork v/ith the Town Public Works Department on the installation of








Water and Sewer Commission
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WATER & SEWER DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
1992 3500VJ Generator
1990 Ford Tractor (VTater Filter Plant)
1988 GMC 4X4 Pickup
1590 Chevrolet Utility Truck
1982 GMC Dump Truck
1987 Case Loader/Backhoe
1980 Ford Dump Truck
1991 International Dump Truck
1981 Pilot Sewer Tapping Machine
1989 Homemade Sev7er Jetter
1980 ITT Harlov/ Pump
1980 Gravely Tractor Mov/er/Snov/ Blov^er
1977 Jonsereds Chain Sav;
1975 Keenan Thawing Machine
1968 Steam Thawing Boiler/Homemade Trailer
1967 Sewer Rod Machine on Homemade Trailer
1949 Engressor Thawing Machine
1977 Schonstedt Valve & Box Locator
1980 Schonstedt Valve & Box Locator
1989 Gas Detector
1989 Homelite Disc Saw
1987 Metrotech Line Tracing Machine
1987 90 lb. Breaker
1987 Wacker Trench Compactor
1983 Homelite Disc Saw
1983 Joy Breaker
1984 Small Water Line Thawer
1935 Sullivan Compressor
1985 Leak Detector
1987 3" Stow Pump
1986 3" Stow Trash Pump
1986 3" CH&E Diaphragm Pump
1982 Husqvarna Pipe Saw
1984 3 Motorola Portable Radios
1987 3 Motorola Vehicle Radios
One Ton Roller
1-2" Stow Submersible Pump
1 - CH&E Dewatering Pump
1 - CH&E Trash Pump
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WELLNESS PROGRAM REPORT
1992 saw the initiation of a formal wellness program
for the employees of the town of Gorham. The reasons for
this program aTe many, fts health care, insurance, and
workers compensation costs increase, the town has looked
at ways to reduce the costs to the town (and the public
in general), and have focused on prevention as one way to
accomplish this goal. If we were to look at costs in the
workplace resulting from preventable problems such as
hypertension, substance abuse, stress, obesity, heart
disease, back injuries, and other problems, the total
dollar amount would be surprising.
So the question is, what do we do as an employer to
try to lower these costs? Here are some examples of what
can be achieved:
ftfter implementing a wellness program for 667 employees.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Indiana had these results:
- Absenteeism was cut by at least half.
- For every $1.00 spent on the program, the company
saved $2.51 in claims and absenteeism.
- The company saved an estimated $1.65 million in
insurance claims.
fit Prudential Insurance's 5 year study of 184 workers who
participated in worksite fitness program showed that:
- Major medical expenses dropped by 46S per
part i ci pant
.
- Participants experienced A3S fewer disability
days.
- Physically fit employees took 3-1/2 fewer sick
days a year than other employees.
Wellness programs don't require capital, they don't
require expensive staffing, they don't require office
space or personnel dedicated to paperwork.
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WELLNESS PROGRAM REPORT
Programs and materials are available free to the town
from many sources such as the New Hampshire Municipal
Association and Compensation Funds of New Hampshire.
These two sources so far have yielded a wealth of
information in the form of free seminars, informative
flyers, fitness challenge programs, video training
programs, health screening, and advice on continuing our
program locally. Short term goals include continuing to
offer programs, flyers, and seminars when available,
keeping it a visible addition to the workplace.




V int Cho in i ere
Raymond Chandler
Town C 1 er
k
Highway Department
Water and Sewer Dept.
Recreation Department
Fire Department
If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions,
please feel free to contact one of us. We also look
forward to exploring available resources in the local







SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992



















































































































7,500.68 188,888.60 37,350.60 18,758.68
7,566.00 108,660.80 37,350.08 18,758.86
7,500.00 180,000.60 37,356.68 18,758.68
7,500.00 188,008.88 37,358.88 18,758.88
7,560.08 100,086.08 37,358.00 18,756.60
7,580.08 188,600.08 37,358.88 18,758.88
7,560.06 100,608.08 37,358.88 18,758.68
7,588.88 188,886.86 37,358.00 18,758.00
7,500.00 180,608.00 37,358.80 18,758.60
7,500.08 160,600.08 37,358.80 18,750.00
7,500.68 100,000.06 37,350.86 18,750.00
~ 188,888.88 37,358.68 18,750.88
~ 166,808.88 37,358.68 18,758.80
~ — 37,358.88 18,758.00
~ — — 18,758.88
— ~ ~ 18,758.00
~ ~ — 18,750.00
~ ~ ~ 18,750.88




$156,668.66 $2,025,080.88 $747,688.60 $375,888.08
112,588.88 1,325,800.08 448,288.88 112,508.06
$37,568.68 $ 700,686.86 $298,880.00 $262,566.80
tfSewer Bond pa/Bents refunded by State of New Hampshire
»» Town's share
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERW INDEBTEDNESS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992
ANNUftL HftTURITIES OF OUTSTANDING BONDS
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DATE ISSUED: 1988 1991 1989 1996 1998
ACCOUNT NUMBER
:
It ^ « Water Re-Valuation
PURPOSE OF BOND: Garbage Plow Front End Filtration
Truck Truck Loader/Lease Plant
INTEREST RATE: 6.99t 7.79* 8.53£ 6* 7.75;^
ORIGINAL AMOUNT: $81,888.86 136,888.66 $96,586.86 $1,288,888.80 $60,080.00
MATURITIES
1989 28,258.86 ~ 11,624.68
1998 28,258.68 ~ 15,747.58
1991 28,258.88 ~ 17,741.24 16,296.06 40.088.08
1992 26,256.68 17,251.31 19,281.28 17,273.76 48,000.00
1993 — 18,748.69 28,955.82 18,318.19 —
1994 ~ — 11,158.96 19,488.88 ~
1995 ~ ~ ~ 28,573.32 —
1996 ~ ~ ~ 21,807.72 ~
199? ~ ~ ~ 23,116.19 —
1998 ~ ~ — 24,563.16 —
1999 ~ ~ — 25,973.35 ~
2806 ~ ~ ~ 27,531.75 ~
2861 - ~ ~ ~ 29,183.65 —
2602 ~ ~ — 38,934.67 ~
2663 ~ ~ ~ 32,798.75 —
2664 ~ ~ ~ 34,758.20 -
2685 — ~ ~ 36,843.69 —
2606 ~ ~ 39,854.31 ~
2667 ~ ~ ~ 41,397.57 —
2668 ~ ~ ~ 43,881.43 ~
2669 ~ — 46,514.31 —
2618 ~ ~ ~ 49,385.17 ~
2811 ~ ~ ~ 52,263.46 ~
2612 ~ ~ ~ 55,399.29 ~
2813 ~ ~ ~ 56,723.25 ~
2614 ~ ~ ~ 62,246.64 ~
2615 ~ ~ — 65,961.44 ~
2616 — — — 69,946.33 ~
2817 ~ ~ ~ 74,136.74 ~
2618 ~ — ~ 78,584.95 ~
2819 — — — 83,265.89 —
$81,686.66 (36,868.80 $96,588.86 $1,286,008.66 $88,800.00
Paid to 12/31/92 81,686.68 17,251.31 66,394.82 33,569.76 80,008.88





4NCIS J. OrNEEN, C.P.A.
:ONG WHAN KIM. C.P.A.
5 MIDDLE STREET- LANCASTER, N.H. 03564




INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Gorham
Gorham, New Hampshire 03581
We have audited the combined financial statements and the
combining individual fund and account group financial statements
of the Town of Gorham, New Hampshire as of, and for the year
ended December 31, 1991, as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Government Auditing Standards , issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States and the provisions of
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-128, Audits of State
and Local Governments . Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Town has not maintained a complete record of its Water
or Sewer Fund fixed assets as required by generally accepted
accounting principles. Accordingly, statements of Water and
Sewer Fund fixed assets are not included in the financial
statements. The amounts that should be recorded as Water and
Sewer Fund fixed assets are not known.
As explained in Note 2, the Water and Sewer Funds are
reported as Special Revenue Funds, whereas generally accepted







In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial
statements of the omission described in the third paragraph and
except as noted in the fourth paragraph, the combined financial
statements referred to above present fairly in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Gorham, New
Hampshire at December 31, 1991 and the results of its operations
and the cash flows of its similar trust fund types for the year
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an
opinion on the combined financial statements taken as a whole and
on -the combining, individual fund and account group financial
statements. The accompanying financial information, listed as
the supplemental schedule of Federal Financial Assistance, in the
table of contents is presented for purposes of additional
analysis and is not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Town of Gorham, New Hampshire. The information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the combined, combining, individual 'fund and account
group financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated
in all material respects in relation to the combined financial
statements taken as a whole.
Very truly yours,
Kyeong Whan Kim, C.P.A.
May 11, 1992
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SCHEDULE 2 TOWN OF GORHAM
GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES




Election & Registration Expenses
Cemeteries
General Government Buildings
Planning, Zoning & Code
Enforcements
Legal
Adv. & Regional Associations




































Street Lighting 0.00 32,,500.,00
Town Maintenance 0.00 340,,917.,00
Gas Account 0.00 11,,300.,00
Total Highways, Streets




































STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES





















































2 ,000.00 0.00 0.00
7.054.55 0.00 9.945.45
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SCHEDULE 2 TOWN OF GORHAM
(continued) GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES







































Special Insurance Reserve Fund
Total Capital Outlay








































































STATEI-TENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES





Expenditures - Encumbered Under
























































EXHIBIT A TOWN OF GORHAM
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET




























Amount to Be Provided
For Vacation and Sick Pay 0.00













Tax Deeded Property 1,744.15 0.00 0.00
Fixed Assets 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00































0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1,744.15
0.00 2,937,458.00 0.00 2,937,458.00








EXHIBIT A TOWN OF GORHAM
(Cont.) COMBINED BALANCE SHEET





















LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable $ 22,239.02
Due to Other
Governments (Note 9) 1,073,477.00
Due to Other Funds
(Note 1) 4,985.28
Deferred Revenue -
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 2,733.59
Deferred Grant Revenue 0.00
Accrued Vacation and
Sick Pay (Note 1) 0.00
Lease Obligations (Note 4) 0.00
General Obligation




Fixed Assets 0.00 0.00 0.00















Projects/Purposes 0.00 213,338.32 0.00
Undesignated 369.711.47 0.00 0.00
Total Fund Equity 633.290.11 213.338.32 117.237.02
Total Liabilities








TOWN OF GORHAM EXHIBIT A
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET (Cont.)
ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
DECEMBER 31. 1991
Fiduciary












0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 22,243.83
0.00 0.00 0.00 1,073,477.00



























0.00 2,937,458.00 0.00 2,937,458.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 209,114.43
90,,803.86 0.00 0.00 90,803.86
563,,148.62 0.00 0.00 563,148.62
0.00 0.00 0.00 166,715.95
14.,467.07 0.00 0.00 14,467.07
0.00 0.00 0.00 4,985.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 213,338.32
0.00 0.00 0.00 369,711.47
668 .419.55 2,,937,.458.00 0.00 _4.,569.743.00
S8-57 .518. S5 S2,,322^,458.00 S7,QR1 ^868.71 ^,R-^:>.m7.n5
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EXHIBIT B TOWN OF GORHAM
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS


















































2 ,693,273 .00 459,029.64
2 ,348,477 .00 0.00
432.989 .00 0.00
5 .474.739 .00 459.029.64
f 65.282 .15) 254.506.53
TOWN OF GORHAM
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
&T.T. GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS







































































EXHIBIT B TOWN OF GORHAM
(Cont.) COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31. 1991
GovernTTiental Fund
Other Financing Sources (Uses)





Excess of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balance. January 1
















g 6^T.?Qn.n g ?n.T^S.3?
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TOWN OF GORHAM
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS











(123.646.00 ) (230,000.00 ) ( 594,760.98 )
(123,646.00 ) ( 27,508.90 ) 40.729.12
( 27,376.83) (118,826.94) 234,904.63
144.613.85 693,725.27 1.303.859.15
g 117,7^7.02 S 574,RQ8.33 <S 1 ,5TR, 763.78
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EXHIBIT C TOWN OF GORHAM
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES
















































































COMBINED STATEt-TENT OF REVEKUES. EXPE?^DITURE5 A)JD
CHANGES IN FUND BALA)JCES - BUDGET hiW ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVEtJUE FUND TYPES




























21, 411.47 0.00 1, 710.80 ( 1, 710.80)
15, 435.16 0.00 0.00 0.00
37,,420.20 0.00 0.00 0.00
39.,684.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
39,,650.70 0.00 0.00 0.00
9,,945.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
1,,742.62 0.00 0.00 0.00
.76 0.00 0.00 0.00
615.89 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 524,,066.00 449,,612.13 74,,453.87
219 ,719.95 0.00 7,,706.71 f 7,,706.71)
385,,626.65 524,,066.00 459,,029.64 65,,036.36
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
385 ,626.65 524 ,066.00 459 ,029.64 65 .036.36
463 ,516.50 0.00 254 ,506.53 254 ,506.53
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EXHIBIT C TOWN OF GOKHAM
(cont.) COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN TUUD BALANCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES













Fund Balance - January 1




















COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN TUND BALANCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAI^
GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES



































Evans / Bishop House being moved from its Main Street location
Rick and Sl<ip White on the snowmobile won through a raffle at
the Fur Feather and Fin Club and Rosaire and Mary Agnes Brault
Photo courtesy of the Berlin Reporter
MEETING SCHEDULES OF TOWN DEPARTMENTS
ftMBULONCE DEPORTMENT: First Monday of every month
BUDGET COMMITTEE: fis published during month of January
CONSERVfiTION COMMISSION & FOREST MONOGEMENT COMMITTEE:
Os called by their respective Chair ma n
FIRE DEPORTMENT:
Meetings held on first Tuesday of each month at 6:30 P.M.
at Gorham Fire Station unless otherwise scheduled by the
F i re Ch i ef
.
Every third monthly meeting held at Cascade Fire Station
on first Tuesday of the month at 6:30 P.M.
GORHOM DISTRICT COURT:
Every Tuesday at 9:30 ft. M. in Gorham Town Hall fiuditorium
GORHOM SCHOOL BOORD MEETING:
Second Thursday of each month at 7:00 P.M. at Gorham
Middle High School Library or as posted
j
LIBRARY TRUSTEES MEETING:
Os called by their respective Chairperson
I.
PLANNING BOORD:
Second and fourth Thursday of the month at 7:00 P.M. at
Gorham Town Hall depending on case load.
SELECTMEN'S MEETING:
Every other Monday at 7:00 P.M. or as posted at Town Hall
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST:
Os published preceding each election at Gorham Town Hall
WOTER COMMISSION MEETING:
Every Monday at 7:00 P.M. at Uater & Sewer Building except
hoi idays
ZONING BOORD OF ODJUSTMENT :
First and third Thursday of the month at 7:00 P.M. at
Gorham Town Hall depending on case load.

